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Abstract 

This document responds to a call from Nungalinya students who wanting to know the history of 

the College, and to fill one of the gaps in the existing body of research concerning the history of 

Vocational Education and Training in the Northern Territory which has been focused on the role of 

human agents only. The thesis assumes the position that early history of the College has transcendental 

origins and is the product of a metaxic action of two agencies: divine and human, which reflects on the 

belief that these have mutually cooperated throughout Christian history. This claim is presented within a 

framework of biblical metanarrative supplemented by Nungalinya’s archival records as primary sources.  

The analysis of the historic events uses theological tools such as: the salvific/redemptive history, 

typological theology and missiological construct of Missio Dei. This examination employs the historical 

research method guided by a hermeneutic of continuity as the principle of historical interpretation of 

developments leading to the establishment of Nungalinya College. This thesis is written for reflective 

readers, inquisitive about the meaning of life and sensitive towards the transcendental reality and spiritual 

search of Australian Indigenous Christians. It includes philosophy of the educational institution that 

participates in the metaxy of incarnated Christ and the lives of Indigenous Australians who navigate 

between the two worlds. 
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Λ 

God, [Gulpa], put it all over the world too and a people who first ancestors know, see. 

But this new generation, this 1994 universe now, they think they got more brains than what the 

earth is! You understand what I am talking? They [think], just because they went to university 

school, they know the sacred site and all that. But the thing [Derriba Nungalinya, a sacred site of 

Larrakia people], what the God, [Gulpa], put it there, that thing will destroy them. 

—Topsy Secretary, A Larrakia Elder1 

 

                                                           
1 As cited in Heffernan, 1998, p. 18. 
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Introduction 

An Outline of the Research  

The subject of this research is the early history of an indigenous theological college that 

came into existence due to a missionary activity that took place in the history that has a metaxic2 

structure. This college has been named after a rock which the Larrakia Elder, Topsy Secretary, 

refers to as Nungalinya in her communication with Heffernan (1998). The thesis combines the 

two fields of research: History and Philosophy of Education and Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander Education that are explored through the lens of a teacher who lived and worked for a 

decade in the Indigenous communities of Northern Australia, and since the beginning of 2014 

has been working with Nungalinya students in the classroom environment. 

Having been presented with the researcher’s standpoint and a conceptual map of the 

research, the reader will become familiar with the nature of Nungalinya College. The reader will 

then be provided with a concise overview of a previous work related to this investigation, 

followed by a definition of the scope of the study and the research question. Then, a theoretical 

framework composed of a theological and philosophical dyad – where the former pays its due to 

the faith and the latter to the reason3 – will be discussed, and the reasoning behind opting for a 

metamodern approach will be presented. 

                                                           
2 Adjective metaxic comes from the Greek term metaxy (μεταξύ) denotes the middle, the 

intermediate, the in-between or the center. The term μεταξύ is often transliterated as mataxu, 

metaxú or metaxy (Duraj, 2017). 

3 On the relationship between faith and reason see: Paul II, 1998.   
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Researcher’s standpoint 

Topsy Secretary understands that Gulpa is an active God having a power to create and to 

destroy. So does the author of this research which is an attempt to extract the historical, 

theological, and philosophical foundation of the College from the biblical metanarrative, the 

history of the Church and Nungalinya archives, in order to respond to the call of Nungalinya 

students who wanted to know the history of the College.  

While the initial inspiration to embark on this task came from the students, the 

philosophy guiding this project is driven by a personal experience of the metaxic tension 

between desiderium servire (the desire to serve) and libido dominandi (the desire/lust to 

dominate), as well as by Voegelin’s (1990a) claim that the psyche of man is the battleground 

between the forces of life and death. The term libido dominandi is taken from St Augustine’s 

book The City of God against the Pagans, written after the sacking of Rome by the Visigoths in 

410 to address the accusation of the pagans who blamed the Christians and their God for this 

devastation. Augustine describes the characteristics of the two cities: one of man and the other of 

God. The City of Man is ruled by a lust for earthly values like power, fame and wealth, and that 

takes gratification in ruling and dominating others – Augustine labels this lust as libido dominandi. 

Whereas the City of God allows itself to be ruled by God and is awaiting its reward in heaven. 

Both cities are God’s creation and are used by God for his purposes (O'Meara, 1984). 

Augustine identifies the City of God with the church of the people who are on pilgrimage 

in this world. He is a philosopher who searches for the truth and is realistic about the Church’s 

human component. Referring to the biblical parables of the weeds among the wheat (Mt 13, 24-

30) and the mixed collection of fish in the net (Mt 13:47-50), he concludes that many Church 

members are not members of the City of God. On the other hand, there are some who do not 
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belong to the Church, but in fact are members of that city (O'Meara, 1984). Similar position in 

relation to the human element of the Church is taken in this research.  

The readers of this paper may by surprised by the lack of reference to colonialism. The 

reason for this lies in a personal belief that colonialism is just one of the many manifestations of 

the libido dominandi. Therefore, it is treated as the universal and permanent characteristic of a 

human condition triggered by the unmooring of the metaxy, discussed in chapters one and two. 

This condition can be decolonised only by restoration of the metaxy to its original state through 

redirecting human’s attention from being preoccupied with the immanent self towards the 

transcendent God, and when fully accomplished it will liberate humanity from the tyranny of the 

libido dominandi ending all its expressions, including lust to colonialise others. Such an 

approach to colonialism is not a minimisation of a terrible injustice done to Indigenous 

Australians and other people all over the globe. On the contrary, the project is aligned with 

Augustine’s view on justice4 and underpinned by the belief that colonialism is a refusal to accept 

that all people are by nature equal. 

Regarding the theological approach taken in this thesis, it follows the tradition of the 

Church captured by the Nicene Creed, which has recently been embraced by the College as its 

statement of belief, and it also takes advantage of the content of the biblical metanarrative. These 

choices are motivated by a personal experience of the divine and demonic manifestations as well 

as by the conviction that there are organic connections between the Bible and Nungalinya 

College. 

                                                           
4 In The City of God Augustine writes, “Justice removed, then, what are kingdoms but great 

bands of robbers?”, as cited in Dyson (1998, p. 147). 
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Nungalinya College and the Bible 

Nungalinya College is a unique institution. For many Indigenous people the college is an 

important place due to its educational, spiritual and social significance. The college came into 

formal existence in 1973 and today it is one of the oldest institutions in the Northern Territory 

dedicated exclusively to the education of adult Indigenous Australians. For nearly 50 years, the 

College has served as a hub connecting Indigenous Christians from many remote communities of 

the NT, as well as from other states, and facilitating numerous Indigenous activities such as 

sharing testimony and storytelling, celebrating salvation and survival, creating and discovering 

Indigenous knowledge, and revitalizing and preserving their cultural languages and identity. 

Nungalinya is not only a multicultural community but also a multilingual one. It is a 

venue of multi-directional learning where teaching and learning takes place in the context of a 

partner relationship between multiple Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultures. Theological and 

biblical courses offered by the college provide opportunities for the students to share their 

Christian faith and traditional beliefs, to discuss and explore their Indigenous theology and 

spirituality, to pray and express their relationship to God, the land, the spirits and other people, to 

contemplate both their Christian and Indigenous identity, and to search for a meaningful 

existence in a contemporary Australian society. The learning in the college is not limited to 

theological disciplines; language, literacy, numeracy, IT skills, community development and 

other courses equip the students with knowledge and skills needed for gaining meaningful 

employment. The college trains and employs Indigenous teaching staff and supports them in 

their professional careers. Nungalinya runs Indigenous cultural programs as professional 

development opportunities for non-indigenous students and professionals of various 
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organizations, providing not just theory about cultural awareness, but also a genuine experience 

in an immersive cultural environment, provided by Indigenous elders and teachers. 

Both the College and the Bible are places of learning. Guirguis (2020) in Education in the 

Garden of Eden writes: 

… the first college was the Garden of Eden. The first lesson taught to man was a 

Horticultural lesson. God was the first teacher5 for Adam and Eve in which he is called 

“the Teacher of Truth.” The second teacher in Eden was Satan, the serpent, and named 

the “false teacher.” The third teacher was the One who bruised the serpent’s head, Jesus 

Christ, the greatest teacher who ever lived (p. 32). 

The system of education instituted at the beginning of the world was to be a model for 

man throughout all after time… The Garden of Eden was the schoolroom, nature was the 

lesson book, the Creator Himself was the instructor, and the parents of the human family 

were the students (White, 2016, as cited in Guirguis, 2020). 

The ideas embedded in these two citations reflect not only the belief of the researcher, but 

are also present in the current educational philosophy of the College, which emphasises the 

importance of the garden by its exterior design, with the landscaping reflecting the biblical 

events relevant to the Aboriginal students and the College’s identity. 

Structure and Conceptual Map of the Research 

The main body of this research contains three chapters. Chapter one explores theological 

and spiritual events in the biblical metanarrative and their impact on the identity of the College. 

It begins with an overview of the Bible pointing at its uniqueness and its appeal to people, 

                                                           
5 cf. Job 36:22 (NKJV), “Behold, God is exalted by His power; who teaches like Him?” 
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including many Aboriginal Australians. The garden elements such as a seed, land and blessing 

are used to serve as a background for a search of Nungalinya College’s existence within the 

reality of the Old Testament as a type, and in the New Testaments as the eschatological antitype. 

Chapter two looks at the Bible and the history of the Church through the lens of 

missiology and examines early missionary activities leading to the establishment of the College. 

Firstly, it explores the Bible as a missionary textbook, then analyses theoretical and practical 

aspect of missions. Finally, it researches the arrival of missionaries to Terra Nullius and their 

initial engagement with Indigenous people of Australia. 

The last chapter deals with the immediate developments leading to the establishment of 

the College that took place in the Northern Territory. It is focused on missionary activities in the 

Arnhem Land, emergence of the Indigenous leadership and the need for their training and 

education. Research of the College’s archival records reveals the detailed proceedings and 

challenges of the joint work of the Anglican and Methodist missionaries in their effort to build 

the College. 

Many theological historians, including Leithart (2008), maintain that the basic structure 

of redemptive history is an exitus and reditus structure. The term exitus refers to the beginning of 

the Creation in the sense that everything came from God, while reditus symbolizes the renowned 

creation that returns to God. From historical perspective the early developments relevant to 

Nungalinya College are umbilically connected to the redemptive history and its theological and 

missiological events which are confined between exitus and reditus. Hence, the events of the 

chapters one to three are set in the redemptive chronology, Figure 1. 
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Figure 1  

A chronological map of redemptive history with major redemptive events6. 

  

 

From a philosophical7 perspective, this in-betweenness correlates with the concept of the 

metaxy where exitus and reditus may represent a pair of the metaxic dyads. The above map also 

shows the other metaxic poles and symbols: Alfa and Omega, the Fall and the New Creation, 

with the metaxic actor in the center, which will be discussed as the investigation progresses. 

Whereas, from a missiological standpoint, the map represents a missionary field where the two 

agencies, divine or transcendent8 and human or immanent, work together to establish Nungalinya 

College. These agencies, especially the transcendent one, are the main forces driving this thesis. 

                                                           
6 Adopted from Wright, 2010, p. 40. 

7 On Relationship between philosophy and theology see: Ejeh, 2020. 

8 In Christianity, God is simultaneously and continuously both transcendent and immanent. The 

immanence of God means that God moves and operates everywhere within his creation. The 

transcendence of God says that God is totally free to move and operate independently of 
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Previous Research 

According to McIntyre and Grudens-Schuck (2004) the research on adult education and 

training in Australia has been overshadowed by research on school education and only recently 

has the subject of adult education become researchable. Scholars such as Don Zoellner (2013 & 

2017) and John Harris (1994 & 1998), have produced valuable material which shines a light on 

the history of adult education in the Northern Territory, and whose contributions stand out 

among others9.  

Allegorically, these two researchers represent the two opposing poles of the metaxy – the 

state and the church – and at the same time they complement each other’s work. The former 

produced an excellent research work on the engagement of the state and politicians in Vocational 

Education and Training (VET), while the latter wrote two very informative books on the role the 

churches played in the lives of Indigenous Australians, including educational episodes.  

The existing body of historical research in the field of adult education in the Northern 

Territory, with VET being its dominant domain, is a product of the academic 

modern/postmodern debate that commenced in 1960s (Bioland, 1995), and which temporarily 

                                                           

anything he created. He can operate from beyond space, time, matter and energy (Gouw et al., 

2016). In this research, transcendence will correlate with God and immanence with the creation. 

9 Frawley (2004) investigates the history of Indigenous adult education in the NT from 

the 1940s through to the 1960s – during the era of the assimilation policy. Guenther (2007) 

stresses importance of the philosophical aspects, such as axiology, ontology, epistemology and 

cosmology, and their relation to the adult education in the context of language, land and culture 

of Indigenous people. Earlier authors, Loveday and Young (1984) analyse the history of TAFE.  
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correlates with the beginning of discussions regarding the establishment of Nungalinya College. 

Postmodern proponents believe that their ideology is important because it has tools and methods 

that can deconstruct the oppressive systems put into place by modernity (Freire, 1996).  

The Scope of the Research and the Research Question 

There are multiple contexts that surround the early history of Nungalinya College. 

Influences such as social, political, ideological, philosophical, and economical all played a 

relevant role in developmental process of Nungalinya College. However, the most important fact 

is that the College is an outcome of the hypostatic10 and metaxic missionary activities, which 

involved the cooperation of the divine and human agencies in the formative stages of this 

Indigenous institution. All these factors deserve thorough attention, but history is written by a 

process of selection and omission. 

Following Newbigin’s (1995) principle of selection, according to which what is deemed 

to be significant for the story as a whole is selected, and the rest is omitted, the scope of this 

investigation will be guided by two factors: the duality of missionary agency and the College’s 

connection to biblical metanarrative. Although all the elements listed above are relevant to the 

story of Nungalinya College, some of them will be given significantly more attention than others. 

These are: the sacred history dealing with the spiritual and theological foundation of the College 

covered in chapter one; the missiological and theological aspects concerning the divine and 

human agency involved in the realisation of Nungalinya project documented in chapter two; and 

                                                           
10 Hypostasis is a term describing the union of the divine nature with the human. This unification 

took place when the Word became flesh (John 1:14). Laubach (1916) calls this missionary 

activity a substantial mission. 
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the developments concerning Indigenous people which are recorded in the secular archives of the 

College and in the history of Australia examined in chapter three. 

The examined scope is selected with two objectives in mind: firstly, to produce a 

narrative of the early history of the College that contributes to the existing knowledge, and 

secondly, to provide a content that has the potential for academic use for Nungalinya 

stakeholders, especially those who are or will be engaged in a search for Nungalinya Indigenous 

theology. This calls for a formulation of a theologically centred research question. Thus, this 

examination will search for an answer to the following question: How were theological 

constructs represented and used in the early history of Nungalinya College?  

The quest for an answer to this question will adopt an understanding of history proposed 

by Voegelin in The Ecumenic Age, where history is not just an experience of people, but “events 

are experienced as movements of human response to a movement of divine presence”, therefore, 

history is “a divine-human process” that happens “in the Metaxy” (Voegelin, 2000, p. 375). Such 

a history balances between the two constructs: one philosophical the other theological. 

The Philosophical Framework 

As the philosophical concept of the metaxy is very important in this study, a lengthy 

quote of Voegelin’s description of the term will help the reader to comprehend the philosophy11 

and theological argumentation underpinning the proposed approach to the history of the College: 

                                                           
11 Perhaps a more adequate term than “philosophy” would be “philosophical theology” which is 

a form of theology using philosophical tools to develop or analyse theological concepts.  
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Existence has the structure of the In-Between, of the Platonic metaxy12, and if anything is 

constant in the history of mankind it is the language of tension between life and death, 

immortality and mortality, perfection and imperfection, time and timelessness; between 

order and disorder, truth and untruth, sense and senselessness of existence; between amor 

Dei and amor sui, l'ame ouverte and l'ame close; between the virtues of openness towards 

the ground of being such as faith, love, and hope, and the vices of infolding closure such 

as hybris and revolt; between the moods of joy and despair; and between alienation in its 

double meaning of alienation from the world and alienation from God (Voegelin, 1990c, 

p. 119).  

The further elaboration of the significance of the metaxy and justification of the 

metamodern approach in this research will unfold in the paragraphs below. 

The Metaxic Executions in Paris and Jerusalem 

Zoellner (2013) in his research of the history of adult education in the NT, adopted an 

analytical discourse emerging from Foucault’s narrative Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the 

Prison. Inspired by the gruesome public execution  of Robert-François Damiens whose crime 

was an attempted regicide in 1757, Zoellner, scrutinizing the motivations of politicians 

responsible for vocational training, indicates that like “correctional facilities” and “public health 

                                                           
12 Originally metaxy is defined in Plato's Symposium as the "in-between" or "middle ground", 

while Eros is depicted as an entity existing in-between the divine Gods and mankind (Griffith, et 

al., 2018). 
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systems”, the Australian VET system is a creation of the governments, and it is designed to 

“reward or punish individuals according to their behaviour” (Zoellner, 2013, p. 16). 

The description of Damiens’ infamous execution that took place in Paris reveals several 

details. Besides the oppressing executors and the oppressed executed, the scene is attended by 

the other set of actors: the spectators, a parish priest acting as a reconciliation minister, and the 

invisible actors who transcend the reality of the immanent framework of the execution. Damiens, 

despite being in excruciating pain, is fully aware of this transcendent presence and seems to be 

conversing with it: “It is said that, though he was always a great swearer, no blasphemy escaped 

his lips.” He often repeated: “My God, have pity on me! Jesus, help me!” (Foucault, 1975, p. 3). 

As the academic researchers are predominantly interested in the immanent character of 

education, these details of the execution are not given due attention when dealing with the 

history of education in the NT.  

A Christian reader acquainted with an ancient history and sensitive to the biblical 

metanarrative will intuitively associate Foucault’s narrative with another execution that took 

place in Jerusalem around 33 AD. One may conclude that the description of the Paris execution 

is a reductionist version of the crucifixion scene documented in the New Testament13, where the 

metaxic teacher and king is tortured and executed, while the assassins - contrary to the Paris 

regicide - are pardoned and walk away freely.   

The accounts of both executions contain a rich symbolism and meaning relevant to the 

history of education in general and the history of Nungalinya College in particular. For instance, 

interpretations of these executions may represent the two poles of the metaxy. The Paris 

                                                           
13 Cf: Lk 23:38-43. 
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execution, used as an interpretative tool in the postmodern discourse, may represent the 

immanent pole of the metaxy, where the power is perceived as an oppressive instrument that 

makes use of knowledge to exercise the social control of peoples bodies and minds (Foucault, 

1980). The Jerusalem execution, used as a background for theological analysis, can exemplify 

the transcendent pole, where the power is exercised in order to redeem and save the oppressed 

from the structures of sin (Ryken, 2014). Whereas the metaxic space in-between constitutes a 

historical reality in which the College and other Christian institutions came into existence. 

Metamodern vs Postmodern Framework 

Postmodernism remains influential in the contemporary academia, and the previous work 

in the field related to this research has been conducted in a postmodern spirit, however, its 

methodology does not provide appropriate tools to undertake the examination of Nungalinya 

College’s earlier history. The position taken in this research is based on the assumption that 

“neglecting one of the two poles [of the metaxy] is deforming the truth of our human existence” 

(des Rochettes, 2016, p. 46). Therefore, the investigation of the transcendent14 and use of 

metanarrative15 as a primary source of historical information is a necessity, which is not 

supported by the postmodern framework. 

A more adequate framework for approaching the history of Nungalinya College is offered 

by a metamodern alternative that proposes a blend “of a modern desire for sense and a 

postmodern doubt about the sense of it all” (Vermeulen & Van Den Akker, 2010, p. 6). For 

Vermeulen meta indicates an oscillation between future, present and past. This oscillation or 

                                                           
14 On rejection of the transcendent by postmodernism see: Caputo et al., 2007. 

15 On postmodern incredulity towards metanarratives see: Lyotard, 1984.  
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metaxis (in-betweenness) constitutes the ontological essence of metamodernism The 

metamodern framework recognises the value of metanarratives because “they are as necessary as 

they are problematic” (Vermulen, 2012, p. 2), thus, allowing for the framing of the history of 

Nungalinya in a biblical context. It also respects the theological sentiments of the subjects, and 

provides a space for an experience of transcendence (Eshelman, 2008). Moreover, the 

metamodern movement, like this research, draws inspiration from the existential concept of 

platonic metaxy. 

Note on the Metaxic Poles and Transcendence 

Veogelin’s philosophy of history is strongly influenced by the metaxic history of St. 

Augustine16. He begins his Order and History with Augustine’s words: “In the study of creatures 

one should not exercise a vain and perishing curiosity, but ascend toward what is immortal and 

everlasting” (Voegelin, 2001, p. 18). Moreover, when defining the metaxy, he uses Augustinian 

concepts of amor Dei and amor sui, described in The City of God, as one of the pairs of the 

metaxic poles (Dyson, 1998, p. XIX; Voegelin, 2000, p. 230) . Corey points out, that in 

Voegelin’s understanding, the poles of the metaxy are beyond human reach; they “transcend the 

metaxy” (Corey, 2018, pp. 29-30).  

Azerrad observes that Voegelin’s understanding of structure of reality is symbolic; 

transcendence, immanence and the metaxy itself “are just limited symbols”, while Augustine’s 

perception of the metaxy “takes us beyond” this symbolism (Azerrad, 2002, p. 18; 30). Paul of 

                                                           
16 Lawrence (2013) refers to St. Augustine as Voegelin’s spiritual master. On relationship 

between Voegelin and St. Augustine see: Beer, 2010.  
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Tarsus also believes that the metaxy can be transcended, while for Voegelin it was an ultimate 

reality (Webb, 2010).  

In this research Voegelin’s restricted meaning of the metaxy, especially historical 

metaxy17, will be deepened and transcended by Augustinian and Pauline theology of the metaxy, 

proposed by Mitchell (2002). He believes that in the state of perfection, i.e., before the Fall, 

“man’s participation in the variegated metaxy was oriented toward the positive nodes of each 

dyad.” Because of the volitional act of rebellion against the transcendent, this participation in the 

metaxy “was shifted from perfect participation in the eternal law to a struggle against opposing 

inclinations” 18 (Mitchell, 2002, pp. 20-21). 

The variegated metaxy is a multidimensional construct which includes: (1) the 

ontological metaxy, which after the Fall became reoriented from the positive dyad of Being 

toward non-being; (2) the existential metaxy reoriented from life toward death; (3) the 

epistemological metaxy reoriented from knowledge toward ignorance; (4) the volitional metaxy 

reoriented from freedom to necessity; and (5) the axiological metaxy reoriented from being 

perfectly moral and good toward being immoral and evil.  

The shift that took place within the variegated metaxy can by summarised as the 

reorientation from the transcendent God toward the immanent self. Mitchell (2002) refers to it as 

an unmooring within the metaxic field or as a condition of man who is at war within himself. 

There are two possible ways of returning to the perfect participation within the metaxy: (1) 

through achieving the balance of consciousness - which is an endeavour for a philosopher; or 

                                                           
17 On evolution of Voegelin’s understanding of history see: Lawrence, 2013.  

18 Cf. Romans 7:23. 
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(2) through a radical act of the Divine, the redeemer, who is both God and man – which calls for 

a theological venture. 

The philosophical position taken in this research is that Nungalinya College, as a product 

of a transcendent initiative, was brought into existence in order to participate in the process of 

restoring the metaxic disarray to its original state, not only in Mitchell’s sense, but also to bring 

proper balance between the Gospel and culture as well as between Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal worlds. 

The Theological Framework of Nungalinya College  

This section will introduce the research tools used to analyse the transcendent aspects and 

theological developments leading to the establishment of the College. Firstly, the redemptive 

history within which the theological history of Nungalinya College is situated will be 

discussed19. Then, a description of a typological method of interpretation and its implications in 

relation to the existence of the College in the historical realities of the Old and the New 

Testaments will be presented. This will be followed by elaboration of eschatological history, and 

its relevance to the history of the College will be stressed. Finally, two models of mission that 

were active in the early history of the College will be introduced.  

 

Redemptive History 

In Him we have redemption through His blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses, 

according to the riches of His grace (Ephesians 1:7). 

                                                           
19 See: Figure 1 showing the conceptual map of the research discussed earlier. 
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A search for the earliest theological and historical events and developments concerning 

the establishment of Nungalinya College leads to the biblical metanarrative where God reveals 

himself as: Creator of all things, Missionary Redeemer, and Consummator (Jeon, 2017). These 

attributes of God underpin the whole history of redemption - also called the sacred history. This 

history progressively moves forward to the goal of “the Kingdom of God” (Goldsworthy, 1981, 

p. 47). From a theological perspective, the theological and spiritual history of Nungalinya 

College is embedded into this sacred history and moves in the same direction. 

Theological historians differentiate between secular and redemptive history. Redemptive 

history, “the outworking of the divine plan of salvation” (Hilgert, 1959, p. 22), is documented in 

the Bible, whereas secular history is the account of the events and developments of humankind's 

experience perceived without theological interpretation. Even though both histories are 

interconnected with each other, they are not the same. Hilgert (1959) argues, that they “cannot be 

compared critically because they are not in the same category” (p. 23). According to the 

International Theological Commission (Sharkey, 1989, p. 151), although secular history and 

redemptive history cannot be interpreted as identical, the relationship between the two is to be 

conceived in the first instance as a unity. Their distinction may not be extended to a dualism in 

which history and salvation would be represented as indifferent to each other. 

Jeon (2017), following the distinction between secular world history and redemptive 

history, believes that both histories are planned and guided by God’s diverse covenants. This 

redemptive history, recorded in the Bible, begins with the act of creation, and progresses through 

fall, redemption, and consummation; it is “a dynamic and dramatic narrative that follows the 

pattern of the divine covenants” (p. xv). Frame (2018) points out two components of redemptive 

history: (1) series of events by which God redeems his people from sin, and (2) a narrative 
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fulfilled in Christ20. It is the principal subject-matter of Scripture. Redemptive history constitutes 

the mighty acts of God that he performs for the sake of his people, those acts by which people 

come to know that he is the Lord.21 

Cavalletti (2012) refers to the redemptive history as the sacred history or the history of 

salvation which embraces both the Old and the New Testament stages. In turn, these two stages 

are marked by three events: creation, redemption, and Parousia or the climax of history. She 

believes that all of history converged when the divine world and the human world became united 

in the person of Jesus Christ [incarnation] with the redemption event being the center of history, 

in the sense, that it is a consequence of the preceding history and the seed of the history to come. 

Parousia will manifest itself when God will be all in all, and the last enemy, death, will be 

defeated. In an attempt to extract the crux of redemptive history, Young (1964) and Beale 

(2011), when writing about the Biblical Motive and Aim, believe that it is about, and culminates 

in, the eternal glory of God. St Paul, by contrast, in the letter to the Ephesians, goes to the 

extreme and sets the beginning of the sacred history in the pre-creational period22. He writes, 

“Before the world was created, God had Christ choose us to live with him and to be his holy and 

innocent and loving people.” (Eph 1:4-6). 

                                                           
20 Cf. Beale, 2011, p. 16 

21 Cf. Exodus 7:5, 14:18 

22 On the pre-existence of the Church see: Mihoc, 2014, pp. 156-165 
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Thus, from the perspective of redemptive history, the ultimate founder of Nungalinya 

College is God himself, who in his divine plan of salvation23 initiated the missionary process  

towards revealing His glory in the Northern Territory of Australia. In other words, being a 

theological institution by design and by default, the history of Nungalinya College is tied up to 

redemptive and salvific events and developments revealed in the biblical metanarrative, with the 

Triune God as the source, the primary cause, and the telos. 

Typological History 

Novum in Vetere latet et in Novo Vetus Patet (The New is in the Old concealed and the 

Old is in the New revealed)     24. This statement, used by Saint Augustine to summarise the Bible 

and the relationship between the Old and the New Testaments, is often cited by the biblical 

theologians dealing with typological history25. The redemptive history - in conjunction with: (1) a 

hermeneutical method26 of interpreting the biblical text; and (2) the fact that Nungalinya College 

subsists in the Church established by Jesus Christ – justifies the extrapolation of the above 

Augustine’s statement to claim that the events and developments leading to the establishment of 

                                                           
23 History of redemption and history of salvation may be differently interpretated depending on 

theological tradition (Smith, 2015). 

24 Augustine, Quaestiones in Heptateucum, as cited in Bishops, 2008. 

25 A typological history, occasionally called figuralism (Hinds, 2000), is known also as figural 

history (Robichaud, 2003) or figural interpretation (Aeurbach, 2013). Typology as a method is 

often used in Nungalinya College.  

26 On the principle of hermeneutical method see: Millare, 2020. 
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Nungalinya College are being concealed in typological events present in the biblical 

metanarrative and its historical and soteriological realities.  

Auerbach argues that typology has its beginning in the effort of early Christian 

theologians to prove that Jesus Christ was the Messiah who fulfilled the Old Testament 

prophecies (Zakai & Weinstein, 2012, p. 327). However, biblical scholars like LaRondelle 

demonstrate that typology is as old as the Old Testament itself, and as an example, he features 

the prophet Isaiah who used the Egyptian exodus typology as a fulfilment of God’s promise of an 

exodus from Babylon27 (LaRondelle, 2007). Likewise, Hahn (2008), in his commentary on the 

books of Chronicles, describes the typological methodology and a position of the author as 

follows: 

[Chronicle] … provides a record of past figures, places, and events; but his accounting is 

written in such a way that these figures, places, and events often appear as types—signs, 

patterns, and precursors—intended to show his readers not only the past but also their 

present reality from God’s perspective… Typology for the Chronicler is a way to shed 

light on the unity of God’s plan in history and to show the meaning of people, places, and 

events in light of God’s covenant promises and redemptive acts (pp. 6-7). 

Typological history connects two figures such as events, persons, or institutions in a way 

that the first signifies not only itself but also the second, while the second involves or fulfills the 

first. These two figures, although distant in time, are real and exist in historical time. In the 

biblical context, they are spiritually interdependent, i.e., events of the Old Testament are 

construed as figures of the events present in the New Testament e.g., the sacrifice of Isaac 

                                                           
27 Cf. Isaiah 11:11–16; 52:1–12 
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announces the sacrifice of Christ which in turn fulfills the sacrifice of Isaac. The link between 

the two is established through both being connected vertically to the Divine Providence, which 

firstly, designed and planned these two historical events and, secondly, supplied the key to 

understanding this link (Auerbach & Said, 2013, pp. 73-74). 

In biblical studies Auerbach’s figures are commonly referred to as types and antitypes. 

Ninow (1999) writes that the relationship between the Old and the New Testaments is grounded 

in a pattern of promise-fulfillment and historical connections between the two. Therefore, this 

relationship should be seen as a type-antitype relation, which constitutes the core of typology. He 

lists four attributes of a typology: (1) Typology must be firmly grounded in history, which means 

that both type and antitype must be historical events, persons, or institutions; (2) There must be a 

notable resemblance or similarity between the type and the antitype on the historical as well as 

the theological level; (3) There must be an intensification on the part of the antitype; and (4) 

There must be evidence that the type is divinely ordained to foreshadow the antitype. 

The type and antitype are terms utilized by the typological method in exegesis. In 

typology, the shadow present in the Old Testament becomes a substance in the New Testament, a 

type becomes an antitype, and anticipation becomes realization. The types are only shadows of 

things to come; the antitypes are things themselves (Howell, 1942; Sequeira & Emadi, 2017).  

Philosophically, typology is a way of reasoning by analogy, and according to Tkacz 

(2007), it is grounded in realism and the understanding that reality is coherent and meaningful. 

This method is also often used in the Churches as a method of reading the Bible. In the biblical 

context it can be applied in dual directions - it can start with a contemporary event of salvation 

history, e.g., foundation of Nungalinya College, and a search for its origins in the Old Testament, 

or it can begin with the Old Testament and interpret its events, institutions, and persons in the 
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context of the events of the New Testament. Cavalletti (2012), and others like Ribbens or 

Gerhard, following Saint Augustine, stress that typology is based “not in words, but in facts” (pp. 

16-18). 

Lewis Johnson (1980) focuses attention on the spiritual aspect and correspondence. He 

believes that typology is the study of spiritual correspondence between persons, events, and 

things within the historical framework of God’s special revelation. Whereas the Presbyterian 

scholar, Dennis Johnson (2007), highlights the role of the designer and planner of typology. The 

God who creates, reigns, redeems, and judges in history, and who speaks in Scripture, is also a 

wise planner “who works by pattern and gives human beings, created in his image and recreated 

in the image of the Son, glimpses into the patterns of his planning” (pp. 198-199). 

Johnson’s view stays in line with the notion that Nungalinya College has been planned 

and designed by the Creator of the universe to play the assigned role in salvific history – and that 

role is to minister among the Indigenous people of Australia. This plan has been implemented by 

the evangelical missionaries - influenced by typological covenant theology28 - who initially 

worked for Aboriginal people, so that later they could work together in order to further advance 

God’s plan, until its ultimate realisation in Parousia.  

In general, the typological world of the Bible encompasses protology, Christology and 

eschatology, but it contains dozens of different themes as the storylines that have been proposed 

through the centuries. In a search for a key metanarrative of the Bible, Mordomo (2014) 

produced a list of approaches and main themes e.g., the Incarnation approach, the Covenant 

Promises approach, the Kingdom of God theme, the Nature of God, the Mission of God, the 

                                                           
28 On the importance of typology within evangelicalism see: Parker, 2017.  
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Glory of God, just to mention a few. They are all significant and theologically indispensable to 

the investigation of typological history of Nungalinya College. However, because of the 

Aboriginal character of the College, placing its theological history within a storyline that 

revolves around the land, seed and blessing as its typological context is more relevant for the 

purpose of this research. 

The arguments supporting such an approach come from the presumption that seed, land, 

and blessing - the three fundamental elements of the biblical metanarrative - maintain the very 

existence, not only of the biblical people of Israel, but also constitute the existential platform for 

Aboriginal people of Australia in general, and for the students of Nungalinya College in 

particular29.  

Furthermore, the seed, the land, and the blessing intrinsically connect protology, 

Christology and eschatology in one coherent unit. The seed that was sown in the land of Genesis 

produces its singular fruit in the Gospels in the person of Jesus Christ, and then is ripe for the 

harvest in the land of Revelation; it opens the history as the Alpha, it resolves the history, and 

finally it closes the history as the Omega30. Typologically and theologically, it is the Seed that 

yielded the fruit in the Larrakia Land, and through the power of the blessing Nungalinya College 

became one of its manifestations. This construct of typological history will be applied in chapter 

one to explore the existence of Nungalinya College in the Old Testament reality as a type in a 

form of a typological seed.  

                                                           
29 Cf. Ninow, 1999, p. 117. 

30 A Greek letter Ω is included in the College’s logo. 
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Eschatological history 

Eschatology is a part of theology concerned with the final events of history, or the 

ultimate destiny of humanity. To his metaxic definition of history as “a divine-human process”, 

Voegelin (2000) adds yet another attribute: “The structure of history is eschatological” and leads 

to “universal humanity” which is “an eschatological index”   31 (p. 375). When commenting on 

Augustine’s Civitas Dei, he writes “history had no meaning but the waiting for the eschatological 

events” (p. 230). 

In this research, Voegelin’s philosophical concept of eschatological history will be 

paralleled with, but also enhanced by Harper’s (2009) understanding which points out that in the 

biblical metanarrative, the believers are always encouraged to look forward, “imagining their 

future not simply as a way of ameliorating the pain of their present circumstances, but also to 

help them understand what kind of people God wants them to be in the present” (p. 48). 

Therefore, for a theology of the Church and of Nungalinya College to be meaningful and faithful 

to the Bible, it must embrace the identity of an eschatological community. This suggests that 

Nungalinya was divinely planned to be a community of fulfilment of the promises of the Old 

Testament  and a community of hope “realizing the blessings of the future while yet awaiting the 

fullness of these blessings to be revealed at Christ’s second coming” (p. 48). 

Such an eschatological understanding of history will underpin the investigation in the 

following chapter when exploring what it means for the College to exist in the New Testaments 

                                                           
31 This eschatological index corresponds to the last phase of Christianity that is equivalent to 

“philosophical religion” of Schelling (Day, 2003).  
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era as the eschatological antitype, and what impact it has on the College’s teaching philosophy 

and its primary ministry.  

Missiology 

The final tool used in this research is missiology, a branch of theology which studies the 

methods and history of the Christian mission of which the College is a product. There are two 

main models of mission: one based on Matthew’s Great Commission, and the other on a concept 

of Missio Dei. Both models are relevant in the history of mission in the Northern Territory and in 

the formative processes leading to the establishment of the College. The first model emphasises 

the role of human agency and the Church in a missionary endeavour, while the second perceives 

mission as an activity of God Himself, with the humans playing a secondary, participatory role. 

These two concepts will be further examined in chapter two. 

Summary 

This introductory outline of the project provides an insight into researcher’s philosophical 

standpoint, describes Nungalinya College pointing out the College’s links to the biblical 

metanarrative, and presents the conceptual map and structure of the research. Then, it defines the 

scope of the investigation and the research question, followed by a review of the previous work 

in the field of adult education in the NT. 

The section devoted to the philosophical framework highlights the reasons behind the 

decision to opt for the metamodern approach based on the concept of the metaxy as the structure 

of reality. The philosophical considerations have led to the conclusion that combining Voegelin’s 

metaxy with Mitchell’s concept of the variegated metaxy correlates with the metaxic reality of 

Nungalinya College, and that the recognition of the transcendence is in line with the beliefs of 
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Christian stakeholders of the College, for whom history becomes meaningful only by attaching 

to it a transcendent purpose reaching beyond the concrete facts32.  

The theological framework has provided an overview of the tools that are employed 

during the research and defined the relevant theological and historical concepts, focusing on 

redemptive history and showing how it relates to the history of Nungalinya College. This has 

been followed by a presentation of a typological method that is used in the following chapter to 

trace the College as a type in the context of the Old Testament’s land, seed and blessing, and as 

an antitype in the New Testament in the context of the eschatological history. The last tool listed 

under the theological framework is missiology, which, in essence, is an embodiment of all other 

theological tools discussed earlier, and which shaped religious praxis of human agency in 

building the College.  

  

                                                           
32 On transcendental dimension of history see: Löwith, 2011.  
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Chapter 1: Nungalinya College in the Biblical Metanarrative  

Introduction  

The aim of this chapter is to examine the major events and developments that occurred in 

the biblical land and formed the spiritual identity, teaching content, and teaching philosophy of 

Nungalinya College, and ultimately led to the establishment of the College’s physical 

infrastructure in October 1973. As the main motivation for most of the students who come to 

Nungalinya College is to study the Bible, the College is often referred to as the Biblical College. 

Therefore, the investigation of its foundation will use a biblical perspective, and the primary 

source of its theological and spiritual history33 by default will be the Bible.  

This chapter will begin with an overview of the Bible demonstrating its distinctiveness 

and its appeal to people, including many Aboriginal Australians. Then, the typological history of 

Nungalinya College will be investigated. To resonate with traditional Aboriginal spirituality and 

the realities of Nungalinya students’ lives, the conceptual framework of this chapter is 

underpinned by the themes of the land, the seed, and the blessing. These three elements are 

present in biblical history from its beginning in Genesis, the metaxic exitus, until its end in 

Revelation, the metaxic reditus, and are interwoven into the canvas of a cosmological war 

between the forces of good and evil. The College’s typological history, represented by the 

history of a seed, will be accompanied by surveying the biblical concept of the land and land 

ownership, as well as the mutual responsibilities between the seed, the land and the landowner.  

                                                           
33 Theological history is the combination of real historical and supernatural events that 

communicate the message of the Bible. It assumes the existence of God and his supernatural 

interventions in human affairs and integrates these into the historical narrative (McGrath, 2012).  
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The philosophy of this chapter will be underpinned by the battle between the positive and 

negative poles of the metaxy; the battle that has been initiated by the unmooring of the 

variegated metaxy and culminated in a radical act of the transcendent God, who became flesh 

dwelling among humans34, and who restored the metaxy to its original state. 

Totality of the Bible 

The Bible is written by a very diverse range of people over a period so it is very difficult 

to estimate the age of  biblical stories. Genesis for example, comes from an oral tradition that 

would have existed relatively unchanged from for tens of thousands of years, or perhaps even 

longer. Jordan Peterson (2021), the author of biblical series on the Psychological Significance of 

the Biblical Stories, argues that this unbelievably ancient document exists as a deep 

psychological coherent story. He believes that it contains truth that is even deeper than historical 

truth; it contains the essence of historical truth, which is truer than eyewitness history. The 

question remains, how is this possible?  

Bible and the human psyche 

According to Peterson (2017), the cosmology underpinning the biblical stories is metaxic 

in the sense that it is half psychology and half reality, which corresponds to psychological and 

physical dimensions of every human being. Therefore, Peterson labels the biblical authors as 

phenomenologists who were concerned not with scientific, but with phenomenological truth. The 

biblical metanarrative is concerned with illumination of the nature of human experience – and 

this experience is a form of truth that defines the meaning of life. 

                                                           
34 Cf. John 1 
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Black (2019) believes that the Bible offers a conceptually comprehensive analysis of the 

human condition and provides a sufficient model for psychological counselling, because the 

biblical stories deal with concepts of personhood, address existential problems of living, and 

explain procedures and mechanisms of change or transformation. Roper (2013), a biblical 

psychologist, points at the origin of psychology as a study of the soul, and also at human’s quest 

for the truth that originates from the Creator of the soul. While Habenicht (2000), as a Christian 

psychologist, argues that the psychology must be underpinned by a solid biblical knowledge in 

order to discern between truth and error, due to a liberating power of the truth35. 

Bible as a book of a total history 

For a biblical Christian, the Bible is a book of a total history, and from such a perspective 

the Nungalinya story - which to great extent is a story of many Aboriginal nations - is 

interwoven between verses of 73 books36 covering the historical period from the moment of 

creation accounted in Genesis to Parousia described in the book of Revelation. Because like any 

structured work, the Bible has a beginning and an end, and an ordered progression between them, 

the biblical theologians treat the biblical metanarrative as a single text. Many scholars have 

concluded that the biblical metanarrative forms a framework which contains a plan that is 

developing, unfolding, and leading to a goal or purpose to be fulfilled (Fuller, 1992). Hall (2012) 

stresses a revelatory uniqueness of the biblical world because of the totality of its scope 

containing aspects that are cosmic, communal, historic, cultural, as well as personal. This biblical 

                                                           
35 Bible, religion, spiritualty, and psychology has been thoroughly investigated by Rollins, 1997. 

36 There are 73 books in the Catholic Bible, while the Protestant Bible is comprised of 66 books. 

For details on development of the biblical canon see: Gallagher, 2017. 
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world resides in a collection of hyperlinked37 stories describing human beings that are implicated 

in their various dimensions—cosmological, historical, and worldly, as well as anthropological, 

ethical, personal, and most of all theological. Because of its unconditioned character it makes 

possible any project. This biblical world is a testament to the interactions “within which 

individual existence becomes meaningful” (p. 76). 

Indigenous People embrace the Bible 

Because of the deep cognitive and psychological connection of the biblical metanarrative 

to the human experience, it should not be surprising that the universalistic appeal of the Bible is 

also recognized by many Aboriginal Australians who have embraced it despite of their colonial 

experience. Prentis38, an Aboriginal Christian woman of Waka Waka nation, explained this 

phenomenon by referring to the dreaming - which is continual because it embraces past, present, 

and future - that is being given to Indigenous people by the Creator. Prentice said, 

Our dreaming tells us three things, […] that is who the Creator is, how to care for 

creation, and how to live in right relationship. And so, for me, they are three biblical 

principles as well, and so one of the passages I often look at is Genesis 1:1-2 […] Genesis 

1 is the greatest Aboriginal dreaming story ever told. And so, you start to read the Bible 

with Aboriginal eyes, and you know, we have the story of the Creator, the same Creator, 

Creator God who is in the Bible is in our culture, and so, many Aboriginal people at 

                                                           
37 The Bible is the first thoroughly hyperlinked book. According to Peterson (2017), there are 

around 65,000 cross-references. 

38 Prentice is the first Aboriginal leader of a national Christian organization in Australia. She 

leads an organization called Common Grace. 
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colonization and still today can see that correlation […] my Christian faith and my 

Aboriginality are one and the same because the Bible teaches me to do the same thing 

(Prentis, 2020). 

Though the Bible was brought to Australia from England, it is not a product of British 

colonisers. Lake (2018) emphasises that, “Bible is not really indigenous to one place or people: 

as a library of the composite text, it has always been a multi-author, multi-lingual and multi-

cultural thing – even in the original Bible Lands” (p. 5). When brought to Australia, the 

Aboriginal people soon learnt how to adapt it and interpret it to address their own needs. 

Indigenous rights movements and the establishment of Indigenous churches were the 

phenomenon that drew their energy from the Bible because it was a source of liberation and later 

reconciliation.  

For example, William Ferguson, the founder of the Aboriginal Progressive Association 

and one of the most famous and important Aboriginal rights activists in Australian history, 

believed that the Bible taught that all men were God’s children and on this basis, he demanded 

that God’s people be recognised as citizens in their own land (Ryan, 2016).  

Nungalinya College in Biblical Militaristic History 

Both Voegelin and Mitchell equate the structure of reality with the metaxy characterised 

by an unrest, tension and war, “for man is still at war with God and himself” (Mitchell, 2002, p. 

29). The Bible is no different. Ecclesiastes, pondering on a nature of time in the Old Testament 

listed: birth and death, love and hate, war and peace among metaxic dyads of tension (Ecc 3:1-8). 

In the New Testament, Paul of Tarsus refers to this unrest as a “war against the law of my mind” 

(Rom 7:23). These tensions and wars, taking place on many different levels, were the causes of 

the major events that led to establishment of Nungalinya College and shaped its identity. 
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The biblical metanarrative abounds with militaristic history, allegories and war-like 

images portraying God destroying his enemies. Lewis (2009) wrote that Christianity is a fighting 

religion39. Plance (2017) argues that the Bible falls into the genre of military history because of 

the invisible war, that has been initiated by angelic creatures - St. Michael and Lucifer . Saint 

Augustine also wrote about the militant kingdom of God. He compared humanity to two metaxic 

cities which are at war: civitas Dei (the city of God) and civitas terrena (the city of man) also 

known as civitas diaboli (the city of devil). These two cities have been created by the two 

opposing loves:  

the earthly by love of self-extending even to contempt of God, and the heavenly by love 

of God extending to contempt of self. The one, therefore, glories in itself, the other in the 

Lord; the one seeks glory from men, the other finds its highest glory in God” (Dyson, 

1998, p. xix). 

According to Augustine, the present kingdom of heaven, which is the Church in this 

world, includes both cities. However, the future kingdom of heaven will be entered only by those 

who follow God’s teaching. The present kingdom of God is militant because of conflict against 

the apocalyptic enemy from the Book of Revelation.  

In this kingdom, we are either striving against our vices when they resist us or governing 

them when they yield, until we come to that most peaceful kingdom in which we shall 

reign without an enemy (Dyson, 1998, p. 989). 

                                                           
39 Cf. Matthew (11:12) and Luke (16:16) who write that from the time of John the Baptist violent 

people have been trying to take over the kingdom of heaven by force. 
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Goldammer (2014), while reflecting on the spiritual, theological, and existential realities 

depicted in the biblical metanarrative, notes that one of the aims of the redemptive plan 

orchestrated by God is the fulfilment of human’s nature designed to be engaged in reciprocal 

love. The humans - both as individuals and as a collective - are given the potential and 

responsibility to cooperate with this plan. However, this truth transcends the temporal strive and 

points to a greater cosmological war between the forces of good and evil. He concludes that to 

declare anything else than these truths is an offence, not against one group of people, but against 

humanity. 

Indeed, from a biblical perspective, the context of the spiritual and theological history of 

Nungalinya College is set in the land of the biblical battle40, which involves the Old Testament 

typological characters on one hand, and the New Testament antitypes on the other. From St 

Paul’s perspective, the beginning of theological development of Nungalinya College took place 

before the world was created41, but typological history started to unfold when God declared the 

typological war between the seed of Eve and the seed of Satan. The inspired author recorded this 

event in the first book of the biblical metanarrative writing, “I will put enmity between thee and 

the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his 

heel” (Genesis 3:15, KJV). This war reaches its resolution in the eschatological battle between 

the seeds described in the last book of the Bible: 

                                                           
40 For more on God as a warrior see: Ryan, 2020; Longman III, 2010; Miller, 1973. 

41 Cf. Eph 1:4-6 
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And the dragon was wroth with the woman and went to make war with the remnant of 

her seed, which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ” 

(Rev 12:17).  

“And [an angel] laid hold on the dragon, that old serpent, which is the Devil, and Satan… 

that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast and the 

false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever (Rev 20:2-10). 

The metaxic period42 of redemptive history between the beginning and the end of the war 

is marked with God’s covenants and promises, revealed and administered by God and his chosen 

typological characters, who are often referred to as a seed or are somehow related to a seed. 

Clark (2017) observes that redemptive history is the battle43 between the Serpent and the Seed of 

the Woman, who must die even as he crushes the head of the serpent. One of the most significant 

figures in the Old Testament history is Abraham, appointed to be a type of “those who are 

justified by faith”44, and who was given the promise45 that contains the three key typological 

elements: the seed, the land, and the universal blessing to all nations (Parker, 2017, p. 167; 215).  

These biblical concepts play a paramount role in the typological war that shaped the 

theological processes leading to the foundation of the College and continue to shape its post-

                                                           
42 On a concept of metaxy in relation to historical periods see: Starkloff, 2002, pp. 20-21. 

43 In the New Testament St Paul in his letter to Ephesians also uses militaristic imaginary while 

describing spiritual reality. 

44 Cf. Rom 4. 

45 And the LORD appeared to Abram and said, “To your seed I will give this land” (Gen 12:7). 

For the context of the promise see: Gen 12-15. 
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establishment history. As a matter of fact, conflicts between Aboriginal peoples and European 

settlers over issue of land rights have emerged repeatedly in the history of Australia. The 

Yirrkala land conflict and the involvement of Methodist missionaries was one of the factors that 

played a significant role in the establishing Nungalinya College46. 

The seed typology of Nungalinya College 

In the typological theology the biblical seed, the first component of God’s promise, has a 

double connotation: it can refer both to an individual and to a collective. In the first case, the 

seed theology typologically points to Christ, and in the second scenario it may mean, Israel, the 

Church as a whole, or Nungalinya College as one of the parts of the Church. The promise of the 

seed begins with Eve, progresses through Abraham and his patriarchal descendants, and 

continues through the line of King David. It is fulfilled collectively in the nation of Israel, which 

is a type of the Church, and then, singularly, in Christ who paradoxically is both the seed of the 

woman from Garden of Eden (Gen 3:15) and the seed of Abraham (Gal 3:16). Likewise, the 

Church of which Nungalinya College is an integral part, on one hand, is established by Christ 

who is the True Seed of the Father, and on the other, is the seed of Abraham in a sense of a 

collective body47. 

The significance of the theological origin of Nungalinya College resides in both 

meanings of the biblical seed. Firstly, it sprouts directly from the singular True Seed, and 

secondly, it derives its blessing from the Abrahamic typological blessing promised to every 

nation, that Christ extended to all children of God belonging to his collective Church. The seed 

                                                           
46 This will be discussed at greater length in chapter 3. 

47 On the seed theology and the church as the seed of Abraham see: Parker, 2017; Ninow, 1999. 
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theology and typology demonstrate that the theological developments leading to the 

establishment of Nungalinya College are organically connected to the typological events of both 

the Old Testament and the New Testament. It also reveals an existence of hermeneutical 

continuity48 between the seed of the Eve, the seed of Abraham, the seed of David49, and the 

Nungalinya College. St Paul pointed out to this genealogical connection when he wrote to 

Galatians: “If you belong to Christ, you are now part of Abraham’s seed, and you will be given 

what God has promised” (Gal 3:29). Thus, the College as a seed, has been given the other two 

elements of the promise: the land and the blessing. 

Nungalinya in the Typological Land  

The typological history of theological developments leading to the establishment of 

Nungalinya College correlates with the history of the seed journeying through the biblical land, 

which is the second component of the promise. To fulfill its purpose the seed needs the land 

where it can be planted and come to fruition50. In the Old Testament it is the land promised to the 

nation of Israel, while in the New Testament it is the land promised to the meek, the land of the 

eschatological kingdom of God51. Kraeger, informed by Wright52, concludes that the theological 

                                                           
48 On paradoxical presence of continuity and discontinuity between the Testaments see Kraeger, 

2021. 

49 Cf. 2 Samuel 7:12-16 

50 Etymologically, fruition is derived from the Latin, frui, meaning "to enjoy." 

51 For more detailed elaboration see: Hsieh, 2017. 

52 See: Wright, 1990, chapter 1. 
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significance of the biblical land is not as much about the land identified by its topographical 

borders, as it may appear, but about the land as inheritance.  

In the Promised Land of the Old Testament this inheritance is underpinned by two sets of 

principles. The first set defines the land: (1) the land is a gift of Yahweh to Israel; (2) Yahweh is 

still the ultimate owner of the land53; (3) there is in an umbilical relationship between the land 

and Israel. The second set defines the strategic approach to the cosmological war between the 

seeds caused by disobedience of humans. The war concerning the land rights can be only 

resolved with the help of Divine intervention, i.e., an obedient heir will repair the damage caused 

by disobedience that caused the unmooring of the metaxy. This intervention needs to address 

three components: the land, an heir or son54, and inheritance (Kraeger, 2021). 

Drawing on these two sets of principles Wright formulates a triadic relational structure of 

Yahweh-Israel-Land, with the family unit in the centre. In this structure, Yahweh gives the Land 

to Israel as an inheritance, but his gift is conditioned by specific responsibilities, e.g., Israel had 

to obey55 Yahweh, Yahweh was responsible for maintaining Israel in the Land, while the Land 

was obliged to bless Israel. Whereas, the Israelite family had social, economic, ethical and 

theological obligations to Yahweh, to the land and to the nation of Israel (Kraeger, 2021).  

                                                           
53 Cf. Leviticus 25:23: “And the land shall not be sold permanently, because the land belongs to 

Me, for you are only aliens and sojourners with me.” According to this theology of the land a 

claim that any land is or was the Terra Nullius has no validity – it is the land of God. 

54 It needs to be noted that: (1) Israel is Yahweh’s “firstborn son” (Ex 4:22) that must be set free 

to be an heir of Yahweh; (2) the combination of land and nation is essentially interdependent.  

55 In biblical metanarrative disobedience has consequences in the form of losing the land. 
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The relevance of this structure in relation to Nungalinya College is twofold. Firstly, the 

traditional socio-political and spiritual reality of the Nungalinya students, in the context of their 

relationship to the land56, correlates to a great extent with the theological concept in the Old 

Testament of an inherited land, where the land belonged to Israel as much as Israel belonged to 

the land57. On another level, the same can be extrapolated to the relationship between the College 

and the Larrakia land on which the college stands. Secondly, from a typological perspective, the 

biblical Israelite family as a part of the Israeli nation was a theological type of Nungalinya 

College as a component of the Church. This becomes clear in the New Testament concept of 

inheritance discussed below.  

Biblical scholars argue at that the land in the Old Testament was a type that 

foreshadowed the eschatological land of the New Testament - the new earth (Hsieh, 2017, p. 49). 

In accordance with the typological principle of enhancement, the New Testament understanding 

of biblical land transcends the geographical land of Canaan and ethnical inheritance. Biblical 

theologians agree that the term ‘land’ is not used often in the New Testament, and if it is, it is not 

theologically significant. The object of inheritance of heirs of God (Rom 8:17) is eternal life (Mk 

10:17), the kingdom of God (1 Cor 15:50)58, the blessing (Heb 12:17), salvation (Heb 1:14), and 

the promise (Heb 6:12). But the inheritance holds up only if it is accompanied by the concept of 

                                                           
56 Cf. Paulson & Brett, 2013 on reading the bible through Aboriginal eyes.   

57 Biblically both Israel and the Land were Yahweh’s inheritance (Kraeger, 2021). 

58 The “meek will inherit the earth/land,” and so are called “blessed” (Mat 5:5). 
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sonship59. Therefore, one of the most prominent descriptions of the relationship between Yahweh 

and Israel is that of a son to a father. In the New Testament this filial relationship in the context 

of inheritance remains not only central but is upgraded – God appoints his Son, Jesus Christ, to 

be “the heir of all things” (Heb 1:2) and his Son reveals a Father’s love that transcends all 

geographical and ethnical boundaries60. Garrard (2011) summarised the theological significance 

of biblical sonship as follows: 

Without being a son, there is no eschatological hope but by being included in this new 

family the promises attached to the relationship with Christ are certain. There is a 

guarantee that whoever is led by the Spirit of God . . . is already a son of God and that 

this status is proof that this individual will also participate in the future and eschatological 

promises which are part of the inheritance of all who belong to this divine family 

(Garrard, 2011 as cited Kraeger, 2021, pp. 18-19). 

The Old Testament structure of a triadic relationship of land inheritance, in the reality of 

the New Testament, transcends and acquires a new universal dimension; it covers the 

relationship between God, humanity, and the world61. Kraeger (2021), building up on this 

theological principle and the biblical theology of sonship proposes a New Testament typological 

                                                           
59 The position taken in this research in relation to the biblical concept of sonship is aligned with 

that of McGrath (2021) who believes that the New Testament “sonship” is a spiritual quality that 

belongs to all who believe in Christ Jesus, male or female. It is not about gender; it is about 

being joint heirs together because we are now ‘in Christ’. 

60 Cf. Zieba, 1996 on universal dimension of the God’s mission.  

61 For the universalism of the land promise as a typological pattern see: Beale, 2011, pp. 750-72. 
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pattern of a triadic relationship between God the Father - Christ the Son - the Creation, with the 

universal Church in the center of these relationships. 

The significant aspect of this model is its inclusive character. Through the power of the 

new covenant62 and membership in the Church, which is the mystical body of Christ, the Family 

of Nungalinya, assisted by the Holy Spirit63, has been historically pre-ordained to participate in 

the history of salvation in two ways: (1) typologically, as an antitype of Israeli family, that 

carries on its filial obligations as God’s children (Gal 4:4-7); and (2) collectively, as the 

representative of all Aboriginal families who wish to share in the blessing promised by God to all 

families and nations of the world (Gen 12:3; 22:18)   64. 

Moreover, the New Testament reality and its theology of land inheritance not only 

promises the inheritance of the eschatological kingdom of God, but also lays the foundation for 

the educational obligations and spiritual responsibilities of Nungalinya College towards the 

Creator and the entire creation. The diagram65 below, Figure 2, represents the typological reality 

                                                           
62 Cf. Hebrews 9:15. 

63 The Holy Spirit promised in the Old Testament (Joel 2:28-29) is now present in the individual 

members of the Church and of the College (1 Cor 6:19-20). See also: Kraeger, 2021. 

64 Cf. Kraeger, 2021, pp. 19-25. For more on tree-way relationship between God, people and 

place in the land see: Inge, 2017. 

65 Figure 2 is an adaptation of: (1) Wright’s (1990) Old Testament triadic relationship of the land 

inheritance representing a type, and (2) Kraeger’s (2021) New Testament model representing 

antitype. For further reading on the land inheritance see: Inge, 2003. For information on 

centrality of land in Aboriginal and Hebrew religions see: Lilburne, 1989. 
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of the land inheritance66 with Nungalinya College as the recipient of God’s gift of sonship, and at 

the same time, its essential educational obligations derived from the biblical metanarratives.  

Figure 2 

Nungalinya College and Typological Land Inheritance 

 

Paraphrasing Kraeger, the antitypical inheritance of Nungalinya College is not just the 

land - a portion of the creation - that we occupy and live on, but above all it is a portion of the 

eschatological kingdom of God. In his kingdom the creation includes both heaven and earth, and 

every living creature that inhabits it. This spiritual reality, historically revealed in the Bible, 

defines the responsibilities of Nungalinya College towards the Father, the Son and Aboriginal 

people of Australia. Moreover, Kraeger’s model indicates that the College can fulfill its purpose 

and come to fruition only if it is planted in the eschatological land; in a reality where it is 

sustained by the Creator/Owner of this land, and participates in the blessing restored by Christ, 

the Metaxic King. 

                                                           
66 For information concerning the land where the College was erected see chapter three. 
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The Blessing and the Curse 

The blessing and the curse constitute yet another dyad of the metaxy. The Old Testament 

Israel became blessed with a purpose to spread that blessing among the nations67. This becomes 

apparent after the flood, when Noah and his relatives received the promise of God's blessing for 

the whole human race and all other living creatures68. This blessing is connected to the seventy 

heathen nations, who are the result of the blessing, and who become the background of the Old 

Testament narrative that follows69. Newbigin reminds us that “their existence is the fruit of God's 

primal blessing” (Newbigin, 1995, pp. 31-32). However, in the same story Noah, after sobering 

up, said to his youngest son, “Canaan is cursed! He will be the lowest of slaves to his 

relatives.”70 

Cursing and blessing are still relevant aspects of life in Aboriginal communities 

experienced by many Nungalinya students. They believe that magical practices may result in 

sickness, death or other misfortune. According to research by Burbank (2017), the Aboriginal 

practice of sorcery, that includes cursing of people and places71, is an integral part of the 

supernatural landscape and an intrinsic element of the local culture; as such it is a part of 

perceived reality. She classifies the magical practices in the same category as Christianity, the 

Law, or the Dreaming that rest on forces beyond nature. Menkit  (2009) writes about a local 

                                                           
67 Cf. Psalm 67:1-2. See also: Piper,1996. 

68 Cf. Gen 9:16-17. 

69 Cf. Gen 10:1-11:32. 

70 Cf. Gen 9:24-25 

71 On curses and witchdoctors in the NT see: Smith, 2018. 
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water diviner, Peter Symmons, according to whom, Aboriginal people cursed the land because of 

a massacre that took place some centuries ago. Now they believe “that whoever lives on the land 

will receive the curse” (p. 1). 

The belief in the protective power of traditional Aboriginal blessings is also important for 

Indigenous people. An example of such a ritual is a blessing of expected babies that connects 

mother and baby to birth and prepares her for a good delivery (Lever, 2020). Australian 

Aboriginal Christian leaders have also developed Christian versions of Aboriginal blessings. 

Brooke Prentis (n.d.), descended from the Wakka Wakka people, in her blessing references the 

land as a reminder of and connection with the Triune God: 

May our footsteps, on these ancient lands, remind us of creation and connectedness, in 

our search for truth… May the Holy three, Creator Spirit, Lord God, Papa Jesus, remind 

us of community. So, with grace, mercy, and peace, go in truth, justice, love and hope (p. 

1). 

Uncle Vince Ross (n.d), from the Madi-Madi people, in his blessing invokes God the 

Creator to bless the first people of this land invoking many elements of the natural landscape:  

May the God of creation warm your heart like the campfires of old 

Bring wisdom and peace as shown to the first peoples of this land… 

Let the light of God show us the right path and stand tall like the big 

River gums drawing life from the ever flowing waters (p. 1). 

Having been planted as a seed, both in the physical and the eschatological land, 

Nungalinya College can fulfil the inherited responsibilities only with the help of God’s blessing, 

which is the third typological element that influenced the theological processes leading to its 

establishment as well as maintaining its existence until the present day. A closer look at the 
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historical development of the biblical theology of blessing shows that it is inseparable from the 

theology of rest, and that the curse is lurking in the background. Kroll (2021) noted that God’s 

purpose was to rescue humanity from the curse because in the history of salvation, the blessing 

conquers the curse and brings rest.  

The biblical narrative of the creation reveals that having blessed the water creatures and 

the winged creatures 

… God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and 

female he created them. And God blessed them. And God said to them, “Be fruitful and 

multiply” … On the seventh day God rested72 and blessed the seventh day and made it 

holy”.73    

This account emphasizes that the beginning of the sacred history was accompanied by 

blessings which were oriented towards the positive poles of the metaxy: fruitfulness, 

multiplication, and rest. Radner (2010) defined blessing as “the act of God in creating life, 

sustaining it, and extending or propagating it” (pp. 9-10).   

However, soon after God rested, the blessing ceased working and two curses enter the 

arena of the sacred history. The first one pertains to the snake:  

So, the LORD God said to the snake: “Because of what you have done, you will be the 

only animal to suffer this curse — For as long as you live, you will crawl on your 

stomach and eat dirt” (Gen 3:14).  

                                                           
72 The Hebrew word shabath (rested) is the root word for sabbath. For more detailed research on 

the biblical concept of rest see: Gayoba, 2020.   

73 Cf. Gen 1:22; 1:27-28; 2:3  
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The second curse affects the ground/land: “The Lord said, ‘You listened to your wife and ate 

fruit from that tree. And so, the ground74 will be under a curse because of what you did. As long 

as you live, you will have to struggle ... (Gen 3:17:19). 

Mitchell (2002) refers to this event as the unmooring of the metaxy, while Martin labels it 

as a cosmic tragedy that triggered a chain of events which upturned the created order. He writes, 

“Now the place God created for his people to live and work became a curse rather than a 

blessing. […] Instead of harmonious relationships between humans and nature, and man and 

woman, conflict would now rule” (Martin, 2015, pp. 39-40). 

Hoeksema (2003), interpreting the seventh day, notes that the blessed seventh day was a 

gift made for humans (Mk 2:27), so that they could enter the rest of God in the land of Eden. 

Instead, they entered the dialogue with Satan which resulted in the antithesis of the rest - the 

heavy labour, the corruption, the wandering in the wilderness, the guilt, the unrest of sin, and 

consequently death. 

The depicted biblical events not only set the context and define the starting point of 

redemptive history, often referred to as the fall of creation75, but they also inform and define the 

functional obligation of the College to Aboriginal people, which is to assist them in securing 

                                                           
74 In Gen 3:17 ground (also land), originates from Hebrew  ֲ֙אָדָמה  .the same as Adam - (adamah) ָהָֽ

In Gen 15:18 land, earth, comes from Hebrew ֶרץ  .(erets) ָהָאָ֣

75 The fall is also known as the felix culpa, which is a Latin phrase meaning: an error or disaster 

with happy consequences. Some Christian theologians viewed the sin of Adam as fortunate 

because it brought about the blessedness of the Redemption. 

https://biblehub.com/hebrew/120.htm
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God’s blessing and the rest of Sabbath when the curse76 overshadows their lives. While the 

typology of the seed and the land reveals the process of creating the College, the typology of the 

blessing sheds light on a spiritual function for which Nungalinya College was designed.  

Hoeksema further points out that the purpose of the redemptive actions of God is to bring 

people into his rest. In the Old Testament, bringing the Israel to the typological Promised Land 

of Canaan was one of these actions which resulted in his chosen people experiencing the 

typological rest. God dwelled with and among them in the land77 until they refused to obey him, 

and he said, “They shall not enter My rest”78. Instead, through the prophet Isaiah God pointed 

forwards to eschatological rest promising that the day would come when “the Root of Jesse will 

stand as a banner for the peoples; the nations will rally to him, and his resting place will be 

glorious”79. Whereas Jeremiah on behalf of the LORD wrote, “The people who survive the 

sword will find favour in the wilderness; I will come to give rest to Israel”80. This typological 

rest in the Promised Land foreshadows the eschatological rest in the kingdom of God. 

Kroll observes that the rest in the Promised Land of the Old Testament was obtained in 

exchange for obedience to the old covenant and Law of Moses, while in the New Testament rest 

                                                           
76 By contrast to blessing, curse seems to imply “thinning out” reality, making it light and 

superfluous, and finally lifeless (Radner, 2010, pp. 9-10). 

77 Cf. Dt 5:15 

78 Psalm 95:7-11 

79 Is 11:10 

80 Jr 31:2 
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is a rest in Christ, who said: “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give 

you rest.” (Matthew 11:28).  

Christ’s invitation to the resting place transcends the Old Testament’s ethnic and 

nationalistic borders. It is offered to all - the only condition is faith. However, while the believers 

principally have entered the eschatological rest, its full realisation is still presented to us in the 

light of the promise, because God has something better for us81. The rest will be fully revealed 

when Christ returns and makes all things new (Hoeksema, 2003). On that day God’s people will 

rest from their work, just as God rested from his work82, and until that day Nungalinya College’s 

primary obligation is to continue fulfilling its responsibilities towards Aboriginal Australians so 

that they can experience antitypical rest and enter the final eschatological rest prepared by God 

in his kingdom83.  

On one hand, the biblical metanarrative clearly pairs rest with blessing84. On the other, it 

associates a curse with the law. Paul teaches that anyone who tries to please God by obeying the 

Law is under a curse and no one can please God by obeying the Law85. In the letter to the 

Galatians, he provides a solution to removing this curse when he writes: “But Christ rescued us 

                                                           
81 Cf. Heb 11:40 

82 Cf. Heb 4:10 

83 Cf. Heb 4:1-13 

84 Cf. Gen 2:2-3 

85 Cf. Gal 3:10-11. Anderson George is an Aboriginal Man from Beswik who shares a powerful 

story about his experience of blessing and liberation from the curse of traditional law in: George 

& Borneman, 2019.   
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from the Law’s curse when he became a curse in our place. And because of what Jesus Christ 

has done, the blessing that was promised to Abraham was taken to the Gentiles.” (Gal :13-14).  

This biblical teaching further reveals the historical and theological plan God has for 

Nungalinya College in the history of salvation, and informs the College regarding its obligation 

to Indigenous people of Australia, i.e., to share the message of blessing, by active participation in 

the redemptive actions of God who brings people into his rest86. 

The Divine Warrior Removes the Curse 

As examined earlier, the context of the spiritual and theological history of typological 

Nungalinya College is set in the land of the biblical battle that commenced with the declaration 

of war87 between the two seeds. This declaration was preceded by a curse88 and followed by a 

curse89. The typological history of the College unfolds during the journey through the Old 

                                                           
86 Cf. Heb 4:1-13 

87 Cf. Gen 3:15 

88 Cf. Gen 3:14 

89 Cf. Gen 3:17 
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Testament land of unrest90, until the arrival of the true Seed, the Divine Warrior91, who redeemed 

humanity from the curse so that Gentiles could receive the blessing of Abraham92. 

This event of redeeming from the curse and enabling access to the blessing marks the 

beginning of a new chapter in the spiritual history of the College, in which Christ, the Divine 

Warrior, the metaxic King and Teacher, transforms the College’s shadow present in the Old 

Testament into the substance through the establishment of his unconquerable church, built on the 

rock93. Moreover, this transformation opens the entrance into eschatological rest in the 

eschatological land upgraded to the status of the city with the garden in the middle, where God’s 

curse will no longer be on the people of that city, and God will bless everyone who pays 

attention to the message94. However, as Hoeksema (2003) correctly observed, “spiritually and in 

principle indeed”, the blessing is with the Christians, but they still live “in a strange country” and 

they “must labour and fight” (p. 16), until the final eschatological battle between the dragon and 

                                                           
90 Southon, 2012 listed 88 physical wars and battles in the Old Testament. 

91 Longman III (1995) points out at the divine-warrior theme as one of the storylines present in 

the Bible from the beginning of God’s revelation in Genesis to its end in Revelation. In the Old 

Testament God appears as a warrior who fights on behalf of his people Israel. Then, in the New 

Testament, the Gospel Christ is the conqueror of death. See also: Bethancourt, 2011.   

92 On how Gentiles can receive the blessing promised to Abraham see: Caneday, 1989.  

93 Cf. Mt 16:18. See also Cole (1998) who writes, “… the continuing prayer of trustees, faculty 

and students has been that Nungalinya may be the place where the Church of our Lord will be 

built on the Rock foundation, especially among the Indigenous people of Australia” (p. 3). 

94 Cf. Rev 22:1-7 
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the remnant of the woman’s seed will bring everlasting rest95. These eschatological 

underpinnings further informed the future curriculum and simultaneously defined the spiritual 

identity of the emerging College.  

St Paul often depicts the participation in spiritual fight with Satan and sin, employing 

terms from both military battles and struggles in the athletic arena96. In Paul’s terms the Church, 

with Nungalinya College as her97 institution, designed for the Aboriginal members had been 

equipped by Christ with all the necessary resources needed to face the enemies in the fight about 

which he writes:  

For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, 

against the rulers of the darkness of this age, against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the 

heavenly places. Therefore, take up the whole armor of God, that you may be able to 

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand (Eph 6:12-13). 

Clark points out that these resources which Paul calls the armour of God98 are the 

blessings of the new covenant and correspond with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly 

places99 foreshadowed and prepared for us in the Old Testament (Clark, 2014, pp. 10-13). 

                                                           
95 Rev 12:17; 20:2-10 

96 Cf. Rom 7:14-25; 2 Cor 10:3; 1 Tm 1:18; 6:12; 2 Tm 4:7. For details see: Wilson, 2019.   

97 In this research the Church established by Christ is equivalent to the bride of Christ from letter 

of St Paul to the Ephesians 5: 22-23, thus use of a pronoun her. In 2 Corinthians 11:2 Paul 

speaks of the Church as of a virgin presented to her husband Christ. 

98 Cf. Eph 6:13-17. For more on spiritual warfare see: Borgman & Ventura, 2014.  

99 Cf. Eph 1:3 
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Paradoxically the Divine Warrior is the Prince of Peace100 and the one who reconciles101. 

He is also the Blessed Fruit of the Blessed Woman102 who blesses and teaches how to enter the 

rest which the Father had prepared for his children on the seventh day. His ministry of 

blessing103 became a model for the ministry of the College. His historical teaching on the 

mountain, referred to as the Beatitudes104, provides the College with practical guidelines on how 

to become the direct recipient of his blessing and participate in the kingdom of heaven here and 

now, e.g., through peacemaking105.  

Nungalinya College in Eschatological History 

This typological survey, progressing chronologically from the garden of Eden, has shown 

that developments concealed in the biblical metanarrative and concerned with the theological 

history of Nungalinya College have converged in a narrative fulfilled in Christ. In Beale’s (2011) 

view, these developments reached a moment of transformation in the Old Testament storyline. In 

a reference to this transformation, he proposes the following historio-theological statement 

summarising the theme of the New Testament:  

                                                           
100 Cf. Isiah 9:6 

101 Cf. 2 Cor 5:17-19 

102 Cf. Lk 1:42; 13:35; 19:38; Gal 3:14. On the meaning of blessed see: Stoffregen, n.d. and 

Amsterdam, 2015. 

103 E.g., Mk 6:41; 14:22; Lk 6:28; 24:51; 1Cor 10:16. 

104 On typological presence of beatitudes in the Old Testament see: Hsieh, 2017, p. 65. 

105 Cf. Mt 5:2-12 
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Jesus’s life, trials, death for sinners, and especially resurrection by the Spirit have 

launched the fulfillment of the eschatological already–not yet new-creational reign, 

bestowed by grace through faith and resulting in worldwide commission to the faithful to 

advance this new-creational reign and resulting in judgment for the unbelieving, unto the 

triune God’s glory (p. 16). 

The first component of the above statement relevant to this investigation is the 

eschatological already – not yet new-creational reign. It embraces two historical realities: (1) 

already – often referred to as the inaugurated eschatology106, and (2) not yet – also known as the 

consummated eschatology107, with both realities focused on the New Creation108 as the antitype 

of the creation accounted in Genesis. The second crucial element of the New Testament storyline 

influencing the establishment of the College is the worldwide commission to the faithful to 

advance this new-creational reign. 

The inaugurated eschatology has provided the College with Christological and 

ecclesiological foundations and simultaneously inaugurated the College’s antitypical existence in 

                                                           
106 Inaugurated eschatology is the belief in Christian theology that the end times were inaugurated 

in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus, and thus there are both "already" and "not yet" 

aspects to the Kingdom of God.  

107 Consummated eschatology refers to the following eschatological events: The Parousia, the 

Kingdom of God, the Resurrection of the death, the new heavens and new earth, the universal 

judgment, eternal life, eternal death. For more see: Moltmann, 2017.  

108 Cf. Gal. 6:15, 2 Cor 5:17. For detailed study see: Hubbard, 2002.   

https://au1lib.org/g/Jurgen%20Moltmann
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the Mystical Body of Christ109. Shim (2001) wrapped it in a framework of three sets of historical 

events: (1) Incarnation110 and ministry; (2) Death and Resurrection; (3) Pentecost and the 

eschatological community (Shim, 2001, pp. 185-189), which are examined below.  

Centrality of Incarnation in the History of Nungalinya College 

Voegelin (1990b) believes that the incarnation and the metaxy are equivalent symbols. 

For him “history is Christ written large”   111. Without the Incarnation there would be no 

Christianity and subsequently, no Church in which Nungalinya College exists. John in his epistle 

states: “Every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is from God, and every 

spirit that does not confess Jesus is not from God” (1 John 4:2-3). 

Cavalletti (2012) believes that all of history converged when the divine world and the 

human world became united in a person of Jesus Christ, whereas for St. Augustine, the 

Incarnation is the pivotal event from which history receives its meaning. It is a central event 

located between the Creation and Parousia; it is the event in which “all historical events are 

emanating from [exitus] and returning to [reditus] God” (Van Oort, 2012, p. 3). Consequently, in 

Augustine’s view, all historical developments leading to the establishment of Nungalinya 

College have their origin in the Incarnation.  

                                                           
109 Cf. Col 1:18; Rom 12:5. See also: Hahnenberg, 2005.  

110 The word incarnation originates from the Latin caro (flesh). In theology it refers to the 

moment the second person of the Trinity became operative in the womb of the Virgin Mary, that 

is, assumed human nature. See: John 1:14.  

111 As cited in Webb, 2015, p. 169. 

about:blank
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In reference to Shim’s first set of eschatological events which includes the Incarnation 

and ministry of Christ, Howell (1942) notes that in God’s plan the Incarnation had a dual aim: 

firstly, to establish a dwelling place among His people, and secondly, to create a place of 

communion where He might meet with them and minister to their special needs. Typologically, 

the dwelling place is articulated in the book of Exodus as a typological sanctuary112 and in the 

gospel of John as an antitypical temple of Jesus’ Body.  

The biblical authors accounted that the Incarnation was facilitated by the Yes of the 

Blessed Woman, who did not know a man113. The Virgin Mary, the antitypical Eve114, agreed so 

that the Divine Seed be planted in her body by God himself, thus inaugurating God’s somatic 

presence on earth; marking the moment God began dwelling [and walking] among people115. In 

this - one of the most significant, if not the most significant - moment of salvation history, in a 

patriarchal society, God bypasses men and approaches the woman to be the mother of his Son 

who would redeem the humanity116.  

Lilburne (1989) in his incarnational theology links the historical moment of Incarnation 

to the land and stretches it in time. From the Incarnation until the crucifixion, God in human 

                                                           
112 Cf. Ex 25:8; 29:42. “Let them make Me a sanctuary; that I may dwell among them…. I will 

meet you, to speak there unto thee.” In the New Testament, the dwelling of God “among them” 

becomes reality. See: John 1:14 and 2:19. 

113 Cf. Lk 1:26-38 

114 Cf. Gen 3:15 

115 Cf. John 1:14 and Beale, 2011, p. 912 

116 Cf. Lk 1:35; 43.  
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body walked the land, as he typologically walked the Garden of Eden117, and ministered to his 

people in a new way (Lilburne, 1989, pp. 89-110; Martin, 2015). This incarnational ministry of 

the Seed - walking the land and blessing the people through teaching, healing, and confronting 

the seed of the snake in order to break social, ethnic and gender barriers - has become a blueprint 

for the ministry of Nungalinya College incarnated in and walking on Aboriginal land.  

A group of Aboriginal Elders, when reflecting on the meaning of the Incarnation during a 

theological workshop in Queensland118, expressed their experience of the reality of Incarnation 

by saying that “Christ as the life-giving power of the Creator Spirit has been camping among us 

since the beginning” (Elders, 2007, p. 66). 

Death and Resurrection 

The walk through the biblical land had led Christ, the True Seed, to Jerusalem – the place 

of the metaxic execution discussed in the introductory chapter – where he undertook a task of 

restoring the possibility of perfect participation in the metaxy between the dyads of life and 

death. This act corresponds to the second eschatological pillar in Shim’s (2001) framework that 

sustains the existence of Nungalinya College.  

                                                           
117 Cf. Gen 3:8-10. Lilburne (1989), searching for links connecting the historical Incarnation with 

Aboriginal land and spirituality, explores Indigenous poetry and dreaming. On relations between 

God, humans and land see: Inge, 2017. 

118 The workshop took place in 1994 and 1995 and was facilitated by Robert Bos, a former 

lecturer and principal of Nungalinya College (Elders, 2007, p. x). 
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Theologians interpret the death of Jesus as a massive act of violence, caused by the 

cosmic war between the forces of good and evil119 that was necessary in order to initiate the 

cosmic new creation through the act of his resurrection. The gospels’ writers set these two events 

in a complex educational context. Firstly, the plot to kill Jesus, who was a teacher, had been 

orchestrated by the priests and other teachers120 including one of Jesus’ students. The sources of 

this conflict were: the teaching content, behaviour management of the students121 and the 

teaching authority122. Secondly, it all happened in a garden, with the antitypical tree of 

knowledge in its centre123, thus, connecting the event to the biblical land, the seed, and the 

blessing. Thirdly, it is the last typological lesson delivered by Jesus – the Nungalinya Master 

Teacher - with the storyline as follows: the first people, created immortal, were tempted in the 

Garden of Eden with the prospect of gaining access to the knowledge in order to become like 

                                                           
119 Cf. Lk 22:3 

120 Cf. Mk 14:1; Mt 26:57 

121 Cf. Mt 12:1-14 

122 Cf. Mt 21:23-27 and John 14:6 where Jesus says, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No 

one comes to the Father except through me.” ZetterHolm (2016) states that Jesus is the only 

reliable source of knowledge about God and the prophet of truth. Jesus’ teachings are the guide 

to a correct understanding of Scripture. As the prophet of truth, he has supreme authority to 

interpret the Law and proof of his ultimate authority is his identification with the prophet 

proclaimed by Moses in Deuteronomy 18:15–19. 

123 On typological relationship of the tree of knowledge and the tree of the cross see: Fallon, 

2009.  
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God. Here, in the garden of Gethsemane, omniscient God in a human mortal body, experienced 

antitypical temptation to get away from death124. His student, calling him Rabbi - i.e., teacher 

respected for his accumulation of knowledge125 - rejected his knowledge and teaching and joined 

the opposing school, as did Adam and Even in the Garden of Eden. Several hours later, while 

nailed to the cross, he gave his two final instructions: one to his mother, “Woman, behold, thy 

son!”; and the other to his disciple, “Son, behold, thy mother!”; Christ, who was the Seed of the 

Woman, had entrusted that Woman to his favourite student126. And finely, he informed the 

audience that the objective of his ministry in the land had been achieved127. 

The Aboriginal Elders of the Rainbow Spirit Theology have declared that “the suffering, 

death and resurrection of Christ are not only acts of history in a distant land, but living realities 

in our land” (Elders, 2007, p. 67). These events of death and resurrection128 are hugely relevant 

both to Aboriginal Christians and the College’s educational philosophy as they define yet 

                                                           
124 Cf. Mt 26:36-44 

125 Rabbi comes from Hebrew rhabbí, meaning a teacher-scholar recognized and respected by 

the Jewish public for accumulating a great number of Bible-facts. 

126 Cf. John 19:26–27. This statement is traditionally known as The Word of Relationship. For 

more details and theological interpretation see: Cole, 2013, pp. 77-78. 

127 Cf. John 19:30. For a complete list and theology of sayings of Jesus on the cross see: 

Radcliffe, 2005. 

128 For deeper insight into meaning of death and resurrection in Aboriginal theology see: Elders, 

2007, pp. 42-81. 
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another essential functional obligation of the College – the ministry of reconciliation129. 

Historically, this ministry is organically connected with the ministry of Son of God who, from 

the cross, said to his Father, “Forgive them; for they know not what they do” (Lk 23:34). 

Eschatologically, Parkin’s account corresponds to St. Paul’s theological teaching, 

according to which the death of Christ was the beginning of separation from the old, corrupted 

world, simultaneously connecting humanity to another world - which Paul calls a new creation - 

that has been inaugurated by the resurrection of Christ (Beale, 2011, p. 905). In the second letter 

to the Corinthians, Paul links the death and the resurrection of Christ with the ministry and the 

message of reconciliation130:  

All this is from God, who through Christ reconciled us to himself and gave us the 

ministry of reconciliation; that is, in Christ God was reconciling the world to himself, not 

counting their trespasses against them, and entrusting to us the message of reconciliation 

(2 Cor 5:18-19). 

Being a new creation means being reconciled with God and being engaged in the ministry 

of removing the walls of separation. Aboriginal Christian leaders are very aware of relevance of 

this ministry. Brooke Prentis (2017), in her article We can't do Reconciliation on our own bluntly 

states that “Our reality is that we do not live in a Reconciled Australia” (p. 1). Another 

                                                           
129 For example, a theme of reconciliation has been reflected upon during the morning 

devotion between 23/05 and 28/05/2021. The principal, Ben van Gelderen, referred to the staff 

and the students as ambassadors of reconciliation, while one of the stuff members proposed that 

Nungalinya College, is referred to as the Ambassy of reconciliation (personal observation). 

130 For a comprehensive theology of ministry of reconciliation see: MacArthur, 2003. 
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Indigenous Christian leader, Neville Naden (2020), distinguished between secular and biblical 

reconciliation. Secular reconciliation is based on a reciprocal arrangement. It says, “if you do 

something for me and I reciprocate and do something for you, then we can be one” (p. 1). 

Referring to Paul’s instructions, he concludes that the biblical reconciliation is not about what I 

do for you or what you do for me that makes us one, it’s what Christ has done for both of us.  

Deverell (2018), a practitioner of Indigenous theologies, described Paul’s message of 

reconciliation as a revolutionary teaching where “the creator of the universe exchanges his great 

power and position for that of a slave”131. God killed by the imperial powers of this world, 

liberates people from their servitude to the colonising laws of sin and offers them to be free 

children of God132. Discussing Paul’s teaching about the identity of God who was “in Christ, 

reconciling the world to himself”133 Deverell writes,  

Yes, “in Christ” — a man despised, rejected, condemned to torture and crucifixion by the 

imperial powers of his world. In Christ, so the story goes, the creator of the universe 

exchanges his great power and position for that of a slave (Philippian 2:6-7), that God 

might come close enough to offer help and salvation to all who are slaves, that God might 

lift them from their servitude to the colonising laws of sin and alienation and make them, 

instead, free children of God (Romans 8:15-17).  

The comments of Aboriginal and other Christian theologians have shown the belief that 

God’s historical reconciliatory act is of a timeless value. But reconciliation also has its 

                                                           
131 Cf. Philippian 2:6, 7 

132 Cf. Romans 8:15-17  

133 2 Corinthians 5:19 
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philosophical dimension. Authentic reconciliation always occurs in the metaxy. It is a process 

between the two parties, each one being a metaxic dyad: “If your brother sins against you, go and 

tell him his fault, between you and him alone. …”134. The Jerusalem execution contains multiple 

layers of in-betweenness. For instance, Maclaren (2017) describes the crucified metaxic king of 

mercy135 as a ladder and “the sole medium of communication between heaven and earth” (p. 44). 

John (19:18) portrays Jesus between the two criminals who demonstrate two opposing attitudes 

towards him. Voegelin (1990b) refers to Christ as the one who lived in the state of “pleromatic 

metaxy” (p. 369), meaning that he existed in the in-between to its fullest. And most significantly 

the killing is metaxic: the immanent destroys the transcendent and the transcendent reconciles 

with the immanent. 

The events accompanying this execution provided a model for reconciliatory education 

based on mercy and forgiveness, thus preparing Nungalinya College to function in a learning 

environment that provides a space for practicing metaxic reconciliation on every possible level.  

Then, there is a quantum leap. When explaining the western practice of making the sign 

of the cross from the left to the right, the Pope Innocent III said, “it was because we must pass 

over from misery to glory, just as Christ passed over from death to life136, and from hell to 

                                                           
134 Matthew 18:15 

135 On titles given to Jesus see: Cheadle, 2015.   

136 Cf. J 5:24 
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paradise" (Kim, 2016, p. 118). Whereas St. John Chrysostom used Exodus137 as the type to 

inform his students about what happened in this quantum leap: 

The Israelites […] were delivered from the Egyptians; you have been delivered from the 

powers of darkness. The Israelites were freed from slavery to a pagan people; you have 

been freed from the much greater slavery to sin.   138 

The redemptive history, commenced in the garden with exitus and reached its turning 

point in the garden with reditus. God, who planted the garden in Eden139, and walked in it140, and 

instructed the first man141 is now walking in the garden of resurrection, where a woman initially 

identified him as a gardener142. She did not know who she was speaking to, but as soon as he 

called her by name – “Mary!”, she turned and said to him, “Rabboni.” The Aramaic word 

Rabboni means “Teacher.”143 

                                                           
137 Cf. Exodus 12:3–14. In typological history, Exodus as a prototype of the deliverance is 

associated with the sacrifice the Passover lamb. In early Church followers of Jesus 

commemorated the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ on the same day as Passover. 

138 As cited in Feingold, 2013. 

139 Cf. Gen 2:8 

140 Cf. Gen 3:8 

141 Cf. Gen 2:16-20 

142 Cf. John 20:15 

143 Cf. John 20:16. The difference between a Rabbi and a Rabboni is a matter of degrees. The 

first level for a Jewish sage was that of a Rab, literally “Master”. The Rab was the ruler of the 

synagogue and was designated by the congregation by the laying on of hands. The middle level 
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The significance of this event transcends every symbolic, spiritual, or theological 

reference to the College. Mary’s resurrection experience has shaped in a very distinct way the 

praxis of authentic students following the Resurrected Teacher and his teaching program. For 

example, when Jesus’ followers from the Church Missionary Society (CMS) arrived at 

Mirlinbarrawarr, they were recognized by the old Mara man Gajiyuma, who chose the mission as 

the place of the salvation for the dispersed Aboriginal tribes hiding from the demonically 

possessed pastoralists144.  

According to Mitchell (2002) in the death and resurrection of Christ, the variegated 

metaxy is restored to its right orientation toward the positive dyads. “Yet, it is obvious that such 

a restoration has not yet been [fully] consummated, for man is still at war with God and himself” 

(p. 29). Thus, as the death resulted in reconciliation, the resurrection appeared to be the ultimate 

compensation. Mihoc (2014) rightly argues that only the resurrection makes it possible to restore 

the initial relationship existing in the garden of Eden. In his theology the resurrection resembles a 

seed from and through which the Church, in which Nungalinya subsists, appears and grows, and 

the Creation is restored. 

                                                           

was that of a Rabbi. The title means “my Master” and referred to a master teacher who would 

attract disciples to him. The highest level was Rabboni, meaning “my Great Master.” Only the 

most respected sages were honoured this way. 

144 This episode will be further elaborated in chapter 3 when discussing the establishment of the 

Roper River Mission. 
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The Church and the Pentecost 

Having restored the variegated metaxy through his death and resurrection to its proper 

orientation, Christ, the metaxic Teacher, set the structure of his academy and handed over the 

task of teaching to his successors. In Shim’s (2001) framework the Church and the Pentecost 

represent the third duet of the inaugurated eschatology which defines the educational identity, 

provides teaching substance and the overall blueprint of Nungalinya College as an 

ecclesiological educational institution.  

Earlier, when investigating the seed typology, it was demonstrated how the Church, in 

which the College subsists, was typologically present in the Old Testament as Israel. In the New 

Testament the Church began emerging as the antitype when Jesus - the True Seed still in his 

mortal body walked the land - made the explicit promises to build his church and to send the 

Holy Spirit. He said to one of his students, “[…] you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my 

church145, and the gates of hell146 shall not prevail against it” (Mt 16:18). Shortly before his 

crucifixion, while giving his final instruction he said: 

I will pray to the Father, and he will give you another Helper, that he may be with you 

forever, - the Spirit of truth, whom the world cannot receive; because it neither sees him 

nor knows him; but you know him, for he lives with you, and will be in you (John 14:16-

17). 

                                                           
145 The Greek word here is ecclesia meaning assembly. Etymologically it means “called out.” 

This is close to the definition of “holy,” or “set apart”. 

146 Greek ᾅδου, literally - hades. For the thorough discussion on the topic see: Lewis, 1995.   
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The fulfilment of these promises was conditioned by: (1) the departure, known as the 

Ascension, of incarnated Christ back to the Father147; and (2) the disciples remaining in 

Jerusalem148. Bertolet (2018) argues that the Ascension is a confirmation of Christ’s identity as 

the Son of God and further highlights his divinity. Mihoc (2014), on the other hand, points out 

that the Ascension was not only a bridge between the work of Jesus and the work of the church, 

but it was also an event that started the mission of the Church to the end of the earth149 .  

The Church and the Languages. Most Christian theologians agree that the Pentecost 

event, which took place in Jerusalem around somewhere between 30-33 AD, marks the 

beginning of the Church. Mihoc (2014) believes that Luke identifies Jerusalem with the 

Church150 and the Church with the New Creation. The first creation was accomplished by God’s 

act of speech, so typologically, the tongues of fire and the disciples speaking different languages 

in Jerusalem151 point towards the sense of speech, as an important device used in an act of 

creating the Church. It is also the place from which the teaching revealed by God has spread to 

the nations of all languages - including the languages of Nungalinya students.  

Holy Spirit and the Teaching. Luke portrays Jerusalem as the central point of salvific 

history - it is a place of Jesus’ departure as well as the place of arrival of the Holy Spirit who 

                                                           
147 Cf. John 16:7 “… for if I go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I go, I 

will send him unto you.” 

148 Cf. Lk 24:49; Acts 1:4-5, 8.  

149 Cf. Act 1:8 

150 Cf. Acts 1:4, 8, 12, 19; 2:5, 14. 

151 Cf. Acts 2:2 
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“takes over Jesus’ role as the divine teacher and reveals the truth to the believing community” 

(De Benedicto, 2004, p. 115). Jesus’ ministry of teaching, healing, forgiving sins, and 

performing exorcisms in the fight against Satan and his demons was linked to the power of the 

Holy Spirit152, but it was not completed. John recorded Jesus saying before his departure:  

I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now153, but the Holy 

Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you all things154, and would 

lead you into all truth155.  

Paul, like other biblical writers, described the Holy Spirit as a source of wisdom, 

transmitter of knowledge, and teacher of truth who shares the knowledge with the Church and 

her members, so that they may know God better156. Moreover, the Holy Spirit is a giver of both 

spiritual and practical gifts. In the letter to the Romans, Paul instructs: “If your gift is serving, 

then serve. If it is teaching, then teach”157. In another letter, to the Corinthians, he produced a 

more comprehensive list of the gifts of the Holy Spirit, which included the gift of wisdom and 

knowledge (1 Cor 12:1-11). 

When instructing Timothy, Paul spoke about the deposit of faith, in other words, about 

the teaching content of the early Church which is distinct from fake knowledge. He pointed to 

                                                           
152 Cf. Mt 12:28 

153 Cf. John 16:12 

154 Cf. John 14:26 

155 Cf. John 16:13 

156 Cf. Eph 1:17. See also: De Benedicto, 2004, pp. 115, 289. 

157 Cf. Rom 12:7 
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yet another educational function attributed to the Holy Spirit as the role of an auditor who dwells 

within us, and guards the good deposit entrusted to the Church158. 

Pentecostal Harvest and Movement Towards Larrakia Land. Berkhof (1969) 

observed that types may find more than one fulfillment in the New Testament realities. In the 

Old Testament it states that three times per  year159, all males shall appear before the Lord 

God160. Pentecost was not only one of these three times, but also one of events that inspired a 

vast number of theological historians to look for its types in the Old Testament, and their 

fulfillments both in Christ and in the people who were associated with him. Since the beginning 

of this investigation, the typological history of Nungalinya College has been centred on the land, 

the seed, and the blessing – all these elements become fulfilled in the typology of the harvest.  

Historically, the Pentecost, also known as the Feast of the Harvest, was linked to the 

Passover. It initially took place in the promised land symbolising the blessing of salvation and 

rest. After the Sabbath of the Passover, a sheaf from the first harvest was offered to the Lord 

during the ritual called the waving of the sheaf of the first fruits. The Pentecost, also known as 

the Feast of Weeks, was a feast of completion of the harvest that commenced with the barley 

wave-sheaf fifty days earlier. The Israelites were obliged to present an offering of new grain 

[seeds] to the Lord and to wave two loaves of bread (Leviticus 23:9-17).  

                                                           
158 Cf. 1Tm 6:20 -21; 2Tim 1:13-14; Eph 4:11-12  

159 Cf. Exodus 23:14-20: These three were: (1) the Passover or The Feast of Unleavened Bread; 

(2) the Feast of Tabernacles or Ingathering; (3) the Feast of Weeks or the Feast of Harvest or 

Pentecost. 

160 Cf. Ex. 23:17; Dt. 16:16 
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Typologically, after the Passover, on which Jesus died on the cross, at the time when the 

priest was waving the “sheaf of the first fruits”, Jesus was leaving the tomb as the first fruit of 

the resurrection161; the first born from the dead162. Thus, resurrected Christ became the antitype 

of the Old Testament sheaf from the first harvest which pointed to the full harvest taking place 

seven weeks later during the New Testament Pentecost. For Luke, it was the first great harvest of 

the Resurrected Jesus. During that event about three thousand souls repented, received the gift of 

the Holy Spirit, and were baptised (Act 2:1-41).  

On that day, the newly formed Church was joined by the first international group of 

followers from every nation under heaven (Act 2:5) who soon took the message of reconciliation 

out of Jerusalem, moving towards major centres of the contemporary world before finally 

arriving on Larrakia land. At the same time, this Pentecostal harvest became a foreshadow of the 

final eschatological harvest,163 accompanied by the seven blessings listed in the closing book of 

the biblical metanarrative,   164 and culminated in inheriting the land where there will be no more 

death or mourning or crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away (Revelation 

21:4).  

 

                                                           
161 Cf. John 12:24, where Jesus links his death with a harvest. For more detailed analysis see: 

Zieba, 1996, pp. 83-85. 

162 Cf. 1 Cor. 15:20, 23; Col. 1:18; Rev. 1:5 

163 Cf. Rev 14:15 

164 Cf. Rev 1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 19:9; 20:6; 22:7; 22:14. For deeper exegesis of these blessings see: 

Field, n.d.   
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Chapter Summary 

The objective of this chapter was to search for the major events and developments 

recorded in the biblical metanarrative that shaped the identity, teaching content, and educational 

philosophy of a Christian educational institution, highlighting the themes that are relevant to 

Nungalinya College, and which in due course led to the erection of the College’s physical 

infrastructure in October 1973. To be in line with the nature of the College, the approach adopted 

in this chapter has been underpinned by theological and spiritual perspective with the Bible as 

the primary source of the theological history, and the broad pool of biblical commentators 

representing various denominations of Christian traditions. This exegetical pursuit has been 

accompanied by philosophical inquiry into impact of eschatological events on the metaxic 

structure of reality. 

Having stressed the relevance of the Bible for Nungalinya students, the historical 

research in this chapter has been conducted through the lenses of redemptive history, typological 

history, and eschatological history. Then, by using typological method of interpreting the biblical 

text supported by the principle of hermeneutical continuity, and the confidence that Nungalinya 

College subsists in the Church established by Jesus Christ, it has been established that Nungalinya 

College existed in the Old Testament reality as a type in a form of a typological seed, and in the 

New Testaments era as the  eschatological antitype. The Indigenous character of the College and 

resemblance between the Aboriginal and Israelite spiritualities in relation to the land and curse, 

directed the research towards studying the history of the College in a framework underpinned by 

three typological themes: the seed, the land, and the blessing that are present in the biblical 

history from its beginning to the end, and play a leading role in the cosmological war between 
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the forces of good and evil, as well as shape the identity and define the spiritual obligations of 

the College.  

Finally, in the last section of the chapter, the central point of interest was the impact of 

eschatological events on the College’s teaching philosophy, teaching content, and its primary 

ministry. Following Shim’s classification of the eschatological events, it has been demonstrated 

that the ultimate founder of the College, the God himself, was also the teacher and the designer 

of the College’s theological curriculum. It could be said, that throughout the Old Testament God 

was preparing the teaching resources, while the New Testament prepared the teaching staff and 

the methods. 

Through the incarnation and the ministry, Jesus demonstrated how to interact with the 

students and what to teach. Through the death and resurrection he confirmed the truthfulness, 

efficacy, and validity of his teaching, and by establishing the church with its Nungalinya branch 

he ensured that his message and the blessing would reach the Aboriginal people of Australia. By 

appointing the Holy Spirit as the church’s Helper, he made sure that his mission of reconciliation 

and drive towards the new creation will be continued and accomplished when the Seed of the 

Woman will strike the final blow to the seed of the snake and the infamous curse of Adam and 

Eve will be removed once for all. 

Paraphrasing Voegelin, who wrote that history, that is metaxic, had no meaning but the 

waiting for the eschatological events, the message of this chapter is that Nungalinya College has 

no meaning but the one it derives from the eschatological history. Being the antitypical seed, the 

College participates in the radical act of the transcendent Teacher who became flesh in order to 

teach immanent humans and to restore the metaxy to its original state existing in the garden of 

Eden prior to its unmooring. This history makes the College the eschatological educational 
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community sowing the seeds in Indigenous lands and realizing the blessings of the future while 

yet awaiting the fullness of these blessings to be revealed at Christ’s second coming.165 

 

  

                                                           
165 Cf. Harper, 2009, p. 48 
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Chapter 2: From Jerusalem to Australia (33 AD - 1842AD) 

Introduction 

The previous chapter closed with the formation of the Universal Church joined by the 

first international group of followers from every nation under heaven (Act 2:5) who, with 

Christ’s redemptive message of reconciliation, left Jerusalem, moved towards major centres of 

the contemporary world, and eventually reached Australia and established Nungalinya College. 

The College is a product of a missionary activity; therefore, this chapter will be of a 

missional character. It will start with an analysis of the biblical metanarrative from a 

missiological perspective with the event of the Great Commission as a starting point. Then it will 

show how the Bible is a missionary book which reveals God, who from the very beginning acts 

as the missionary, whose universal mission embraces all the nations with ancient Israel as the 

first subject of his mission, which is continued by his son Jesus Christ during his life on earth, 

and the life of the Church until it reaches the Aboriginal nations of Australia.  

Mission is frequently perceived as bridging the divide between God and the world 

(Whitworth, 2012). The second part of the chapter will investigate mission as a theological 

construct and an attempt to implement this construct among Indigenous people of South America 

by the Jesuits, who three centuries later tried to employ their missional model - once described 

by Voltaire as the triumph of humanity166 - among Aboriginal people of Australia. It will also 

investigate the beginnings of the CMS, and the Methodists and their early missionary endeavours 

on Australian soil.  

                                                           
166 See: Durant, 1961, p. 250. 
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Finally, the research will examine a missiological concept referred to as Missio Dei and 

its contribution to a new understanding of missionary activity. This section will present a short 

historical overview of this concept and its theological ramifications that had an impact on the 

identity of the emerging Nungalinya College. The philosophical underpinning of this chapter will 

be the idea of methexis or metalepsis, which symbolizes “the mutual participation of the human 

and the divine” in the metaxy (Mitchell, 2002, p. 24). 

Biblical Foundations of Mission 

It is a common understanding that the Bible is linked to the Church and her missionary 

activities. Thus, a search for the earliest missiological episode related to the establishment of 

Nungalinya College leads to the sacred scriptures and the missiological concept of God sending 

his messengers to perform certain actions. These actions are entrenched in the following 

assertions: (1) the Bible is a missionary book; (2) God is missionary; (3) the whole world - with 

all nations and languages - is a missionary field; and (4) the Church was established to 

participate in God’s mission. 

Bible is a Missionary Book 

The biblical scholars throughout centuries worked to extract from biblical narratives and 

stories one big picture, and use it as a leading theme of redemptive and salvific history that is 

built on a pattern derived from the creation-fall-redemption-consummation167 plan. Baptist 

pastor, John Warren (1924), in his Report on Foreign Mission wrote, “The Bible is a missionary 

book from beginning to end” (p. 11). This connection between the Bible and the mission as well 

as the continuity between the Old and New Testaments was first established by Jesus Christ, true 

                                                           
167 On consummation see: Burnet, 1816; Moltmann , 2004 and Wellman, 2016. 
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God from true God168, who linked them together when he was tutoring his students about the 

writings of Moses and the Prophets.169 

Although Christ did not use explicitly the word “mission”, he revealed to his students the 

universal purpose of his Incarnation, which was the mission to all the nations170, so that they 

repent and have their share in the blessing of Abraham, who is the father of many nations171.  

Not only Warren, but many other contemporary biblical scholars, e.g., Góralski , Horton 

(1904) and Mondreganes (1950),    consider the Bible as a missionary book. Glasser (2003) in 

Announcing the Kingdom writes: “The whole Bible, both the Old and New Testaments, is a 

missionary book, the revelation of God’s purpose and action in mission in human history.” (p. 

17) 

According to Newbigin (1995) the uniqueness of the Bible among other sacred books 

comes from the fact that it presents the structure of history in a form of a universal story. As all 

history, the biblical story is written by a process of selection of what is significant and omission 

of the rest. However, this process of selection is distinct from that used by contemporary 

historians; it is a process of narrowing in a sense, that the broad picture is replaced at each stage 

                                                           
168 See: The Nicene Creed, used in Christian liturgy since 325, adopted as a belief statement by 

Nungalinya stakeholders. 

169 Cf. Lk 24:44 

170 Cf. Mt 28:19 

171 Cf. Luke 24:46-47 and Gen 17:4-5 
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by a close-up, focused on one picture of the whole172. This filtering is missional173 with blessing 

as the primary objective. Thus, the Bible is covered with God's purpose of blessing for all the 

nations. It is concerned with the completion of God's purpose in the creation of the world and of 

man within the world. Newbigin sees the realization of that purpose in terms of Christian mission 

participating in a Trinitarian mission as: (1) proclamation of the kingdom of the Father - faith in 

action, (2) sharing the life of the Son – love in action, and (3) bearing the witness of the Spirit – 

hope in action. All these aspects are missionary in their nature.  

Bible Reveals the God who is Missionary. 

The assertion that the Bible is a missionary book is supplemented by the claim that God 

is missionary too. What is God doing in the world? McPhee (2003) gave the answer: God is on a 

mission. Redemptive history is a history of God on a mission because the biblical metanarrative 

confirms that after creating the universe God did not abandon it - as deists believe - but he 

continuously intervenes into the affairs of his creation which includes this world, his Church, his 

Kingdom, and every person (Whitworth, 2012, p. 74). The idea of an active God gave birth to the 

concept of God on a mission. Mordomo (2014), for example, while searching for the main 

biblical storyline, proposes a quasi-trinitarian approach with the Glory of God as a core 

metanarrative encompassing three sub metanarratives: (1) Kingdom of God, (2) Nature of God, 

and (3) Mission of God. Others recommend the concept of God on Mission to be an overarching 

theme and a master key for understanding redemptive history, in which the history of 

Nungalinya College is embedded. Glasser argues that the whole biblical metanarrative is centred 

                                                           
172 For examples of this narrowing see: Newbigin, 1995, p. 31. 

173 Cf. Mordomo, 2014, p. 57. 
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on the fact that God is a missionary God and that he is the master mind of the great missionary 

plan revealed in the missionary book, i.e., the Bible (Glasser et al., 2003, p. 8). Likewise, 

Ashford (2011) nominated the story of  the mission as the main theme of the grand biblical 

narrative. Wright (2013) is convinced that the entire Bible is created by and is all about the 

mission of God. He concludes that the purpose of God's mission is to reclaim the world, while 

His people have an assigned responsibility in that mission. Whitworth (2012) highlights 

Brueggemann’s belief that the biblical metanarrative is structured as kind of militaristic trilogy 

composed of three sub-narratives which are the vehicles whereby all things are made new: (1) 

the narrative of God’s hidden victory over all forms of manifestation of evil – including death, 

(2) the narrative of the announcement of that victory, and (3) the narrative of appropriation by 

those who hear and accept the announcement. Such a structure shows God’s missionary action  

overcomes all that is evil and initiates a new beginning. But again it was Warren (1924) who 

wrote, “Our God is missionary, and the cause of missions lies close to His great loving heart” (p. 

11). Blauw (1962), on the other hand, points out the continuity of God’s biblical mission is 

through the concept of sending: (1) in the Old Testament he sent the prophets, (2) in the New 

Testament he sent Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, and he also sends the apostles and the 

Church. 

 

God’s Mission to the Nations 

Having demonstrated, that the Bible is a missionary book, and that God is on a mission 

raises a question about the scope of his missionary activities. Piper (2010) observes that, 
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“salvation is of individual nature174 because it is achieved by a personal act of faith in Jesus 

Christ. But this experience of individual salvation takes place among all the nations” (p. 183). 

The exit of Abram from Haran, accounted in Genesis175, according to Stott (2009), is one 

of the foundation stones of the Christian mission to the nations. Stott believes that the typological 

connection with Abraham as well as the spiritual sonship - discussed in the first chapter - comes 

with a responsibility to all nations. This theme of missionary activities of Abraham’s descendants 

is further reinforced in the Old Testament, when the prophets176 spoke of how God would use his 

Son to be the light of the nations177.  

Although the idea of mission was already present in the Old Testament, it became fully 

manifested in the books of the New Testament. At first, Christ’s ministry was confined to the lost 

sheep of the house of Israel178. Nevertheless, he made several contacts with representatives of 

other nations and languages, e.g., he encountered Greeks179, Romans180 and Samarians181, he also 

predicted that “many will come from the east and the west and will take their places at the feast 

                                                           
174 On different concepts of salvation see: Stanić, 2013. 

175 Cf. Gen 12:1-4 

176 On prophets and mission see: Grisanti, 1998 and Wheeler, 2016.   

177 Cf. Ps 2:8; Isa 42:6, 49:6 

178 Cf. Mt 10:6, 15:24 

179 Cf. John 12:20. See also: Zieba, 1996.   

180 Cf. John 18:28-40. E.g., Roman soldiers and Pilate. 

181 Cf. John 4:39-42 
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with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven”182. But after accomplishing his 

mission, shortly before returning to the Father, he announced his universal authority and 

instructed his students go and teach all nations. To encourage his apostles to move out of their 

Jewish context and to cross cultural, linguistic, ethnic, and geographic boundaries, Christ 

provided them not only with the spiritual assistance of the Holy Spirit, but also with Paul of 

Tarsus183, a man holding dual citizenship184, so that they could move freely around the nations of 

the Roman Empire. Paul being commanded by the Lord to stop teaching in the synagogues, 

dedicated his life to ministry among non-Jews. His three missionary journeys are documented in 

the New Testament185.  

Biblical mission of God reaches Aboriginal Australians 

To comprehend the missionary outreach beyond the geographical boundaries of the 

biblical lands, and what originally motivated the Christian churches to interact with Indigenous 

Territorians and ultimately founding Nungalinya College, it is paramount to recognize the 

significance of The Great Commission, which is the personal instruction of the Resurrected Jesus 

Christ given to his disciples. Matthew, one of the direct witnesses of this event recorded it in the 

New Testament: 

                                                           
182 Cf. Mt 8:11, Lk 13:29 

183 Cf. Acts 9:1-31 

184 Cf. Acts 22:25-29; 16:37-38 

185 Cf. Acts 13:46-47. See also: Piper, 2010. 
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All authority186 in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore and make 

disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of 

the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you. And behold, I 

am with you always, to the end of the age. Mt 28:19-20 

This instruction contains four commands: (1) to go to all nations; (2) to make disciples; 

(3) to baptize them; (4) to teach them. It also contains the assurance of Jesus’ full-time 

supervision. On a church level this commission is the source of its missionary authority (Cole, 

1985, p. 10), while on a personal level, for Christian missionaries it is an obligation that has been 

imposed on them by Christ himself187 - the obligation that motivates. This instruction clearly 

defines the main job of the Church. This job was set in stone by the founder of the one holy, 

catholic, and apostolic church188 and for his followers it is nonnegotiable. The Great 

Commission189, preceded by the crucifixion and resurrection,  happened around 33 AD 190, and 

constitutes the ultimate divine event that activated the human agency being the first explicate 

link in the chain reaction leading to the establishment of Nungalinya College. 

God’s mission to the nations is intertwined with the biblical concept of the Light Coming 

to the Nations, which has been experienced as a reality throughout the world including a 

significant number of Indigenous nations and tribes of Australia. When reporting on the 

                                                           
186 On Jesus’ claim of having "all authority” and its political ramification see: Halbrook, n.d. 

187 St. Paul described this obligation in 1 Cor 9:16. 

188 Cf. Nicene Creed 

189 For more on The Great Commission see: Schwertley, 2013.  

190 See: Humphreys & Waddington, 1985. 
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missionary activities of the London Missionary Society among the Torres Strait Islanders, Lahn 

(2003) writes that their arrival and the biblical verse, “Although your people live in darkness, 

they will see a bright light”191 became the central motive for the annual Light Ceremony. First 

held on July 1, 1871, this ceremony is recognised by Islander Christians as the most important 

happening in their history and became the Torres Strait national day. This event is a symbol of 

the historical transition 

marking a temporal boundary that divides their history into two distinct epochs: the early, 

pre-Christian era and the more recent post-mission period. This first period is referred to 

throughout the region as taim blo dak (dark time) and also as bipo taim (before time), and 

it ends with the arrival of Christianity, the “Coming of the Light” (Lahn, 2003, p. 35)   . 

The memory of the Coming of the Light is preserved by the inscription on Dabad's 

Monument at Badog Beach, Darnley (Erub) Island. It reads, “In loving memory of Dabad 1871: 

A man who denied his tribal laws and accepted the good news of salvation” (Dabad, 2010). This 

day is also associated with the ending of a conflict between various tribes among the Torres 

Strait Islanders, which resulted in dramatic changes affecting all aspects of life. Islanders, 

regardless of their faiths and denominations, celebrate the Coming of the Light in a festival like 

no other in Australia (Queensland Museum, 2020). It is not uncommon that Nungalinya students 

                                                           
191 Cf. Mt 4:16. On a thorough investigation of concept of the light in biblical metanarrative see: 

Hay, 2017 and Shnukal, 1985, pp. 227-229. 
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when sharing their religious experiences testify about the visions of a mysterious light192 and 

associate this light with the Church. 

The Church’s Role in Biblical Mission 

The Bible is a missionary book from beginning to end, but the biblical mission did not 

end with the last chapter of the book of Revelation; it will be continued until Christ comes again. 

Because God is missionary, there is a continuity between: (1) God’s actions in the Old 

Testament, (2) the life of Jesus on earth, and (3) the life of the Church until today. In fact, these 

three periods form a continuum with Christ present in all three stages. This idea is present in the 

letters of Paul of Tarsus who is convinced that Christ continues to educate and sanctify the 

creation through the Church which is His mystical body. On several occasions Paul saw Jesus 

Christ as the head of the body, which is the Church; he also writes that the members of this body 

are the members of the Church193. On the other hand, John links Christ with light which is the 

essence of life and the world. Immediately after the incident involving an attempt to stone a 

woman, he recorded in his gospel the following words of Jesus: “I am the light for the world! 

Follow me, and you won’t be walking in the dark. You will have the light that gives life”194.  

The accounts of these two apostles lead to a statement that the Church – the Body of 

Christ - is the emitter of the biblical light, which is not some kind of abstract or purely 

                                                           
192 Some of the examples are documented in: (1) 40 Stories - Randall Carew, Kewulyi, NT. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11Ppax1WrOw; (2) Nungalinya College Media Studies class 

1, 2018: Walking with Jesus. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CthgksBDEm0 

193 Cf. Col 1:24 and: Rom 12:5,1 Cor12:12–27, Eph 3:6, 4:15–16; 5:23, Col 1:18. 

194 Cf. John 8:12 
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metaphysical concept, but a light that dramatically changes the lives of those who experience it 

in the metaxic structure of existence defined by the dyads of light and darkness. 

Missiological implication for Nungalinya College 

Tracking back the New Testament motive of light brings us to the birth of Jesus Christ195 

and his mission. Labauch (1916) maintains that the primary mission of the God’s Son is 

accomplished in the Incarnation in which he takes into Himself our human nature hypostatically, 

therefore, it is a hypostatic mission. However, according to Wilhelm and Scannel (1909), the 

Incarnation cannot be understood simply as the Divine Person entering human flesh, but this 

hypostatic mission also establishes a special connection between the Holy Spirit and the mystical 

body of Christ196, i.e., the Church, in order to transfigure creation. Cueva (2015) in an attempt to 

define the relationship between the mission and the church, using the theological assumption that 

both God’s mission and the Church are of a missionary nature, describes this relationship as 

hypostatic mission. He writes, 

God has given a call and the church has been chosen, equipped, and empowered by the 

Holy Spirit to fulfill its mission…197 [His] power enables the people of God to cooperate 

                                                           
195 Cf. John 1:4-9 and Luke 2:32. 

196 This concept is rooted in St. Paul’s letters to the Corinthians and Romans where the author 

uses the image of a body, with a head (Christ) and many members (Christians) to describe the 

relationship between Christ and Christians. 

197 Cueva’s (2015) insight into the nature of mission is also very relevant to the post-

establishment policies and operations of Nungalinya College. He believes that the church has a 

spiritual authority to develop different forms and models to make the mission effective. Because 
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in God’s redemptive mission of all creation until the kingdom of God will be visible to 

every creature (p. 409). 

The concept of hypostatic mission has a deep theological, ecclesiological and 

missiological implications effecting the identity of Nungalinya College and its spiritual 

responsibility. Firstly, according to the biblical understanding of the Church described by St 

Paul, Nungalinya College is a member of the Body of Christ, with specific functions and gifts198. 

Secondly, because this Body is missionary, the College’s nature by default is missionary too, 

therefore it is obliged to be the light to all Aboriginal Nations of Australia. 

Other perspectives on relationship between the Church and Mission 

From a functional perspective, Wright (2013) perceives a church as a tool for mission. He 

believes that it is not so much the case that God has a mission for his church in the world, but 

that God has a church for his mission in the world. Brunner (1931) compares the relationship 

between Church and mission in the following way: The Church exists by mission as fire exists 

by burning. Whereas the World Council of Churches declaration Together Towards Life states,  

it is not the church that has a mission but rather the mission that has a church. Mission is 

not a project of expanding churches but of the church embodying God’s salvation to the 

world (P. White, 2014, p. 104). 

                                                           

of this authority, it is the church’s and by extension the College’s responsibility to find 

appropriate models responding to the needs of Indigenous people.  

198 Cf. 1 Cor 12:1-31 
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Mission as an Evangelising Activity and Governance Model  

An overview of term “mission” 

The term mission derives from the Latin missionem meaning act of sending, a 

dispatching, a release, a setting at liberty, discharge from service, dismissal. It corresponds with 

Greek apostello meaning “send”, “send away”, “send forth” (Harper, 2001). Kollman (2011) 

noted that Christians were traveling and sending their envoys to non-Christian places in order to 

spread the teaching of their Master Teacher for over one and a half millennium, but no one 

referred to this activity as “mission”. Prior to the sixteenth century, the term “mission”, was only 

used in Trinitarian theology and referred to the biblical action of the sending of the Son and the 

Holy Spirit. Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the Jesuit Society, was probably the first who 

applied the term to places and tasks assigned to the Jesuits by the Church, tasks which previously 

were described by expressions such as: planting the church, propagation of the faith, or 

illuminating the nations. 

According to Kollman, Loyola adapted the biblical term “mission” to describe 

evangelising activities due to Jesus' words as accounted in the gospel of John, “As the Father has 

sent me, so I send you”199. Then, interpreting this biblical verse in a literal way, Loyola decided 

that the society he founded should profess the fourth vow - ... ‘I further promise a special 

                                                           
199 Cf. John 20:21 
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obedience to the sovereign pontiff in regard to the missions…’200 - believing that the Jesuits were 

sent by God, as Jesus was sent by God the Father. 

Considering the historical context and military background of Loyola, Kasulis, as quoted 

by Kollman, seems to be implying that Loyola theologically weaponized the term mission to 

justify the missionary activity. He argues that in Loyola's use, the term mission plays a role of 

metapraxis201 because it associates the human actions and activities of Christians with the nature 

of God, which allows believers to claim: “We do this because God is like this.” Kollman further 

criticizes Loyola for lack of philosophical elaboration concerning the term mission.  

For some time, word mission (Latin missio)202, existed as almost exclusively a Jesuit 

term. However, its meaning was evolving e.g., with establishment of the Vatican's office Sacra 

Congregatio de Propaganda Fide in 1622, the Catholic theologians distinguished missio ad 

gentes (mission to the nations) from other types of evangelising activities. Gradually, missio 

became a service associated with apostolic activities in non-European places (Kollman, 2011, pp. 

                                                           
200 Cf. Jesuits Constitutions S.J., N°527. According to Arnold (2018) the so-called ‘votum de 

missionibus’, the missionary vow taken by the Jesuits in the 16th century is the first historical 

account confirming the use of term in relation to Christianisation of the world.  

201 The concept of metapraxis has been developed by Kasulis who defines it as a philosophical 

theory about the nature of a particular praxis. In this case it is about using concrete religious 

experience to bring about the spiritual transformation of believers (Olberding & Ivanhoe, 2012, 

p. 256). 

202 Missio is often used in missiological literature, especial when referring to misso Dei (mission 

of God). 
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430-431). Tan (2014) criticised the term missio ad gentes, because it indicated a one-way model 

of communication and advocated the replacement of such a model by a concept of missio inter 

gentes, according to which missionary activities are undertaken with and among the local people. 

He explicitly rejected understanding of mission as a “continuation of a colonial way of thinking 

or of Eurocentric debates on civilisation”203   . Further research will demonstrate that Tan’s idea 

to some extent was kept in mind by the human agency founding Nungalinya College204.  

The Jesuit Reductions – Model for Northern Territory Missions 

Loyola not only adapted the biblical term missio as a descriptor for evangelising 

activities, but also established the Jesuit Society in 1534 - which the pope officially approved in 

1540 - and propagated a model for physical missions as places of living, working and learning. 

Harris (1994), In One Blood, when analysing the history of Northern Territory missions run by 

the Catholics, Methodists205 and CMS missionaries who were instrumental in establishing the 

College, on several occasion compares them with Jesuits’ Reductions206. From its earliest years, 

Jesuits committed themselves to conducting foreign missions and educating young laymen 

                                                           
203 As cited in Vellguth, 2018, p. 217. 

204 See: Wally’s [Larrakia elder] account about working with missionaries when designing the 

College. 

205 Rev. Manskar (n.d.) writes, “Methodists use methods to practice spiritual growing in the same 

way Jesuits use exercises." 

206 Harris, 1994, pp. 540, 458-474, 707, 730. Although Harris compares some of the missions to 

the Jesuits Reductions, he does not imply that the Jesuit model was specifically adopted by 

Protestant missions. 
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(O’Donnell, 2020, p. 3). They started their first foreign mission in India in 1542, and soon after 

they moved to South America. In 1549 they were sent to Brazil,207 and in 1588 to Paraguay 

where they became well known for Jesuit Reductions208. In 1882 they arrived at Larrakia land 

and established a mission modelled on the Paraguay reductions at Rapid Creek and later at Daly 

River.  

Jesuit missiologist McNaspy (1982) defined Reduction as a translation of the Spanish 

word reducción, which may perhaps best be translated as community. In the 17th century it meant 

“to gather into mission settlements” or “to reduce to a village” to convert and protect the Guaraní 

Indians from Spanish colonists and slave hunters209 for whom they were a source of cheap 

labour. 

While working with Guarani tribes in Paraguay, the Jesuits came up with the idea of 

creating a virtual “wall of faith”      210 and in 1609 they established the first reduction known as 

                                                           
207 They were forced to abandon their work due to a lack of support from Jesuits in Rome. 

208 Although the term reducciónes is firmly linked with the Jesuits, these model villages were not 

their invention. Their origin can be traced to a Franciscan missionary, Luis de Bonanos, who 

before the end of the sixteenth century, founded eighteen such communities. See: Hale, 1997, p. 

31. On connection between reducciónes and monasticism see: Kaoma, 2015, pp. 72-73. 

209 The Indians educated by Jesuits became even more valuable targets for slave hunters due to 

the skills they acquired on the reductions. 

210 As cited in Lécrivain, 2005. 
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San Ignacio Guazú. By 1767, when Jesuits were expelled from Spain and all of its colonies211, 

over eighty thousand Indians lived in the self-sufficient Guaraní Reductions occupying some 

thirty cities and towns, with the region known as the Guarani Republic. Nonneman (2009) 

accounts that “In spite of external political adversity, war, and epidemics, the Jesuit state in 

Paraguay reached extraordinary levels of economic welfare, surpassing standards of living even 

of many European areas at the time.” (p. 119)  

During that period, the Jesuits were able to successfully safeguard the Indian population 

due to skilful diplomatic and military manoeuvring. In 1610 Philip III of Spain announced that 

only the “sword of the word” should be used to pacify Paraguayan native tribes. Sadly, after their 

expulsion and the takeover of the command economy by Spanish colonial civil authorities the 

Jesuit state very quickly collapsed. 

Iglesias  attributes the success of the reductions - often referred to as “a model theocratic 

commonwealth” or “socialist theocracy”    212 or “communistic utopia”   213 - to the fact that 

Jesuits did not expect Guarani to adopt European culture, as was the case with many other 

missions. Instead, following the decree of the Propaganda Fides, they began with familiarizing 

themselves with native customs and only then would they promote and encourage the acceptance 

of Christianity. 

                                                           
211 The expulsion was the result of a series of political and economic conflicts, as well as the 

assertion of nation-state independence against the Catholic Church. It would take nearly 160 

years for Jesuits to return to the region. See: Pavone, 2016 and Fulop-Miller, 1930.  

212 As cited in Nonneman, 2009, p. 119.  

213 As cited in Durant, 1961, p. 249. 
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Other factors contributing to the success were: the governance model relying on  Indian 

chiefs being in charge; the education system depending on the schools run by Guarani teachers 

trained by the Jesuits; workshops that had programs to teach craft and trades; and the fact that the 

Guaraní were protected while working on the family plots as well as communal fields (Cohen & 

Colombo, 2015; Iglesias, 2011). Cunninghame-Graham (1901), in A Vanished Arcadi, writes that 

the most staunched adversaries of the Jesuit’s method confirm that in the Paraguayan reductions 

the Society of Jesus  

instilled into the Indians that the land on which they lived, with missions, churches, 

herds, flocks, and the rest, was their own property. Of equal importance, the Jesuits told 

them they were free, and that they had the King of Spain's own edict in confirmation of 

their freedom, so that they never could be slaves (pp. 291-292). 

Fulop-Mille (1930), under a heading A Forest Utopia, quotes Montesquieu: “The Society 

of Jesus may pride itself on the fact that it was the first to prove to the world that religion and 

humanity are compatible.” He also cites one of the Encyclopaedists, D’Alembert, a bitter enemy 

of the Jesuits, admitting that,  

By means of religion, the Jesuits established a monarchical authority in Paraguay, 

founded solely on their powers of persuasion and on their lenient methods of government. 

[…] they rendered happy the people under their sway; they succeeded in subduing them 

without ever having recourse to force (pp. 300-301). 

Yet another important development that took place at the era of Paraguayan Reductions 

and later shaped the methods of missionary engagement with Aboriginal people of Northern 

Territory, was the directive of the Propaganda Fide issued in 1659 - influenced by the Jesuits 

understanding of mission - that instructed the catholic missionaries working in Asia as follows:  
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Do not make any effort or use any argument in favour of forcing the people to change 

their customs or traditions, as long as these are not clearly opposed to religion and 

morality. What could be more absurd than to import […] country of Europe into China214.  

This instruction from 1695 has been echoed, although not always and not from the very 

beginning, in the work of numerous missionaries working with Indigenous Australians, and 

shaped processes leading to the establishment of Nungalinya College. If it comes to the 

Paraguayan model of mission, although not on such a big scale and not as successfully, it has 

been tried by most of the church, including Methodist and CMS missionaries, working with 

Aboriginal people in Australia215. 

                                                           
214 Instructio de Propaganda Fide in 1659 (Collectanea Propaganda Fide, 1907, n. 135, Vol. I, p. 

42) as cited in Skreslet, 2012, p. 65. 

215 Kollman (2011) points at paradoxical implications of rapid spread of the Loyola’s term missio. 

On one hand, due to Christian movement, the concept of missio led to theological legitimation of 

the centrality of Western Europe. On the other, the same missionary movement initiated the 

historical process that deprived Europe of its central role. Earlier these centres were Asia, Africa, 

and Eastern Europe. 
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Mission in Terra Nullius  

Methodists and their Early Engagement with Aboriginal Australians 

In 595, Pope Gregory the Great commissioned St. Augustine of Canterbury to plant the 

church among the Anglo-Saxons, which led to the establishment of the Church of England216 in 

AD 597. In 1530 it acquired a specific Anglican identity with its links to the State. This gave 

birth to the Methodists and the CMS. The Methodists commenced their missionary ministry as 

early as in 1760, and in 1784, just four years before the First Fleet arrived in Australia, they 

already had A Plan of the Society for Establishment Among the Heathen (Kadiba, 1998). While 

overviewing Methodists’ contribution to the foundation of Nungalinya College, it is paramount 

to understand the principles and beliefs of the Wesleyan Methodist. When being asked “What 

may we reasonably believe to be God’s design in raising up Preachers called Methodist?” - 

Wesley replied, “To reform the nation, particularly the church, and to spread scriptural holiness 

over the land” (Wesley, 1797, p. 3). Therefore, to be a Wesleyan missionary means to be a 

reformer who reforms the church217 and spreads holiness; holiness that is embedded in the 

biblical metanarrative. The three examples given below are of Methodist’s attempts to spread 

holiness among the Aborigines in the south, and represents three different approaches to the 

instructions of the Great Commission. 

                                                           
216 Currently the Church of England and its daughter churches around the world are part of the 

“Anglican Communion”. In 1981 the Church of England in Australia adopted the name Anglican 

Church of Australia.  

217 The Methodist method of reforming the church is beyond the scope of this thesis, as this 

would require a deeper theological analysis.  
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The Wesleyans are recognized as missionary pioneers to Aborigines. Prior to moving into 

the Northern Territory, they made several attempts to work among Aboriginal people in Victoria 

in the 1830s and 1840s – with the main objective to spread scriptural holiness. The Rev William 

Walker was the first Wesleyan minister appointed to work with Aborigines as a missionary. He 

arrived in Australia 1821 and begin his ministry moving around Sydney as an itinerant 

missionary, believing that such an approach would be more compatible with Aboriginal nomadic 

lifestyle, but soon he realised that “Traversing the woods in their tribes and living in a kind of 

domesticated manner with them will never do the work…”218. Having this disappointing 

experience, he concluded that a nomadic lifestyle of Aborigines and Christianity are 

incompatible.219 

As a result of Walker’s assessment, in 1822, the Wesleyan Missionary Society (WMS) 

decided to set up their own small Native Institution at Parramatta where Aborigines would settle; 

however, it operated only for several months. Due to internal conflicts within the Methodist 

Church, without WMS approval, Walker moved to the Female Orphan School at Parramatta. 

This move ultimately led to his suspension as a Methodist teacher and closure of the mission in 

1826 (Harris, 1994).  

Having failed to civilise220 Aborigines through the education of children, in 1825, the 

WMS sent John Harper, a schoolmaster, to the Wellington Valley convict’s agricultural station 

                                                           
218 As cited in Harris, 1994, p. 49 

219 Ibid. 

220 Woolmington (1986) defines the civilising process as “consisted partly of teaching the sorts of 

skills which would enable indigenous peoples to fit into European society, but it also involved 
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to explore the site for a possible WMS mission. It was the most remote station west of Sydney 

with “tribes innumerable, each comprising several hundred”221 of uncorrupted Aborigines. 

Harper’s job was to try a different missionary approach to turn these tribes into an “industrious, 

and valuable portion of the commonwealth” with the help of agricultural settlement. He spent 

nearly two years there, working both with Aborigines and convicts, but ultimately the WMS was 

not able to obtain the land grant and financial assistance from the government and in 1926 the 

Wellington Valley mission was abandoned (Roberts, 2009). 

After thirteen years of disengagement from spreading scriptural holiness to Aborigines, in 

1839, the WMS appointed Benjamin Hurst and Francis Tuckfield to set up and manage an 

agricultural station near Geelong, named Buntingdale. In this case, the government supported the 

mission by an allocation of a land grant of 64,000 acres. The novelty was to ensure that the 

Aborigines were not exposed to the demoralizing influence of the settlers, and the strategy was 

for Hurst to stay at the mission looking after the school, while Tuckfield moved around with the 

Aborigines to learn the language and study the culture. Initially, this strategy seemed to be 

working because it attracted several tribes to the mission. However, with the passage of time, this 

move became a source of constant unrest, feuding, and intertribal killings. In addition, the 

relationship between the two missionaries started to deteriorate, and ultimately Horst asked for a 

transfer. To make it worse - because of the good land quality - the settlers began moving closer 

                                                           

weaning them from their own customs and cultures. These two aims […] in the minds of most 

missionaries were inseparable, for it was believed that a rejection of pagan ways was as vital as 

the replacing of pagan religions before Christianity could take a permanent hold.” (p. 90) 

221 Sydney Gazette, 14 October 1824, p. 2. 
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to the mission, magnifying the problems. After years of hard work, due to these difficulties, the 

government withdrew its support; the mission was closed in 1848, the stock sold, and the land 

returned to the government (Roy, 2006, pp. 164-165; Harris, 1994, pp. 125-127). 

In Parramatta, Rev Walker initially tried to spread the holiness through “walking” with 

the Aboriginal people, but he gave up that method and focused on the education of children. 

Harper, at Wellington Valley convict station, attempted to turn the nomadic people into farmers 

promoting the foreign concept of agricultural settlement. While the experiment at Buntingdale 

Mission Station was the combination of the two methods mentioned above, it was enhanced by 

creating an environment free of bad influences. There were other attempts222 with different 

degrees of success, but nothing worked, and WMS were forced to withdraw and reform 

themselves first.  

By 1855 all WMS missionary activity among Aboriginal Australians had ceased, and 

consequently, because of these experiences, the Methodist Church lost motivation to work with 

Aboriginal people for a period of sixty years (Kadiba, 1998, pp. 61-62). 

The Eclectic Society - the meetings over a cup of tea 

On January 16, 1783, when the British government was working hard to solve one of its 

problems by going to terra nullius and creating a new nation composed of offenders and sinners, 

four men got together in London’s Castle and Falcon inn to establish a new association called 

The Eclectic Society. What they shared was their evangelical faith. The unofficial leader of the 

society was John Newton, rector of St Mary Woolnoth parish. One of the goals of the Society 

was to assist the London evangelicals to stay in touch and support each other. Their meetings 

                                                           
222 See: Roy, 2006 
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took place once a fortnight, starting with tea, followed by a short prayer and a conversation for 

about three hours upon a proposed subject (Rouse, 2015). 

In September 1786, the group discussed the subject “What is the best method of planting 

and propagating the Gospel in Botany Bay?” This question was asked a year and a half before 

the First Fleet passengers disembarked in Australia. Schwarze  associated the discussion of this 

topic with the fact that the Eclectic Society acquired a new member – William Wilberforce, a 

young, wealthy and spiritually motivated politician, who was also a close confident of the Prime 

Minister, William Pitt. At that time, on one hand, Pitt was facing a challenge to find a new 

destination for many convicts, and on the other, the possibility of a new military conflict with 

European enemies breaking out and spreading across the globe. Therefore, he decided to 

establish a colony in Botany Bay which would serve a dual purpose – a place to transport 

convicts, and a base for a naval power in the Pacific. 

Wilberforce as a friend of Pitt was familiar with the Botany Bay project, and after 

consultation with Newton, offered the assistance in finding a suitable chaplain for the convict 

fleet. The Prime Minister accepted the offer and the job to establish the first church on a new 

continent was given to a 30 years old son of a farmer, the Reverend Richard Johnson (Schwarze, 

2013).  

The colony of Sydney was officially established on January 26th 1788, and a week later, 

at 10am on Sunday 3 February, Rev Johnson presided over the first Christian service on 

Australian soil. His sermon was based on Psalm 116:12-13, which read, 

How can I repay the LORD for all his goodness to me? 
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I will lift up the cup of salvation and call on the name of the LORD223. 

However, no missionaries came to Australia with the First Fleet. Rev Johnson’s ministry 

was limited to the settlers and convicts (Woolmington, 1986, p. 91).  

CMS and Arthur’s Committee - protection of Aborigines from annihilation 

The Eclectic Society, unsatisfied with the missionary impotence of the Church of 

England bishops, continued to debate missionary strategies of the church pondering what the 

church could do to be faithful to its original vocation. In February 1799 they asked and disputed 

the question, “What methods can we use more effectually to promote the knowledge of the 

Gospel among the Heathen?” Two months later, on 12th April, they called a public meeting and 

announced the foundation of their own missionary society named as the Society for Missions to 

Africa and the East, later renamed as the Church Missionary Society for Africa and the East224. 

(Mounstephen, 2015). It was a voluntary society with its own guiding principles, loyal to the 

Church of England, but formally independent of the church’s structure and its bishops (Harris, 

1998, pp. 4-5).  

The Society received financial support from numerous benefactors and soon started 

sending missionaries overseas. During his visit to London in 1808, Rev Marsden, convinced the 

Society to establish a mission to the Maori in New Zealand. In 1821 Marsden set up a CMS 

                                                           
223 A script of the sermon has not survived. On interpretation of this sermon see: Smith, 2009. 

224 In 1812 the Society was renamed and became the Church Missionary Society for Africa and 

the East known as CMS. Later together with the WMS they played major role in creating 

Nungalinya College. 
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Corresponding Committee225 and in 1825 he formed a CMS Auxiliary in Sydney, with the task 

of promoting the work of the Society among the Australian Aborigines (Harris, 1998, p. 5). In 

1828, when over ninety percent of Tasmanian Aborigines had been killed by the settlers, 

Governor Arthur approached CMS to work among the wretched Aborigines of Van Diemen’s 

Land, but CMS refused to accept the proposal due to lack of sufficient means to enter into new 

fields of endeavour (Harris, 1994, pp. 90-106).  

Governor Arthur saw the need for a department in the colonial government being 

specifically responsible for protection of Indigenous people from another annihilation similar to 

that experienced by Aborigines in Van Diemen’s Land (Lester, 2012, pp. 1479-1480). The 

following year, on 9 November 1829, Arthur set up a board that included two Church of England 

priests - the Rev. William Bedford and Rev. James Norman - to consider whether Bruny Island 

was suitable for a permanent settlement for the aborigines, and if not, then to recommend another 

site. On 24 December 1829 Arthur asked these men to create a standing committee for dealing 

with the treatment of the captured natives and for suggesting the ways to establish a permanent 

friendly relationship between the Aboriginal tribes and the colonists. The Committee began with 

enquiring into the source of the hostility of the Tasmanian Aborigines against the colonisers. 

After hearing the evidence of some settlers and others, on 19 March 1830 the Committee 

submitted its recommendations to the Governor. Most of this report was devoted to the 

protection of the settlers against attack by the natives (Gill, 1968, p. 514).  

                                                           
225 The function of this committee was to foster interest and support in missionary outreach, 

channelling any money received back to the parent committee in England (Harris, 1998). 
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Harris (1994) summarized the church’s involvement and its clergy as a mere token 

presence. He implies that as members of the committee, they were probably moved by high 

biblical motives but they acted with no sincere commitment (Harris, 1994, p. 94). Regarding 

Arthur’s motivation, Lester (2012) argues that it was triggered by the crisis of his conscience 

moved by destruction of Aboriginal society caused by antagonistic settler politics underpinned 

by greed of certain settlers. He believes that the violent relationship between the British Crown 

and Aboriginal people was caused by these settlers, rather than by the act of dispossession that 

was authorized by Arthur as governor (Lester, 2012, pp. 1479-1480). 

CMS first Mission to the Aboriginal People – Educational Experiment at Wellington Vale  

Some eighty years prior to sending missionaries to Aboriginal Lands of Northern 

Territory, in 1830, the Colonial Government again approached an auxiliary of CMS in Sydney 

with a request to send missionaries to work with Aboriginal people at Wellington Valley226. The 

CMS sent two men, Rev Johann Handt and Rev William Watson (Cole, 1985, p. 12). They 

arrived in 1832 and were granted 10,000 acres and ₤500 per annum to run the Wellington Valley 

mission, about 400 km north-west of Sydney. It was the lands where around 1000 Wiradjuri 

people were killed as a result of the marital law proclaimed by Governor Thomas Brisbane on 14 

August 1824.  

Initially the mission attracted a significant number of Aborigines who attended the church 

and school, while the sick ones enjoyed the medical care provided by William and Ann Watson 

(Harris, 1994, pp. 61-62). The missionaries gained trust of the Wiradjuri people and some of the 

settlers, but they also had to deal with many other moral and material problems. For instance, the 

                                                           
226 See: Ferry, 1979 and Harris, 1994, p.60-77 
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mission tried to protect young Aboriginal girls from notorious sexual abuse by some of the 

settlers by removing the girls to the protection of the mission and publicly criticizing their 

immoral conduct, which resulted in hostility and direct conflict with the abusers. Having 

Aboriginals and settlers living in proximity, had a demoralizing effect on Aboriginal people who 

asked why the missionaries preached so much about sin to them and not to the whites. The CMS 

also attempted to promote farming as a way of Christian lifestyles among Aboriginal people, but 

this appeared to be extremely difficult in the drought-prone region where the mission was 

located. 

Watson was British evangelical and Handt was German Lutheran. They both had strong 

personalities and they both represented two different visions of the mission. The relationship 

between these two men slowly started to deteriorate and eventually it turned into an open 

hostility. In 1836 CMS replaced Handt with another German Lutheran, Rev. James William 

Gunther. Watson, who treated many little Aboriginal girls with venereal diseases and being 

aware of many children dying in the Aboriginal camps, including half-caste unwanted babies, 

believed that these children could only survive if looked after by the mission. His policy of 

forceful removal of the children from their mothers was not shared by Gunther. Their theological 

differences regarding the baptism were yet another bone of contention – Gunther expected a total 

change in lifestyle before considering the baptism of an Aboriginal person, while Watson was 

much less rigid and willing to baptize without much evidence of conversion, provided that the 

person was seriously sick. There were many other disagreements, internal conflicts, and some 

scandals at the mission which the CMS committee decided to resolve by terminating Watson.  

The Watsons left the Wellington mission on 27 October 1840 - taking along twenty-six 

Aboriginal children - and were homeless until William Raymond, a settler, offered them a lease 
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of 730 acres where they established Apsley Mission. Many Aboriginal people from Wellington 

mission soon joined Watson, others got employed at the sheep stations while, yet others were 

killed or died of various diseases. The Wellington mission under German leadership was 

abandoned in 1842, ending the CMS involvement with missionary activities to Indigenous 

Australians. The Apsley Mission survived for another 15 years, and as time passed, the children 

become young adults and drifted away from Watson’s mission. Harris summarised this attempt 

with the words, “Only God knows the real effect of the Wellington mission.” (Harris, 1994, pp. 

60-77). Twenty years later William Radley, a presbyterian minister, wrote: 

Because Mr Watson’s scholars did not settle down in a body and organize a society on 

the European model, many colonists pronounced the Wellington Vale Mission ‘a failure’. 

But I found, at a great distance from that spot, some of the good effects of the instructions 

received there several years before. […] the labours of Mr Watson and Mr Gunther were 

not in vain in the Lord.227 

All early missions to organize Aboriginal society on the European model, as well as to 

teach, make disciple and baptize Aboriginal Australians, have been described as a failure228 

(Harris, 1994, p. 131). The Wellington Vale missionary episode, although having taken place a 

great distance from where Nungalinya College has been erected, is one of those significant 

events that are placed on the timeline between the Great Commission and the establishment of 

Nungalinya. It was also a learning curve for the CMS on their missionary journey towards the 

establishment of Nungalinya College – here they educated themselves before being able to “go”, 

                                                           
227 As cited in Harris, 1994, p. 77 

228 For more on failure of the churches see: Harris, 1994, pp. 131-132 and Ferry, 1979. 
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“to make disciple”, “to teach” and “to baptise” in the Northern Territory. After closing the 

Wellington Mission, the CSM suspended their activity among Australian Aborigines for more 

than 60 years.  

Missio Dei 

Although, temporarily, the missional praxis to Aboriginal people in Australia by 1840s 

had reached a dead end, the theoretical debate was alive, and a new understanding of mission 

was emerging. The human agency standing behind the erection of the physical infrastructure of 

Nungalinya College had been activated once again in the period when the missiological 

discourse was already dominated by two models of mission: one based on Matthew’s Great 

Commission229, and the other on a competing concept of Missio Dei. 

Konz (2018) points out that the mission activities of evangelicals, and that would include 

the CMS missionaries, Pentecostal churches, and some Methodists, are motivated by a mandate 

model of mission with the Great Commission as its biblical justification and motivational factor, 

while the ecumenical churches230 connected to the World Council of Churches (some 

Methodists) are predisposed to follow an all-encompassing model of mission with Missio Dei231 

as its guiding idea. Missio Dei model, although ancient theologically, as a concept for mission, 

began gaining momentum in the ecumenical mission debate in the 1950’s.  

                                                           
229 Until 1920s the common understanding of Christian mission was to propagate the Gospel of 

Jesus Christ by being obedient to His instructions contained in the Great Commission (Matthew 

28:18–20) and the Great Commandment (Hara, 2017). 

230 On the history of ecumenism see: Cueva, 2015, pp. 32-38 and Pierard, 2010. 

231 On an attempt to define Missio Dei see: Whitworth, 2012, p. 162. 
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The term Missio Dei comes from Latin and means “God’s mission”. It was originally 

developed by early Catholic theologians (Schirrmacher, 2017). St Augustine taught that mission 

is an activity of the triune God, manifested in the action of the Father sending his Son. Aquinas 

was the first to include into this activity the third God’s person; the Father is sending the Son and 

the Son is sending the Holy Spirit (Arthur, 2010).  

In a modern era, at the Brandenburg Missionary Conference in 1932, Karl Barth was one 

of the first scholars to describe mission as an activity of God Himself232. A year later, Karl 

Hartenstein further developed this concept and distinguished Missio Dei from the Missio 

Ecclesiae (mission of the Church). The concept of Missio Dei233 was clearly formulated during 

the Willingen Conference that took place in Germany in 1952. The main assumption of missio 

Dei missiology was that God is missionary by his nature, therefore the mission is derived from 

the very nature of God. Consequently, the Church and her mission had been reduced to a human 

agent participating in the divine activity. This led to a problem of dual agency in mission: divine 

                                                           
232 See: Soena, 2017, pp. 71-72. 

233 The term Missio Dei was not actually used at the Willingen meeting though it was used by 

Hartenstein in his summary of the conference (Arthur, 2010). Vicedom (1958) made the term 

popular through his book Missio Dei (as cited by McPhee, 2003, p. 7). For the New Testament 

references see: Matthew 10:40; Mark 9:37; Luke 9:48; 10:16; Acts 3:20, 26; John 14:26; 15:26; 

17:18; 20:21. In the Old Testament: Isaiah 48:16. Also: Schirrmacher, 2017 and Kui Lone, 2009. 
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and human; and the question about the role of the church in the God’s mission234. Thus, after the 

Willingen conference, two concepts of Missio Dei developed: (1) Christocentric-Trinitarian or 

church-centric, a dominant Willingen view that perceived mission as God’s evangelising action 

through the Church and focused on the work of Jesus through the Church; and (2) Cosmocentric-

Trinitarian235 or world-centric, that conceived Missio Dei as God’s activity in the secular world 

over and above the Church, with the Church being an appendix to God’s work.  

During the 1960s, which were the critical years for the emergence of Nungalinya 

College, increasing number of the representatives of various denominational backgrounds began 

adopting the cosmocentric view which resulted in evangelism practically disappearing from the 

mission agenda of mainline churches in the West and North. Evangelicals remained faithful to 

the traditional church-centric model, while those with an ecumenical stance were inclined to 

promote a world-centric view. This difference eventually led to a split and the establishment of 

                                                           
234 Konz (2018) asked the question: “Is the church to be understood as the human agent of God’s 

missio? If so, is the divine mission limited to the church, or are we to understand that God might 

also, by the Spirit, work extra muros ecclesiae—outside the church?” 

235 Hoekendijk, the major proponent of this idea, argues that God is at work in the world which 

then influences the Church, as opposed to the classical view which saw God at work in the 

Church and through the church to the wider world. Newbigin commented on this idea as “Mao’s 

Little Red Book” (Arthur, 2010). 
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the evangelical Lausanne movement236 as an opposition to the World Council of Churches 

(Arthur, 2010, p. 23; Pachuau, 2000). 

The missiological concept of the missio Dei is believed to be a paradigm shift from an 

anthropocentric perception of mission to the view that the Church and humans are participants in 

the immanent and economic activity of the triune God (Whitworth, 2012). Bosch (1991), 

influential protestant theologian and missiologist and the author of the recognised 

book Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission, wrote that the mission, 

was thus put in the context of the doctrine of the Trinity, not of ecclesiology or 

soteriology. The classical doctrine on the missio Dei as God the Father sending the Son, 

and God the Father and the Son sending the Spirit was expanded to include yet another 

'movement’: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit sending the church into the world (p. 389).  

Bosch believes that the mission in its essence is not an activity of the Church, but an 

attribute of God who is a missionary God. He further cites Moltmann who argues that “It is not 

the church that has a mission of salvation to fulfil in the world; it is the mission of the Son and 

the Spirit through the Father that includes the church”. Bosch also agrees with Aagaard 

according to whom, mission is a movement from God to the world, while the church is an 

instrument for that mission. “There is church because there is mission, not vice versa” (Bosch, 

1991, p. 390). 

According to Bosch, after the Willingen Conference (1952), the missiological and 

theological concept of missionary activity as missio Dei was embraced firstly by all churches 

                                                           
236 Lausanne movement was supported by CMS missionaries, who remained faithful to their 

evangelical charism. While the Australian Methodists, supported the ecumenical ideology. 
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actively involved in ecumenical dialogues, and then adopted by the conciliar Protestantism, the 

Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Churches and some evangelicals (Bosch, 1991, pp. 390-

391). However, all of them have their own interpretation of the concept237.  

But not all theologians embrace enthusiastically the new concept of mission. 

Schirrmacher criticises the idea of missio Dei for being an empty term, lacking detailed 

explanation, weakening the traditional proclamation of the gospel, and being used as a slogan 

that in fact has never had much meaningful impact. He also lists two other theologians who have 

negative views of the idea. The first, Bernd Brandle, points at vagueness of the concept which 

plays the role of a catchword; while the second, Wilhelm Richebächer, concludes that if missio 

Dei means that missions are not a problem for the churches but rather for God alone, then it is 

justifiable for the churches to discontinue missions work (Schirrmacher, 2017, pp. 16-18). 

To resolve the tension between the Great Commission model and missio Dei concept, in 

other words between the divine activity of God and the human activity of the church, Konz 

proposes to locate the Great Commission as a secondary sending within the missio Dei that is 

primary and precedent. 

                                                           
237 For Orthodox church see: Soena, 2017; for Catholic church see the documents of the Second 

Vatican Council; for Uniting church see: Bathersby & Rankin, 2008.  
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Firstly, he rightly notices that God is free and can work both within and outside the walls 

of the church. Secondly, he seeks for analogy in Chalcedonian simul anthropology238 and Barth’s 

simul sanctification239. Then, he concludes that  

The task of mission ... [is] primarily the work of God who, though without any need for 

assistance from the secondary human agent, in a “special demonstration of mercy,” calls 

and therefore enables Christians “truly and seriously” to cooperate with the divine action, 

in the form of the ministry of proclamation of the gospel, as witnesses to Christ, and as 

“signs” which accompany and confirm God’s self-revelation in Christ by the Spirit 

(Konz, 2018, pp. 337-342). 

Such a coexistence of both models of mission, in conjunction with Trinitarian theology 

and the dual nature of both Christ and the Church, called for multifaceted perception of the 

concept of mission with cultural diversity at its base (Arthur, 2010). These theological and 

missiological movements, taking place on an academic and theoretical level eventually found 

their expression in the praxis of the founders of the multifaceted Nungalinya College.  

Participation in Missio Dei - Nungalinya and Diversity 

The tension between the divine activity of God (missio Dei model) and the human 

activity of the Church (the Great Commission concept), can be resolved by a notion of a 

                                                           
238 Chalcedonian anthropology has distinguished between human nature and human person and 

answered the question of unity of natures in Christ, defining it as a hypostatic union (Sanyu, 

2020, p. 131-133). 

239 Christ incarnated is simul (simultaneously) the Righteous One of God, and the One who 

assumes sinful human flesh (McSwain, 2018).  
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participatory praxis in the metaxic mission where one pole is represented by God and the other 

by the Church. In The Gospel and Culture, Voegelin wrote,  

the metaxy is not an empty space between the poles of the tension but the “realm of the 

spiritual”; it is the reality of “man’s converse with the gods”, the mutual participation 

(methexis, metalepsis) of human in divine, and divine in human, reality (Voegelin, 1989, 

p. 187). 

The issue of participation in such a metaxic mission calls for defining the task of the 

mission. How do we decide what the task of missions is, or even if there should be such a thing 

as missions? Piper (2010), a prominent evangelical leader, posed this question in his book Let the 

Nations be Glad. One way to respond to this challenge is to consider it, on one hand, through the 

lenses of the classic doctrine of the Holy Trinity that stresses the notion of unity in diversity 

within the Holy Trinity240 in combination with the Trinitarian focus of missio Dei, on the other, 

through the ramifications of the Great Commission. A common denominator of these two 

concepts of mission is the reality of communication; the enthusiasts of missio Dei model put 

emphasis on self-communication of God to the world, while the evangelicals motivated by the 

Great Commission emphasise the obligation to communicate the Gospel to all the nations 

(Arthur, 2010). Such a choice is appropriate because these two concepts are central to the 

identity of Nungalinya College, its origins, and its post-establishment activities. 

Piper searches for an answer to the above question starting from John’s eschatological 

vision of a worship in the heaven manifested in a new song. This song, which also is a form of 

communication, praises the Lamb because with his blood he “bought for God people from every 

                                                           
240 For theological elaboration of the concept see: Bucey, 2014 and Noronha, 2008. 
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tribe, language, nation, and race, [and] let them become kings and serve God as priests, and they 

will rule on earth.”241 

Referring to this biblical verse, Piper (2010) concludes that worship in diversity is an 

ultimate goal of missio Dei and argues that the main aim of the missionary God is not to have the 

maximum number of people from the most responsive regions of the world worshiping Him, but 

rather to have people from every tribe, language, nation, and race enjoying His throne; this 

pertains to all Indigenous tribes including the Australian ones. 

Piper compares missions to the rescue operation during a tragedy at sea when two ocean 

liners are sinking at the same time: the first, full of people cooperating with the rescue team, the 

second one, with uncooperative people. He speculates that human love of the rescuers 

[missionaries] may motivate them to save as many individuals as possible from the first ship, and 

then he argues that human love alone may not see the missionary task the way God does. He 

concludes that God may have another perception of love, and therefore according to the bible, 

the focus of the missionary activity should not be about maximizing the total number of 

individuals saved, but rather, he believes that “God’s will for missions is that every people group 

be reached with the testimony of Christ and that a people be called out for his name from all the 

nations, from all the people groups of the world.” (Piper, 2010, p. 172) 

To support this argument, Piper links the eschatological visions of John with other 

scriptural passages. Firstly, he employs the Matthean Great Commission which was given by 

                                                           
241 Cf. Rev 5:9-10 
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God himself not only to the apostles, but also to the church for its ministry for as long as this age 

lasts, “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, …” (Matthew 28:18–20)242.  

Secondly, he quotes Peter who reminds the Jews, that “in your offspring shall all the 

families of the earth be blessed.”243 From these words Piper infers that God desires the blessing 

of Abraham - earned by Abraham’s seed, i.e., Jesus Christ who on the cross redeemed us from 

the curse of the law – to reach all the ethnic groups of the world, so that people from each group 

become sons of Abraham and heirs to the promise244. For this reason, the task of missions of the 

church should be focused on cultural and linguistic boundaries, not on geographical ones.  

Thirdly, he argues that in God’s plan, diversity has greater value than uniformity. A 

multitude of nations, tribes and languages was designed by God, is revealed in the Bible, and 

will last eternally. When speaking at Areopagus, Paul said, that from one person God made all 

nations who live on earth, and he decided when and where every nation would be.245 The book of 

Revelation ensures that this diversity will not vanish in the eschatological land246. 

                                                           
242 Cf. Luke 24:45–47: “… repentance and forgiveness of sins should be proclaimed in his name 

to all nations, beginning from Jerusalem.” 

243 Cf. Act 3:25; Gal 3:6-8; Gen 12:3; Gen 18:18; 22:18; 26:4; 28:14; John 11:50–52; Rom 1:5. 

The promise given to Abraham and its relevance to Nungalinya College and Aboriginal people 

has been elaborated in chapter 1. 

244 Cf. Gal. 3:7; 3:29 

245 Cf. Acts 17:26 

246 Cf. Rev 5:9; 7:9 
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Fourthly, this biblical concept of diversity has also temporal ramification. Piper believes 

that diversity reduces the temptation to unite and rebel against God247. He also argues that, on 

one hand, because of a common origin of all nations, diversity makes it illicit to boast about 

ethnic exclusivity, and on the other, he cites Peter who said, “In every nation anyone who fears 

Him and does what is right is acceptable to Him”248, which means that according to the biblical 

message of missionary God, all nations who live on earth249, regardless of their ethnic origin or 

the cultural traits are equally entitled to have a share in works of God’s wonders.  

Finally, Piper states, “Missions exist because worship doesn’t. … Worship is ultimate 

because God is ultimate, not man.” Mission is only a transitory inevitability, but worship lasts 

eternally. Through missions the church strives to assist the nations in entering the eschatological 

land, so that they enjoy eschatological rest250 and worship God in the presence of his greatness 

and glory251. The job of the missionaries is to let the nations be glad and sing for joy252, and to 

say among the nations, “The LORD reigns!”253 

Thus, according to Piper (2010), on one hand, worship is the fuel and goal of missions, 

and on the other, missions begins and ends in worship. Piper’s missiological analysis that is 

                                                           
247 Cf. Gen 11:1-9 

248 Cf. Acts 10:28-35 

249 Cf. Acts 17:26 

250 See: Irons, 2007 and White, 2014. 

251 On relationship between the mission and the glory see: Mordomo, 2014.   

252 Cf. Ps 67:4 

253 Cf. Ps 96:10 
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focused on diversity of nations is greatly relevant to Nungalinya College. The foundation of the 

College is not only the result of the biblical mission of God to the nations, but also the College 

itself has become the extension and a tool reaching many other nations and tribes, by becoming a 

venue - a typological throne254 - where people in many languages sing their songs praising the 

Lamb and worshipping God. In Piper’s framework this would mean that Nungalinya College 

contributes to magnification of God’s glory which increases in proportion to the diversity of 

those who recognize its beauty.  

This diversity has been manifested as a distinct feature of Nungalinya College when the 

college was still in its pre-establishment phase, while being planned to become the center of 

ministry to Indigenous people from many Aboriginal tribes, all speaking many different 

languages. These tribes were not only different culturally, but also represented various Christian 

denominations working in the Northern Territory. 

Chapter summary 

The objective of this chapter was twofold. Firstly, to investigate the post-apostolic 

Church history255 with the intention to provide a survey of missiological landmarks that occurred 

in a period between the Great Commission and the establishment of the College in 1973, and 

secondly, to examine the early stages of mission to Indigenous Australians conducted by the two 

groups of missionaries who eventually established the College: the Church Missionary Society 

(CMS) and the Methodist Church, including the missiological contribution of the Jesuits who in 

                                                           
254 Cf. Rev 5:9-10; 7:9-17 

255 See also Lechler, 1886.   
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a post-establishment era of the College were a driving force of the Catholic Church joining the 

College.  

Consequently, the investigation in this chapter has revolved around the relationship 

between the Church and mission, and the dual missionary agencies of the divine and human, 

combined in the hypostatic mission of the Church to all the nations, tribes, and languages. The 

examination of the biblical metanarrative has led to the conclusion that there is one mission led 

by the Triune God who is missionary, and who revealed himself in the Bible that is a missionary 

book. Whereas the investigation of the church history focused on human agency and traced the 

relevant ecclesiastical events and movements paving the way between Jerusalem and the 

Northern Territory through the Paraguayan reductions. 

Additionally, although rather selective, an outline of the relationship between the 

churches and colonial government, as well as the settlers has been included. This has revealed 

the complexity of the challenges the missionaries had to face while struggling to serve 

Aboriginal people of Australia during the protection era.  The inclusion of the Wellington Vale 

Mission highlights the context of missionary work and their first educational experiments and 

exposed the moral dysfunctionality of a newly created nation. 

Finally, this chapter introduced a concept of missio Dei and demonstrated how it 

contributed to a deeper understanding of missionary ministry, taking place in the metaxy 

manifested as the mutual participation of divine and human agencies, where one pole represents 

the self-communicating transcendent God and the other embodies the Church communicating 

God’s plan to the nations, deriving her authority from the Great Commission of Jesus Christ. 

Missio Dei had been recognized by many as the missiological paradigm shift that changed the 

perception of missionary authority and consequently restructured the churches’ ways of 
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conducting their missions setting the stage for the examination of the final years before the 

establishment of the college.  
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Chapter 3: From Arnhem Land to Nungalinya College (1850 AD – 1973 AD)  

Introduction 

The previous chapter examined the most significant missiological developments leading 

to the establishment of the College. They were investigated both in terms of their biblical origins 

and practical implementation; first by the Jesuits among Indigenous people of South America 

and then by the CMS and Methodists among Aboriginal people of Australia. Now, the research 

will focus on the important proceedings that occurred in the period between the establishment of 

Australian Board of Missions in 1850256 and the second half of the 1960s when the churches 

realized that the future of the Church in Arnhem Land depended on the local Indigenous leaders. 

The first section of this chapter will examine some of the motivations behind the 

decisions of Anglican and Methodist churches to undertake the missions in the Northern 

Territory as well as their theological and missiological background. It will also highlight socio-

political context of relationships between the settlers and Aborigines, and the missionary effort to 

civilize and Christianise the Indigenous dwellers of those missions. Then, it will overview some 

of the issues and challenges faced by the churches and the Aborigines of Arnhem Land with the 

focal point on Yirrkala mission and the emergence of Indigenous leadership. 

The second part of the chapter will focus on the examination of the archival records of 

Nungalinya College to extract the details of discussions, arrangements, and meetings in the final 

phase preceding the incorporation of the College in October 1973.   

The examination of the involvement of the Church England, represented by the CMS 

missionaries, is predominantly based on historical primary sources collected by the CMS 

                                                           
256 The report of this meeting is published in Sydney Morning Herald, Sat 2 Nov 1850. 
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historians who were directly involved in the process or personally knew many of the actors 

playing major roles in this historical period. Rev Keith Cole, the founding principal of 

Nungalinya College, dedicated twenty years to study and publish numerous historical accounts 

relevant to this thesis. Likewise, John Harris, a son of the CMS missionaries, spent almost his 

whole life collecting material for One Blood257 interviewing and collecting stories of both 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous witnesses of the milestone events preparing the canvas for 

Nungalinya College. 

The investigation of missionary initiatives of the Methodist missions relies on sources 

compiled by the missionaries, who were directly involved in the processes leading to the 

foundation of Nungalinya College. Also, those who knew those missionaries, and thus had 

access to firsthand information, are included in this research. While not having its own 

professional historians, as the Anglicans had in persons of Cole and Harris, the Methodist 

Church had many well educated and committed mission administrators who left written accounts 

of historical developments taking place in the missions of Arnhem Land. Many of them had an 

anthropological background, as the Methodist Board was encouraging their personnel to 

undertake anthropological courses under Professor Rev Elkin at Sydney University. The 

accounts of people such as Chaseling (1975), Wells (1982) and McKenzie (1976) contain 

valuable ethnographic accounts about Aboriginal people they lived with and worked for: detailed 

autobiographical descriptions of mission life, and personal reflections shedding light on the 

motivations and aspirations of these missionaries258. And finally, one of the most valuable 

                                                           
257 See: Harris, 1994, pp. 9-11. 

258 Morphy, 2005, p. 44 
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primary sources concerning the history of Methodist missions is an autobiographical book, 

Lamilami Speaks, written by Lazarus Lamilami (1974), born among the Maung people, who 

represents Aboriginal voices of Arnhem Land people living in the mission times.  

The Missionary Activities in the Northern Territory 

There had been an informal agreement that the churches would not compete in the Top 

End of the Northern Territory. The Church of England was to work in eastern Arnhem Land and 

the Gulf, the Methodists in the north, and the Catholics in the west (Harris, 1994, p. 728). After 

initial failure of a Jesuit mission to the Larrakia people, with the passage of time, the missions 

continued to attract nomadic tribes to settle around, while “the Lord added to their number daily 

those who were being saved” (Act 2:47). Anglicans and Methodists became the major forces that 

created two sets of events and missions that directly contributed to the establishment of 

Nungalinya College.  

Anglicans Break the Silence 

In 1850, the Bishops of the Church of England in Australia and New Zealand established 

the Australian Board of Missions259 with the intention to seek funds to buy a boat for bringing 

the Gospel to the Melanesian islands (Kyme & Carroll, 2013). In the 1880s the Board started to 

support missions to Australian Aborigines, which became another landmark event in the process 

leading to Nungalinya College. The philosophy of this Board was based on a belief in a God’s 

call to holistic mission. They believed that their work was fulfilling people’s both spiritual and 

material needs, which include the evangelistic ministry of theological training and education, 

providing health and education services, and support of economic development initiatives. One 

                                                           
259 Cf. Cole, 1971, pp. 13-14. 
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such enterprise was the Kaparlgoo Mission 260 on the South Alligator River founded in 1899 by 

Anglican missionaries, Andrew Hunter Lennox and Alex Gathercole. This was the first Church 

of England mission in the Northern Territory and the missionaries were supported by two 

Anglican parishes in Adelaide. The mission was designed as an industrial mission261 with the 

expectations that Aborigines would be engaged in gardening and other enterprises integrated 

with the settler economy. Due to poor planning and lack of adequate support the mission was 

abandoned in 1903 (Harris, 1994, p. 694; Lennox, 2013).  

One of the characteristics of the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries was increased 

missionary enthusiasm in England and Australia. In 1892 the CMS Auxiliary in Sydney began a 

process of transformation. First, it was replaced by two separate bodies - Church Missionary 

Associations of New South Wales and Victoria. Each one had greater autonomy, however both 

remained connected with the Parent Society in London. Then, twenty years later, after a meeting 

at Wentworth Falls, where four delegates from each association met and explored the possibility 

of closer cooperation, the federation of these two bodies came into existence. Eventually, this led 

to a full unification and formation of the Church Missionary Society of Australia and Tasmania 

in 1916. By 1925 the CMS was recognized by the Church of England in Australia as “an agency 

of the church in her missionary work” (Cole, 1971, pp. 15-16).  

The widespread belief that the Aborigines were a dying race needing protection, and 

growing involvement of the major churches in missionary activities, combined with a conviction 

                                                           
260 Known as Kapalgo or Kapalga Mission, and as the Northern Territory Native Industrial 

Mission. See: Harris, 1994, p. 694. 

261 See: Fraser, 2008. 
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that the last of the real Aborigines were surviving in the far north, started a movement leading to 

the establishment of numerous Aboriginal missions in Northern Australia. The call of duty to 

save the northern tribes from being exploited like their southern countrymen, directed the 

attention of the Church of England to the crossing point of two tracks: (1) the Overland 

Telegraph line between the south and the north joining Darwin with Adelaide and (2) the Old 

Coast Track between the east and the west, used for droving the cattle through the valley of the 

Roper River, which at that time also attracted the interest of pastoralists (Harris, 1994, pp. 694-

695; Seiffert, 2013). 

This invasion of Aboriginal land in Northern Territory initiated a sequence of events. 

After the first wave of Aboriginal resistance to the pastoralist in the 1880s, during the four-year 

period from 1899 to 1903, most of that region was acquired by the London based Eastern and 

African Cold Storage Company. This company hired gangs of men to hunt and kill all remaining 

natives inhabiting the region. This satanic project was supported by the conspiracy of silence in 

government agencies, police and in the northern press (Harris, 1994, pp. 698-699). 

This strategy of silence was challenged by the two Bishops of the Church of England. 

The first one was the outspoken Bishop George Horsfall Frodsham of Queensland, who criticised 

the church’s passive position and called upon it to take responsibility for rectifying this 

scandalous situation. During the Church Congress in Melbourne in 1906, motivated by the 

gospel commission to Christianise he said: 

We have developed the country and we have civilised it, but we have certainly done very 

little to preach the gospel to the people we have dispossessed. The blacks have been shot 

and poisoned while they were wild and dangerous. They are now left to kill themselves 
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with white vices where they have been “tamed”… but very few have received at our 

hands either justice or consideration (Harris, 1994, pp. 699-700). 

The second one was Bishop Gilbert White of Carpentaria who in 1907 approached the 

CMS of Victoria requesting them to establish a mission in Arnhem land. His motivation was 

more practical and was underpinned by the national interest and the need to civilise the 

Aborigines. White personally led the expedition to explore the valley of the Roper River and 

with help of the Mara tribe elder, Gajiyuma, he nominated the site called by the locals 

Mirlinbarrawarr as a location of the mission (Harris, 1994, pp. 699-701). 

Roper River – The Mother of Anglican Missions 

The first team of the six founding missionaries262 arrived at the site of the Roper River on 

27 August 1908 and initiated their missionary venture with a communion service thanking God 

for his protection and marking the founding of the mission263. The mission had an optimistic 

start. By 1909 the missionaries ran a school for children with literacy and numeracy lessons in 

the morning and practical activities in the afternoon. They provided daily classes for adults 

teaching them agricultural skills, and they were also able to gather a significant number of people 

for church services. This promising beginning, welcoming spirit and cooperative attitude of the 

                                                           
262 They were Rev Huthnance who ‘as a man of the character’ was made in charge, Mr Joynt; Mr 

Sharp, a stockman; and three Aboriginal missionaries from the Yarrabah Mission in North 

Queensland: James and Angelina Noble and Horace Reid.  

263 Roper River mission had been intended to be the first of a network of missions, a base for 

extension work (Harris, 1994, p. 718). 
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Aboriginal people needs to be attributed to the old Aboriginal man Gajiyuma, known also as 

“Old Bob” or “King Bob” (Harris, 1994, pp. 704-707).  

When the CMS missionaries arrived at Roper River, King Bob (Gajiyuma) and his people 

still remembered the suffering inflicted on them by blood-hungry gangs paid by the enlightened 

demonic European forces. Gajiyuma chose the mission as the place of the salvation for the 

dispersed Aboriginal tribes who survived the persecution. During the last months of his life, he 

worked spreading the message in the region: “They aren’t going to shoot everyone! They are just 

schoolteachers!” Gajiyuma brought to the mission over 200 survivors from Alawa, Mara, 

Ngalakan, Ngandi, Nunggubuyu, Rembarrnga, Warndarang and Mangarayi tribes. Without his 

vision, faith and determination the Roper River Mission would probably have never come into 

existence. Although the presence of the CMS did not prevent all the killings immediately, open 

massacres became less likely due to the fear of becoming exposed to the public264. On the other 

hand, the mission provided asylum for the Aboriginal people to go and hide in case of threat265. 

(Harris, 1994, pp. 704-705). 

                                                           
264 Strehlow (1964), as cited by Cole (1985, p. 153) stated that “the missions were the only 

agencies that held up the complete physical annihilation of the Aboriginal race in this country… 

till the time when more enlightened government policies were instituted in Australia”. 

265 In 1908 The Eastern and African Cold Storage Company terminated all its operations and 

went into liquidation the following year. However, the workers who hunted Aboriginal people, 

continued the killings while working for different pastoral companies. For more on the hunting 

gangs in the Roper River region see: Merlan (1978), p. 87. 
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Soon the CMS founded another five missions: Emerald River Half-Caste Mission (1924), 

Angurugu Mission (1943), Umbakumba Mission (1958); Oenpelli Mission (1925); and 

Numbulwar (1952). 

The CMS in Darwin 

The above brief overview of histories of the five Anglican remote missions in the 

Northern Territory, each of them being unique with its own set of characteristics, challenges and 

problems similar to those faced by the first CMS mission to Aborigines at Wellington Vale in the 

south of the country, shows the journey of the missionaries and Indigenous Territorians towards 

Nungalinya College. What makes it different from the Wellington mission is that it did not fail – 

the CMS missionaries did not abandon those they were sent to save. In late 1960s, each of those 

missions had eventually been transformed into a type of a metaxic community, with its secular 

branch taken over by the Welfare Department and its spiritual realm manifested in the 

conception of local Indigenous Churches. The formation of those churches266 became the catalyst 

to eruption of a final set of events leading to the creation of Nungalinya College, where the 

church leaders from north, south, west and east, following the footsteps of their ancestors, could 

came to Larrakia land to meet and conduct their spiritual business sitting at the foot of the Rock, 

like their biblical ancestors who – “ate the same spiritual food and drank the same spiritual drink; 

for they drank from the spiritual rock that accompanied them, and that rock was Christ” (1 Cor 

10:4). 

The CMS missionaries were not only active in the remote regions of the Northern 

Territory. In 1957, they purchased twelve acres of land in Nightcliff and established CMS 

                                                           
266 The history of these churches is elaborated in the works of Harris (1994) and Cole (1985). 
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Darwin Office for administrative purposes (Cole, 1985, p. 46). They also built there a ‘transit 

hostel’ for Aboriginal People from the CMS missions, mainly women, so that they have a safe 

place to stay when coming for medical treatment to Darwin. This CMS center became a place of 

work and residence for Canon Barry Butler and his family, after he was transferred there from 

the Roper River Mission, where he worked as a missionary from 1953 to 1966. His presence in 

the Center was instrumental in the creation of Nungalinya College. He was a chaplain to the 

Aborigines in the city and he became one of the masterminds and founding fathers of the college 

(Cole, 1985, p. 142). The collection of Anglican Nungalinya events includes the formation the 

Anglican Diocese of the Northern Territory in 1968 - this administrative change marked the end 

of the ecclesial jurisdiction of the Diocese of Carpentaria267 over Arnhem Land and its Anglican 

Indigenous Christians, ending the administrative tensions between the CMS and the Bishop of 

Carpentaria described in detail by Cole (Cole, 1985, pp. 44-50). 

The Methodists Arrive  

Wesleyan Methodists began outreaching the settler’s population in Northern Territory in 

the 1860s, with the first service held in 1869268. However, in relation to the Aboriginal cause, 

nothing was done except for passing resolutions and calling to establish a mission “with a view 

to overtaking the spiritual wants of the many thousands of natives” in the Territory who lived in 

the state of “spiritual destitution” (Hunt, 1985, p. 117).  

                                                           
267 On detailed account on a formation of the Anglican Diocese of the NT see: Cole, 1985, pp. 

44; 48-50. 

268 Palmerston’s (Darwin) first ordained minister was a Methodist, Archibald James Bogle. His 

first sermon had a topic, “What Shall We Do?” (McKenzie, p. 102-104). 
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Only after the Methodist Union269 did the Board of Missions of the Australian Churches 

began showing interest in a mission in Arnhem Land. In July 1913, the Board committed itself to 

return to Aboriginal mission with this resolution: “A Mission to the Australian Aboriginal people 

is to be commenced. A definite sphere is suggested. A special appeal is authorised”270. Wells 

(1993) argues that one of the reasons that urged the Methodist Overseas Mission271 (MOM) to 

move to the Northern Territory was their disillusionment in the south expressed by Edwards: 

“The population loss under the destructive impact of settlers left no pagan society to redeem and 

civilize, and the sad survivors were objects of charity rather than of mission” (Edwards & 

Clarke, 1988, p. 191).  

This explains why the missionaries were often preoccupied not only with civilising and 

evangelising but also with sheltering Indigenous people from destructive influence of the 

settlers’ culture. Establishing the missions in remote locations was supposed to be the solution 

(Wells, 1993, pp. 11-12). On the other hand, Emilsen (2014), in his postcolonial mindset, 

concluded that it was a feeling of guilt that in some way motivated the churches to create 

missions in remote locations of Arnhem Land. Therefore, the Methodists, being aware of unjust 

                                                           
269 Wesleyans, Bible Christians and Primitive Methodists amalgamated in 1900 as the Methodist 

Union.  

270 Board Minutes 15/7/1913, Meth. Ch. OM 277, ML. Cited in Kadiba, 1998, p. 67. 

271 Initially the Methodists in the Arnhem Land were known as the Methodist Missionary Society 

of Australasia. From 1935 onwards, they were referred to as the Methodist Overseas Mission 

(Kadiba, 1998, p. 62-63). 
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dispossession, wanted to atone and the missions they were being established were to be a form of 

reparation for Aboriginal survival. 

In 1914 the Methodists began to collect funds and gather information about Indigenous 

people of the Northern Territory. In the following year they appointed Rev James Watson to 

conduct a field investigation of the area which was allocated to the Methodists. During this 

exploratory voyage, Watson had visited the Catholic Mission on Bathurst Island, which to a great 

extent was influenced by the Jesuit’s Reductions model, where he “learned much from this first-

hand contact”, then he stopped at Oenpelli cattle station, before “with local Aborigines by canoe 

got to Goulbourn Island”272. Having completed the reconnaissance, Watson recommended south 

Goulburn Island as a site for the first Methodist mission in the territory (Kadiba, 1998). After this 

expedition Watson stated, “We ought to have been amongst them fifty years ago”273. 

When Rev Watson returned to the island on 22nd June 1916 to set up the mission, there 

was no sign of the people. Having spotted the vessels approaching the island, the locals escaped 

to the mainland - they feared that it was a government punitive expedition related to the death of 

McPherson, who was fishing for trepang in the vicinity of the island, and probably died of 

malaria. Several days later, the natives sent a spying party back to the island and established a 

contact with Rev Watson and his people. After being convinced, that the missionaries were 

different than white men they had seen before, the Aborigines returned to their island. Persuaded 

by gifts, they helped Rev Watson build a store shed and a mission house. The news spread that 

the missionaries were paying for work with flour, sugar, tea and tobacco. This attracted many 

                                                           
272 McKenzie, 1976, p. 2. 

273 As cited in Kadiba, 1998, p. 63.  
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Aborigines from Oenpelli, Port Essington and other regions – they also “wanted to see the 

picture rolls” (Lamilami, 1974, pp. 91-92; McKenzie, 1976, p. 12, 64).  

More than in formal schooling, the children and adults were interested in the picture rolls 

with Bible stories. McKenzie tells the story about curious Aboriginal people visiting Goulburn 

mission and listening to Watson telling stories about Christ and showing biblical images with a 

help of a local woman as an interpreter. One of those visitors, a leader “highly respected by 

many tribes” told the interpreter that he would share what he had heard and seen with others, 

wherever he went (McKenzie, 1976, pp. 18-19).  

The Methodist missions were not free from conflicts with Indigenous people. After a 

shooting incident in 1927, Rev John Burton, a new General Secretary of MOM, arrived at 

Arnhem Land to conduct inquiries about the conditions at Methodist missions. This visit led to a 

formulation of new policies which were to be implemented at Methodists’ missions which had 

far reaching consequences. Fifty years before the government, Burton was convinced that the 

missionaries should lead the Aboriginal community toward self-help, self-dependence and self-

government; he saw a need for education of adult men, insisting on industrial skills, parallel to 

sewing classes for women at Goulburn mission (Grant, 1995, pp. 27-37; McKenzie, 1976, pp. 

18, 39-41). During their presence in Arnhem Land the Methodists established the following 

missions: Warruwi (1916); Milingimbi (1923), Elcho (1922), Croker (1941), Yirrkala (1935), 

and several outstations including Gapuwiyak (1969). 

Meantime, the social and political changes initiated in the 1930s forced the revision of 

policies in both the Methodist and Anglican churches,274 as well as the rethinking of the 

                                                           
274 See: Harris, 1994, p. 790 and Cole, 1985, p. 42. 
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governmental approach to the Aborigines. Basically, it reflected the paradigm shift from a 

philosophy of protection to assimilation, and later, from assimilation to self-determination; the 

changes led to realisation that both the churches and the government needed to create an 

environment for formation and education of Aboriginal leadership. 

The 1937 Conference of Chief Protectors and Boards, controlling Aborigines in the 

States and the Northern Territory, was held in Canberra275 and put financial pressure on 

missionary societies and their involvement in education. This found a resonance in the 1944 

CMS Constitution for its work in North Australia under the heading General Policies and 

Methods which states: 

Educational work, for both children and adults, will be used as fully as possible, both as 

aid to the teaching of the Gospel, and as essential to full growth in character and 

development of personality… Agricultural and Industrial training will form an essential 

part of the educational work; to induce the Aborigines to be provident and self-

supporting; to lead them towards effective citizenship in the Commonwealth…276  

This constitution contains other noteworthy missionary objectives, for instance: “to 

elevate the status of women in the community” or “encouraging and fitting them [the 

Aborigines] to engage in social and religious services amongst their own people”. Cole believes, 

that this document “was of a great significance for the development of the Aboriginal missions 

for the next 40 years” (Cole, 1985, p. 43). 

                                                           
275 See: Welfare, 1937 and Harris, p. 786-787. 

276 Cole, 1985, p. 42-43 and Cole, 1971, pp. 168-214. 
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Theological and Missiological Backgrounds of Nungalinya Founders 

Both founding missionary organisations of Nungalinya College, CMS and MOM, have 

evangelical roots277. The word “evangelical” comes from Greek word, euangelion, meaning 

“good news” or “gospel” which means it is inherently connected with the Bible and the Great 

Commission to go to the nations (Larsen, 2007, p. 3). 

While describing Evangelicalism and its theology, the authors often refer to David 

Bebbington (2003) who enumerates its four distinctive characteristics: (1) experience of 

conversion (conversionism); (2) an active sharing of the gospel and involvement in good works 

through missionary activities (activism); (3) belief that the Bible is the only source for 

formulating Christian faith and practice (biblicism); (4) conviction that salvation is the work of 

Jesus Christ on the cross (crucicentrism)278 (Bebbington, 2003, pp. 4-17).  

Regarding evangelical missiology it is based on a doctrine of “missionary God” (Larsen, 

2007, p. 97) and is comprised of the redemptive actions, starting from the act of creation and 

finding its end when history reaches its eschatological fulfilment (pp. 133-134). The function of 

this missiology is to “direct believers to participate in the life and mission of God, glorifying and 

enjoying him for ever” (p. 29). 

The above theological and missional characteristics are common to both funding 

churches of the College and are in line with research conducted correspondingly in chapter one 

and two. But they also have their own specific features. Methodists not only inherited “the riches 

                                                           
277 All missionaries who later played a major role in the establishment of the College came from 

evangelical tradition. Thus, Jack Goodluck and Bernie Clark represented the Methodist 

evangelical branch while Barry Butler and Keith Cole came from a CMS background. 

278 For more detailed elaborations see: Larsen, 2007 and Noll, 2014. 
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of Christian theology as found in the Catholic, Orthodox and Protestant traditions” (Wilson, 

2011, p. 12), but developed their own spirituality. For example, they worked out the doctrine of 

scriptural holiness. John Wesley, the father of Methodism, scandalised by morally depraved 

England where Christianity was recognised as its national religion, believed that his main 

mission was to instil moral perfection among English people. He was convinced that “true 

conversion would lead to visible signs of sanctification, even to the degree of perfect love for 

God” (Chung, 2007, p. 116). Consequently, scriptural holiness became the distinctive 

characteristic of Methodist theology.  

Scriptural holiness means more than personal virtue. According to The Book of Discipline 

of The United Methodist Church, for Wesley “there is no religion but social religion, no holiness 

but social holiness” (Church, 2008, p. 101). Such a holiness motivates Methodists for mission 

and service to the world279, whereas theology “is the servant of piety, which in turn is the ground 

of social conscience and the impetus for social action and global interaction” (Church, 2008, p. 

47). Stanger (1984) writes that the Methodists’ scriptural holiness is a distinctive contribution to 

the ecumenical church. He also refers to Augustine’s City of God as the model that transcends 

the City of Man, which is governed by the libido dominandi (Stanger, 1984, p. 28). 

Likewise, as in case of  MOM, the Bible was the major authority for CMS missionaries 

(Dingle, 2009, p. 46; 64). As their website280 states, they are Bible-based and the Gospel is their 

priority. Their theological and missional doctrine stems from the Great Commission.  

                                                           
279 Wilson points out that Methodist missiology to great extent agrees with decree Ad Gentes, the 

statement of Vatican II on The Missionary Activity of the Church. (Wilson, 2011, p. 69). 

280 See: https://www.cms.org.au/what-we-do/vision-and-distinctives/ 
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Early CMS historian, Eugene Stock (1899), believed that the Church was not doing the 

job to which she was called. He writes,  

“The Church is to evangelize the World… She has taught the world to build 

hospitals and schools. But her Lord's one grand Commission she has almost entirely 

neglected… But a few of the Church's members, sometimes as individuals, sometimes in 

bands and associations, have remembered their Lord's command and tried to do 

something. The story of one of these associations [CMS] is the subject of the present 

volume”. (Stock, 1899, p. 5) 

Emergence of Indigenous Leaders in Arnhem Land 

Kadiba (1998) wrote, that as the mission stations grew, “it was no longer possible for one 

clergyman to undertake chaplaincy, pastoral and administrative work … Preoccupation with 

administrative duties was a major factor which hindered initiating pastor training”281. This led 

the North Australia District (NAD) Commission in 1961 to the admission that “our present 

system handicaps the work of pastoral training, translation work, language work, Bible training 

and teaching, [and] pastoral work.”282 However, it took another four years and some unexpected 

prompting events, before the Methodists organised the first training for Aboriginal church 

leaders. One of these episodes took place at Yirrkala mission. 

                                                           
281 Kadiba, 1998, p. 178 

282 Ibid.  
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Yirrkala - Why cannot mission stop them from taking our land? 

Yirrkala station has its own unique twist in a history of Methodist missions and the early 

history of Nungalinya College. Due to discovery of bauxite283 in Arnhem Land in 1952, the 

Yirrkala mission attracted attention of the Commonwealth and international mining companies.  

Arnhem Land Aboriginal tribes, like Larrakia people nearly a century earlier, watched the 

surveyors pegging their land and asked Rev Wells what was going on. Rev Wells (1982) wrote: 

“The local people then began a series of night after night camp meetings, the burden of those 

endless discussion being ‘Why cannot mission stop them from taking our land?’” (p. 121) 

Rev Wells had to choose between the obedience to his church superiors and his “first 

responsibility to be the protection of Aboriginal people within the Arnhem Land Aboriginal 

Reserve” (p. 26, 41). He chose defiance and his “first responsibility” of preventing white 

corruption of the Aborigines. Moreover, he decided to support Yirrkala Aboriginal tribes in their 

fight for the land rights. Meanwhile, with a help of Mrs Wells, a wife of the mission 

superintendent, the Aboriginal elders prepared a bark petition and sent it to the Government in 

Canberra. These resulted in a national debate on the “economics and humanitarian implications” 

(p. 42), including the issue of land exploration and exploitation without consultation with 

traditional owners of the land (pp. 41-46; 80-81). 

Ramification of this episode had an unexpected impact on emergence of Aboriginal 

leadership and had inspired the idea of a church training center for Indigenous people – later 

materialised in the form of Nungalinya College. Some missionaries believed that the Yirrkala 

land rights controversy had contributed to the emergence of Aboriginal leadership in the secular 

                                                           
283 For ramification of this discovery see: Wells, 1982 and Harris, 1994, p. 835-837. 
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realm and that it encouraged the church to look at Aboriginal theological potential. This seems to 

be supported by the fact that in the mid-1960s, the Methodist missions began to train their own 

local preachers (Harris, 1994, p. 882).  

The Yirrkala mission survived until 1973 when the Methodists handed control of the 

mission to the Yirrkala Dhanbul Community Association. 

Indigenous Leaders 

Yirrkala mission contributed to an increase of outstanding Aboriginal leaders, both 

Christian and secular. One of them is Galarrwuy Yunupingu, a member of the Gumatj clan, born 

at Melville Bay near Yirrkala in 1948:  

… the name Galarrwuy, means “the area on the horizon where the sea merges with the 

sky”. As I grew older my father would call me Djingarra, which means “crystal clear”. 

[…] My father's father was Nikunu284. His totem was a sacred rock, an unbreakable rock 

– Yunupingu – a name that my grandfather gave to his son, Mungurrawuy, who passed it 

to all his children. My totem is fire, rock and the saltwater crocodile. […] 

I had a good teacher, Mr Ron Crocksford, who kept pestering Mum and Dad to keep me 

at school and who worked overtime on my learning (Yunupingu, 2008). 

                                                           
284 Nikunu was one of thirteen tribal leaders who brought his people to the newly established by 

Chaseling Yirrkala mission in 1935. See: Williams, 1987, pp. 20-21 and Chaseling, 1957.  
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After finishing the Mission School at Yirrkala, the missionaries sent him to Brisbane to 

study at the Methodist Bible College. Later Galarrwuy285, said, 

I had ambitions to become a preacher […] But I also thought there were other options. I 

found there were some little buggers in the church who expected too much of you - you 

had to be totally this or that, you had to pray more. I thought I was doing enough of that 

business. Enough was enough and I pulled out.286 … in the end, I turned my back on the 

church and their god287. I dedicated myself, under the direction of my father and the older 

men, to a Yolngu future (Yunupingu, 2008). 

Instead of becoming an ordained minister, in 1975 he joined the Northern Land Council, 

to advocate for the land rights of traditional owners. 

Wali Wunungmurra was another Aboriginal figure from Yirrkala. He was born in 1945 

and “was one of the last surviving signatories to the 1963 Yirrkala Bark Petitions”, the earliest 

claims to indigenous land rights. He assisted the interpreters during the historic Gove Land 

                                                           
285 In 1978 he was named Australian of the Year. In 1985, he was honored with the Order of 

Australia and was later named one of the country’s Living National Treasures. Rolls & Johnson, 

2011, p. 184. 

286 Kadiba (1998) wrote that in the 1960s and 1970s some outstanding Aboriginal leaders and 

evangelists emerged in Arnhem Land. However, “tardiness in development of policy for 

Aboriginal church leadership training, lack of encouragement, lack of faith in Aboriginal ability 

and unreasonably high expectations by missionaries, all prevented these Aboriginal leaders from 

being considered for ordination” (p. 274-5). 

287 Cf. John 6:41, 52 
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Rights Case in 1971, and later he served two terms as a chairman of the Northern Land Council, 

a chairman of Layhnapuy Homelands and the Yambirrpa School Council (Rapana, 2015). He 

was also educated by the Methodist missionaries. He comments on his time at Yirrkala school,  

I can well remember the days when I was growing up, I was going to school all the time. 

If we did turn up, we'd be given rations. And if we didn't turn up, then myself and the 

family, they wouldn't get a ration as well! So those were the times I was growing up in 

(Tetlow, 2013, p. 1). 

Then, he went to study at Methodist Bible College in Brisbane. After returning home, 

Wali became involved in education and taught at Yirrkala school. “He was a bridge between two 

worlds for young Yolngu people and provided a pathway for many who have gone on to play 

their role in the life of the nation” (Bush-Blanasi, 2015). Wali advocated “a hand-in-hand 

education”. He explained, “I mean it's a both-way education; Balanda working with Yolngu and 

Yolngu working with Balanda” (ANTARAC, 1998, p. 71).288 

Lazarus Lamilami (1974), an Aboriginal man from Maung clan, who in 1977 joined the 

staff of Nungalinya College, in his autobiography, Lamilami (1974) described the experience of 

his conversion to Christianity while working on boats in Darwin. Traditionally, the Maung 

                                                           
288 Wali Wunungmurra (from Yirrkala) shares his concept of partnerships in education and 

training: “if that partnership idea's gonna be put in its rightful place then we've to talk about the 

curriculum. It has to be developed in a way that there is no competition within that system. 

You've got to have that system or curriculum on the same basis, right through the curriculum ... 

So, it (the curriculum) needs to be fully negotiated” (ANTARAC - Australian National Training 

Authority Research Advisory Council, 1998, pp. 94; 100; 115).  
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people are represented by stone (or rock) and water (or pandanus). When Lazarus was asked, 

“What is your totem?”, he would reply, “I am stone” (p. 206). After his transcendental 

experience he said: 

I felt happy that I had come to understand about what being a Christian means, and I felt I 

could talk to the people in their own language […] At first, I was happy teaching at the 

Sunday School, I never thought of doing any more than that. Somehow or other I used to 

do a little preaching at different places, and then I began to think that I would like to be a 

local preacher (pp. 208-209; 223-224). 

One of those places where Lamilami preached, later became known as Maningrida – an 

Aboriginal settlement established by the government in 1957. Thus, he was the first missionary 

to the Aborigines who lived there (McKenzie, 1976, p. 205). Lamilami completed a preacher’s 

course in Adelaide and in 1964 he was appointed as a lay preacher at Croker Island. At the age of 

58, Lamilami became the first Aboriginal minister in the district. He received ordination on 6 

November 1966, on the 50th anniversary of the Methodists works in Arnhem Land. The 

ceremony took place at Goulburn Island church (Kadiba, 1998, p. 275). In the following years 

Lamilami ministered to an Aboriginal and European congregation at Croker Island. To become 

the ordained minister, Lamilami studied under the guidance of Rev Jack Goodluck289 - the future 

co-founder of Nungalinya College. “He was my principal, who taught me and told me all the 

things I had to study”, Lamilami wrote in his book.290 Lamilami acted as a metaxic mediator who 

                                                           
289 See: McKenzie 204 

290 Lamilami, 1974, pp. 226-227 
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was a “liaison between two cultures”291. The anthropologist Ronald Berndt says in the foreword 

to Lamilami’s autobiography, Lamilami Speaks, that he was “fortunate in having Methodist 

teachers and guides who were not bigots and who, although they knew little of the traditional life 

going on around them, were not actively opposed to it.”  

Lamilami was the first, but not the last local preacher - others followed. Soon, a 

significant group of local Aboriginal preachers emerged, “its nucleus being the group of 

Goulburn Islanders who had been dormitory boys in the early days”. With Lamilami being 

ordained and others in waiting292, the need for a proper training of Aboriginal pastors and leaders 

became obvious and the idea of a joint training center in Darwin was born (McKenzie, 1976, p. 

194).  

The ordination of these Aboriginal men indicates, that at this stage of history the 

mainstream churches in Arnhem Land began to understand that their future would depend on 

quality Indigenous leadership and that proper training needed to be offered to growing an 

Aboriginal Church with which Aboriginal people could identify.  

Towards Nungalinya College 

Until 1950s, the training in the Norther Territory - both vocational to promote Indigenous 

advancement and spiritual to produce Aboriginal Christians and save their souls - was controlled 

and conducted by the missionaries who relied on the donations of their churches’ members293. 

                                                           
291 McKenzie, 1976, p. 202. 

292 It took nearly a decade before the MOM ordained two other Aboriginal men: Phillip Magulnir 

from Goulburn Island in 1975 and Djiniyini Gondarra from Elcho in 1976 (Kadiba, 1998). 

293 Zoellner, 2019.  
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Then throughout the 1950s, the training of Indigenous people living at the missions gradually 

moved towards direct control by the Commonwealth Government. However, in the Top End, the 

churches still played a significant part in adult Indigenous Education. Welfare politics perceived 

adult education as essential to Aborigines' assimilation. Consequently, adult training at missions 

and settlements started to be subsidised by the government from the early 1950s (Cameron, 

2005, p. 154). 

Methodists (MOM), for example, in response to “a significant increase in government 

subsidies”, during their 1962 synod294, approved an apprenticeship program “for fitters and 

turners, motor mechanics, electricians, carpenters and joiners, boat builders and cabinetmaking”     

295 in order to progress westernisation296 of Aborigines. These industrial initiatives were 

organised on the missions and most of them were run by the missionaries as trainers in an ad hoc 

manner. Many of those trainees, after a basic training at the missions, were later sent to Darwin 

for further education and completed courses in nursing and teaching (Baker, 2012, pp. 142-143).  

Missions and Theological training - Courses Prior to 1966 

Along with the push towards economic advancement of Aborigines, the Churches started 

promoting the agenda of transition from mission to indigenous church. In other words, if 

civilising was being implemented through the structured vocational and industrial courses, then 

                                                           
294 The annual Northern District Synod - Synod Report [1961–62], 52, 37.1.5, NTAS. 

295 Baker, 2012, p. 142.  

296 Cameron (2005) notes that Welfare considered adult education as vital to Aborigines' 

assimilation. Accordingly, adult classes were introduced at missions and settlements from the 

early 1950s (pp. 4;154). 
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correspondingly Christianising had to be enhanced by systematic spiritual and theological 

training of Indigenous people (Cole, 1985). 

In the period between 1958 and 1966, several short-term training courses for Aboriginal 

church leaders were conducted separately by the Methodist Church and the Church of England 

Missionary Society. From 1966 many courses were conducted jointly by the two groups, and in 

several instances the Baptist Home Mission Board and the Aboriginals Inland Mission297 shared 

in the study programmes. In these courses, church leaders received training in group leadership, 

human relationships and the use of spoken and written English as well as training in religious 

and theological matters. Several courses were conducted for European missionary staff. 

The CMS in their spiritual training put strong emphasis on biblical teaching298. In 1958 

they ran an eight-day course on Bickerton Island for twelve Aboriginal men. In 1959 they 

organised a similar course near Umbakumba at the air base attended by 40 Aboriginal men and 

women. In the same year, at Roper River, they ran a course on “Assimilation” covering topics of 

administration, finance, record keeping, station planning, health, as well as law and order, 

attended by a hundred Aboriginal adults. In 1961, again at Roper River, the missionaries ran a 

three-month long course on Bible teaching, English literacy, health and hygiene for 14 

Aboriginal men and women. In 1962, at Camp near Numbulwar, 30 Aboriginal men took part in 

another biblical course. In 1965, the CMS conducted another biblical course near Umbakumba at 

site offered by the Umbakumba community attended by 30 men and women. 

                                                           
297 For details see Harris, 1994, pp. 551-602. 

298 List of courses compiled by Barry Butler in: NTAS, NTRS49-2 (November 1972). 
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Meantime, at the 1964 synod Jack Goodluck and Bernie Clarke, both newcomers to 

Arnhem Land, offered to initiate a program of training for Aboriginal local preachers (Kadiba, 

1998, p. 180). The first course on Church Leadership referred also as “inaugural theology” 

(Kadiba, p. 275), for 10 Aboriginal adults, was conducted by Methodists, Goodluck and Clarke, 

at Croker Island (Minjilang) in 1965 and lasted two weeks. This course was attended by Lazarus 

Lamilami and Philip Magulnir, the first ordained Aboriginal ministers. The following year, a 

similar course lasting three weeks, was conducted in Millingimbi and repeated on Goulburn 

Island in 1967299.  

The socio-political changes in the 1960s made the churches rethink their ways of working 

with Aboriginal Australians. The above survey of training activities conducted by the churches in 

the early 1960s shows that the Methodists were putting more emphasis on economic 

advancement, while the Anglicans were more concerned about the biblical knowledge of 

Indigenous people. However, regardless of this difference, it was clear that both churches 

became seriously engaged in the training of Indigenous church leaders.  

Formation of Joint Training Committee (JTC) 

The Anglican and Methodist missions in Arnhem Land were not only geographical 

neighbours; they had also many common features, similar policies, objectives and challenges, as 

well as being connected by personal relationships including where staff were dating each other. 

Theologically, their personnel came from the same evangelical background. There were also 

some differences. For example, Methodist mission administrators had a greater degree of 

                                                           
299 Ibid. 
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independence from their Board to decide about the management of the stations and they were 

also more liberal in their approach to Aboriginal cultural practices (Rademaker, 2016). 

The missionaries of these two churches frequently supported each other on the grassroots 

level in the context of the tropical hardship of the Territory and there was also a significant 

collaboration between them on a higher level. The Church of England clergy men, anthropologist 

Adolphus Peter Elkin, and a linguist, Dr Arthur Capell, both professors at Sydney University, 

with an interest in missions, served as consultants to the Methodist mission (Harris, 1994, pp. 

792-793).  

Rev Lazarus Lamilami, Harry Makarrwaḻa and other local preachers appeared to be 

living proof that a century old conviction of Rev Henry Venn300 - who believed that people of 

other races had “all exhibited an intellectual ability fully equal to that of Englishman of a similar 

amount of education” (Williams, 2000, p. 150) - was prophetic. In the 1960s it became clear that 

the Aboriginal people were not only capable but also indispensable part of the churches’ 

leadership. In 1965 the Methodists Overseas Missions (MOM) approached the CMS proposing 

to form a partnership in training personnel for Arnhem Land missions. The CMS accepted the 

offer and in 1966 these two missionary societies set up a Joint Training Committee and “started 

co-operative training courses from time to time”301. Undated and unsigned document302 entitled 

“Report of Discussion between the Church Missionary Society and the Methodist Church of 

                                                           
300 Venn was a theologian and philanthropic humanist, who served as honorary secretary of 

the CMS from 1841 to 1873. 

301 Cole, 1978, p. 4  

302 NTAS, NTRS49-2 
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Australasia Concerning a Training Establishment” hints that the start-up discussion was initiated 

by Revs G. J. Symons (MOM), B. Butler (CMS) and B. A. Clarke (MOM). The Methodists also 

invited the Baptist Home Mission Board and the Aborigines Inland Mission to discuss the 

potential of establishing ‘a combined training college in Darwin’ and awaited their response 

(Cole, 1978, p. 4). 

In September 1966 the two churches, the Anglicans represented by CMS and the 

Methodists represented by MOM, ran their first joint course for Aboriginal church leaders. It 

took place in the Qantas Hostel303; it lasted six and a half weeks and was recorded as “Church 

Workers Course (no. 1) including English and Civics”304. This combined ecumenical course, 

which was attended by MOM, AIM, CMS, and Baptist Home Mission Aboriginal students, 

inaugurated the official commitment of Anglican and Methodist churches to the joint training of 

Aborigines and Mission Staff305. 

The first minuted meeting took place on 28 April 1967. Although the Baptists and the 

Aborigines Inland Mission have participated in the earlier discussions on a joint training of 

Aboriginal leaders, their representatives did not attend the meeting. During this meeting “it was 

agreed that those present should form themselves into a Joint Training Committee” (JTC). Those 

present – Anglicans and Methodists - decided to further investigate the possibility of a joint 

training venture; it was also moved and carried:  

                                                           
303 Later known as Kormilda College and since 2017 as Haileybury Rendall School. 

304 List of courses in: NTAS, NTRS49-2. The record shows that, AIM and Baptists also 

participated in this course. 

305 Minutes of Joint Training and Research Center dated 27/10/1973 and Kadiba (1998, p. 275). 
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That the Committee plan to establish a residential training college for up to 30 students 

with accommodation for the necessary staff; that the approval be sought of the 

representative mission authorities for use of some of the land at the CMS Headquarters at 

Nightcliff, for this purpose; that the Committee invite a representative of Christ Church 

and the United Church to share in discussions on this proposal306; that the members 

should try to contact other training institutions to gain advice on planning for building 

and facilities.307 

Formation of the Joint Church and Training Centre Trust 

After contacting several organisations, the Committee received replies from: the Training 

College in New Guinea willing to share their curricula and plans for buildings; the MOM Board 

which approved the idea of using the CMS property for building the college; and the Secretary of 

the Melbourne Bible Institute who indicated his willingness to advise on progressing with the 

project. Meantime, the Regional Secretary of the CMS approved verbally the proposal to use the 

CMS land at Nightcliff308 as a construction site for the lecture hall that could serve a dual 

purpose.  

It could serve as a lecture hall and general-purpose building during the week, and then be 

used by both United Church and Anglicans as a Church on Sundays. This thinking coincided 

with the concept of Missionary representatives so that planning for training should not be 

                                                           
306 For more details see: Cole, 1978, p. 4. 

307 Minutes of the JTC, 28/04/1967 in: NTAS, NTRS49-2. 

308 Minutes of the JTC - 16/06/1967 in: Nungalinya College Archives (NCA) 
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exclusively centred on Aboriginal students. The long-term view was that the one college could 

serve the Churches in Darwin and the Churches in Arnhem Land.309 

The second official meeting of the JTC was called in June 1967. New ideas about the site 

and the facilities emerged, Rev Shepherd proposed to seek more suitable land in Wagaman, one 

of the Northern Suburbs, and to include a church building that could be used by all co-operating 

denominations. At the end of the meeting the Committee agreed to approach the Town Authority 

to secure such a site and came up with a more detailed plan of the facilities, which would contain 

a lecture room, library and the dining room “attached to the end of the building”. The drawings 

and quotation were to be provided by “builders on the Methodist Mission”310. Additionally, a 

plan was made for “a dormitory style” students’ residential facility “with rooms for four students 

in each room”, toilet and laundry buildings, and a house for a supervisor311.  

During the following four months, the members of the Committee discussed and 

modified the plans on several occasions. In October the Committee held another meeting and it 

appeared that a site at Wagaman was also not as good as it was previously thought because there 

would be not enough space for recreational and sporting facilities; an area of at least of 8 acres 

was required. Rev Kim from the Baptist mission indicated that they were ready to be a part of a 

joint training facility for the Aborigines, so the Committee once again invited Baptist Home 

Mission Board and the Aboriginal Inland Mission to make “the proper approach” to the CMS 

and MOM and express their desire and commitment “at an official level before engaging in local 

                                                           
309 Report of Discussion between the CMS and the Methodists, in: NTAS, NTRS49-2. 

310 Minutes of the JTC - 16/06/1967 in: NCA. 

311 Ibid. 
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planning and discussion”312; however, these two churches did not respond313, although 

interestingly the record shows that the members of those churches participated in a three week 

joint Church Workers Course No.2, conducted at the Showground in October 1967. Meantime, 

the United Church of northern Australia314 and the Church of England joined the group.  

In February 1968, the Committee learnt that the Land Branch had rejected their 

application for a site in Wagaman. Following an advice of the Town Planner315 the Committee 

commenced a new application process for a ten-acre site at Dripstone Road316. The application 

was also officially supported by the United Church317 and the Church of England318. To discuss 

all the bureaucratic requirements, the Committee met in June, and as a result of the discussion 

                                                           
312 Minutes of the JTC - 12/10/1967. 

313 Minutes of the JTC - 27/02/1968 and of 18/05/1970 according to which the Baptist had 

decided to establish their own training college. 

314 It is important to distinguish between the United Church in the NT and the Uniting Church of 

Australia. The United Church became the part of the Uniting Church of Australia in 1977. 

Another important development took place in 1972 when the Methodists joined the United 

Church. For more information on this event see a section under a heading Methodists become a 

part of the United Church on page 157. 

315 It was probably Mr. Long. See: Minutes of the JTC from 21/03/1968 and 11/04/1968. 

316 Ibid. 

317 United Church, Parish Council meeting – 13/03/1968. 

318 Minutes of the JTC - 21/03/1968. Here the Church of England seems to be represented by the 

Christ Church Anglican Cathedral in Darwin. 
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they decided to apply for a Special Purpose Lease under the organisation known as “The Joint 

Church and Training Centre Trust” (JCTCT), with “two trustees each from Church of England, 

Church Missionary Society, United Church, Methodist Church of Australasia”.319 A Business 

arising section of the minutes of the meeting held on 24th October 1968 contains a note -“An 

application for 10 acres of land in Casuarina had been made to the Land Branch” - while a 

Correspondence section states, “A letter from the Director of Lands was received acknowledging 

receipt of the application for land”320. During this meeting, also three important resolutions were 

made: (1) that the JCTCT be asked to bring the development programs to the attention of the 

appropriate church and mission authorities and request them to consider undertaking their 

proportion of the total financial commitment; (2) to advice C.J. Wright of the Division of 

Christian Education of the Australian Council of Churches of the project and to seek his 

assistance in obtaining the support of other interested bodies; and (3) that each participating body 

be requested to indicate the likely timing of their contribution in relation to the proposed building 

program. 

The progress was rather slow. Some nine months after submitting the application for the 

land, the Trust received a reply from the Land Branch, dated 16/07/1969, asking for additional 

information related to the project. The Trust formed the sub-committee to respond to the Land 

Branch. In the response they clarified and addressed a need for a parking area, sufficient 

dwelling for staff and adequate playing areas. The response was sent on the 11/09/1969. At that 

time the Methodist Mission indicated a contribution of $25 000 to the project, the diocese of the 

                                                           
319 Minutes of the JTC – 28/06/1968.  

320 Minutes of the JCTCT – 24/10/1968. 
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Church of England could not make any financial commitment, but CMS offered to find a staff 

member plus a “small training fund being added to each year”, while United Church was still 

working on details related to their contribution. To seek needed financial help the Trust decided 

to contact Inter-Church Aid in Sydney and apply for a grant of $25 000321. Meantime, the last 

part of the joint Church Workers Course No.3 was conducted at the Darwin Showground in 

October 1969, and the Trust was informed that their land application was recommended by 

Darwin Branch to Canberra and the lease would be a Special Purpose Lease in Perpetuity322.  

The Final Decisions Made 

The note with the heading Some Further Thoughts323, attached to the minutes from the 

18/05/1970 meeting, reveals that the trustees lost their patience and hope for a positive outcome 

of their application for the land. It had been over two years since they began the application 

process with no approval on the horizon. The author of the note wrote, “From an Aboriginal 

training point of view a site is needed now so that accommodation can be provided. The delay 

has been too long...”. Then he asked,  

Ought we to continue with the present proposal? With the idea of a church as well as 

training centre the scheme has grown quite large and costly. At times I think this has 

complicated our approach to Aboriginal training. Indeed, it is almost a case of the tail 

wagging the dog... 

                                                           
321 Minutes of the JCTCT – 22/07/1969 & 09/09/1969. 

322 Minutes of the JCTCT – 13/11/1969. 

323 The note itself does not have the author’s name, but the minutes point to Barry Butler. See: 

Minutes of JCTCT – 18/05/1970. 
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In May 1970 the trustees met twice. The first meeting, chaired by Bishop Mason was 

attended by Mr Leske, Rev Clarke, Rev Goodluck, Rev Butler and Rev Baldwin. The 

significance of it comes from a fact that two of those men, Rev Barry Butler from the CMS, and 

Rev Jack Goodluck of the Christian Education Department of the United Church would be later 

recognised as the founding fathers of Nungalinya College. During this meeting Rev Goodluck 

was asked to share his ideas in relation to “the details of training courses” to be delivered by the 

future Training Centre, while Rev Butler was asked to distribute his rather pessimistic thoughts 

on the project with a special reference to the feasibility of the Joint Church and a possibility of 

using the CMS land for erecting the Training centre324. The second meeting, a week later, lasted 

only ten minutes with not much essential progress. Rev Goodluck spoke about a concept of his 

“Academy”325, and a suggestion was made to hold a meeting with the Baptists in relation to their 

proposal of establishing the William Carey College.  

Since June 1970, the energy of the trustees had been re-directed towards setting up a 

temporary training facility on the CMS property and having it ready by January 1971. The idea 

of scaling down and moving away from the original plan of building the Church seemed to be 

also gaining more support326. Even though in September327 the committee received a verbal 

message from the Director of the Lands that the minister had approved their application for the 

Casuarina site, they were still determined to proceed with building the training centre on the 

                                                           
324 Ibid. 

325 Minutes of JCTCT – 25/05/1970. 

326 Minutes of JCTCT – 22/06/1970 & 20/07/1970 & 07/09/1970. 

327 Minutes of JCTCT – 07/09/1970. 
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CMS land. Only the letter from the Director of Lands indicating that the “application for 10 acres 

of land on Dripstone Road had been approved in principle”328 made the trustees “to discontinue 

any thought of erecting temporary facilities on the CMS land”329.  

Nungalinya College’s archives contain a recording of Wally Fejo, a Larrakia man, 

principal of Nungalinya College from 1996 to 2002 - who was a nephew of the legendary 

Aboriginal leader and warrior, Koolamurinee, known as Bobby Secretary - saying,  

They needed to look for a place close to the Top End. So, Darwin was looked at. So, 

there was negotiation, there was long discussions. Already there were small classes in 

different places in Darwin where the students came in, and together the students came 

and had a good look at this section of the land. They wanted to know how close it was to 

the sea. How close it was to this fresh water - Rapid Creek. Wanted to know the distance 

from where the Buffalo Creek is. All of these considered, because they were thinking in 

terms of our county men came, there was still some of the things that culturally would be 

carried on here: hunting, being with family, ceremony, but also appreciating the center 

here of development training within leadership of the church and the community” (Fejo, 

2000). 

                                                           
328 Minutes of JCTCT – 15/12/1970. 

329 Minutes of JCTCT – 05/03/1971. 
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In 1971, Revs Butler and Goodluck330 became the key players in the planning process. 

They were asked to prepare detailed training programs331 and the plans for buildings to be 

erected332. They were also the members of a sub-committee working on the College 

Constitution333. During that time the trust approached various organisations asking for financial 

support. The CMS committed $10 000334; the World Council pledged US$10 000335; the 

Australian Council of Churches (Inter Church Aid) granted $5000; Minister for the Interior was 

asked to waive the $23 000 fee for the lease336. This indicates that at this stage all the 

stakeholders were supporting the project and its location.  

The following year, 1972, the chairman of the Methodist Overseas Missions, Rev 

Symons, approached Rev Goodluck - who was one of the instrumental persons behind the idea of 

a training center for Aboriginal leaders - and said, “You will be the principal of Nungalinya 

College.”, to which Rev Goodluck replied “No, I won’t.” and added, “I would be terrible at that 

role. I am not a principal. I am the bloke who walks along with people as we learn together. You 

                                                           
330 The Methodist Synod asked the Committee to invite Rev Goodluck to become the member of 

the Committee. See: Minutes of JCTCT – 15/12/1970. 

331 Minutes of JCTCT – 20/07/1970. 

332 Minutes of JCTCT – 05/03/1971. 

333 Minutes of JCTCT – 26/05/1971 & 1/04/1971 & 29/09/1971 & 22/11/1971. The draft of the 

Constitution was written by Rev Goodluck (Minutes from 8/11/1971) 

334 Minutes of JCTCT - 01/04/1971 

335 Minutes of JCTCT - 26/05/1971 & 05/08/1971 

336 Minutes of JCTCT - 05/07/1972 
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need someone else for that role.”337 After that the Trust advertised for the principal’s position - 

from four applicants the committees appointed Rev Keith Cole as the founding principal (Cole, 

1978, p. 5). The same year six joint training events, coordinated by Rev Goodluck, took place: a 

Voter Education Workshop, three one-week courses on Management in Arnhem Land, and a 

Staff Orientation and Adult Education Workshop. Additionally, CMS and MOM staff was busy 

planning courses for 1973338. 

Nungalinya College vs Darwin Community College 

In September 1972, the Trustees began investigating the possibility of cooperation with 

the Darwin Community College, which has developed over time to be Charles Darwin 

University. They resolved that the chairman, Bp Mason, would write a letter to Joseph Flint, the 

principal of the Community College, to ask if he would be willing to discuss such a possibility, 

and if the meeting with the Interim Community College Council could be arranged in order to 

consider the relationship between both Colleges339. These two men agreed to consider such a 

prospect and during the following trustees’ meeting, the decision was made to “make 

arrangement to attend the meeting of the Community College Interim Council”340. The 

administration of the Community College responded, indicating that the proposal would be 

discussed during their next meeting in February 1973341. This meeting was eventually attended 

                                                           
337 Personal communication with Rev Tony Goodluck, a son of Rev Jack Goodluck - 25/11/2020. 

338 See: A list of proposed courses for 1973 – attached to minutes dated 31/01/1973  

339 Minutes of JCTCT - 28/09/1972. 

340 Minutes of JCTCT - 31/01/1973. 

341 Minutes of JCTCT - 31/01/1973. 
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by two Joint Training Centre representatives: The Chairman, Bp. Mason, and Rev Bernie Clarke. 

Later they reported to the Trust that the discussions they had with the Darwin College Interim 

Council “were quite profitable and contact with the Community College would be maintained”342 

and that “the greater majority of the Council saw no conflict of interest between the proposed 

functions of Community College and the Joint Training College”343. In the context of these 

initial positive responses, it was resolved to create a Statement of Purpose344, describing a big 

idea of the future Nungalinya College and its potential cooperation with the Darwin Community 

College, which was later circulated to government departments and church institutions345. 

Meantime, the Chairman also talked with K. Beasley, Minister for Education and 

Science346 while, Rev Bernie Clarke met with Dr. H. Beare, Director of the Northern Territory 

Department of Education347, who “had endorsed the need for close contact between the Joint 

Training Centre and the Darwin Community College. It was suggested that any personal contact 

between members of the Trust and Mr. Flint would be worthwhile cultivating”348. 

                                                           
342 Minutes of JCTCT - 02/03/1973. 

343 Paper submitted by Rev Cole regarding a meeting with the Darwin Community College on 

27/09/1973, attached to the minutes of JCTCT from 24/09/1973. 

344 See: A cover letter of a Statement of Purpose, written on behalf of the Trustees, attached to the 

minutes of JCTCT held on 31/01/1973.  

345 Minutes of JCTCT - 31/01/1973. 

346 Minutes of JCTCT - 02/03/1973. 

347 For more on the Dep. see: Bennet, 2017. 

348 Minutes of JCTCT - 31/01/1973. 
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The next meeting of the two colleges was scheduled for 27/09/1973. However, the paper 

written by newly appointed principal of Nungalinya College, Rev Keith Cole (Cole, 1978, p. 5), 

reveals the change from optimism and high expectation of the Nungalinya administration to 

dismay and disappointment after “several public servants of the Department of Aboriginal 

Affairs in Canberra in July 1973” said that “All that you are trying to do, except theological 

training, could be and would be done by the Community College”349. This was the clear 

statement that different levels of administration had different views on cooperation in Aboriginal 

advancement between the two colleges. The Canberra refusal350 to support Nungalinya College’s 

application for the Hostel loan/grant351 was an additional obstacle on the way to build “a first-

class training establishment of real academic merit and with a high standard of research within 

it.”352  

Methodists become a part of the United Church 

Meantime, in 1972, the Methodist Mission had become part of the United Church of 

Northern Australia. The events leading to this amalgamation were initiated in 1912, when 

Presbyterian minister, the Rev. John Flynn, insisted that the Presbyterians should not compete 

with the Methodists but rather co-operate alongside providing pastoral care for their members in 

                                                           
349 Paper submitted by Rev Keith Cole regarding a meeting with the Darwin Community College 

on 27/09/1973, attached to the minutes of JCTCT held on 24/09/1973. 

350 Minutes of Building Committee – 10/09/1973. 

351 Minutes of JCTCT - 03/03/1972; 07/12/1972; 31/01/1973. 

352 See: Statement of Purpose, written on behalf of the Trustees, dated February 1973, attached to 

the minutes of JCTCT held on 31/01/1973. 
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Darwin area. This collaboration resulted in the building and running together of the Inter-

Services Club which opened in June 1940 (Orme, 2020, p. 276). Six years later, another 

Presbyterian minister, Archibald (Arch) Wesley Grant, arrived at Darwin, “where he worked 

with two Methodist ministers and the Methodist and Presbyterian governing bodies to form the 

United Church in northern Australia”. The foundational meeting of the Darwin United Church 

Committee was held on 15/05/1946. According to Grant “it was from that date that the United 

Church in North Australia became official” - but not quite (Orme, 2020, p. 278). In 1956 

members of the Methodist, Presbyterian and Congregational churches began worshiping together 

in a church in Smith Street, Darwin, thus starting a united congregation. The official fusion of 

the three churches in Darwin took place on 1/01/1972. The Methodists “with 145 members of 

staff, a complete radio network, and a working budget that ran into seven figures, allowing its 

proud denominational individuality to be absorbed by a physically much smaller group”, became 

a part of the United Church in North Australia (McKenzie, 1976, pp. 194-195). 

Name and the Constitution of the College 

In June 1971, the JCTCT Committee set two goals: the first was to produce a college 

constitution, and the second, to “give consideration to a suitable name”353 for the college. In 

April354, JCTC Committee had begun to discuss the constitution and a composition of a college 

council. The secretary was to contact other similar training institutions in a search for an 

appropriate exemplar of a constitution. In September, a sub-committee composed of Symon, 

Goodluck and Butler created the first, one page document, with a heading “Joint Church and 

                                                           
353 Minutes of JCTCT – 30/06/1971 & 22/11/1971. 

354 Minutes of JCTCT – 02/04/1971. 
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Training Centre suggested Principle of Operation” draft of a possible constitution including the 

following sections: name blank, purpose, training objectives, control, programme, management, 

property maintenance and use of property sections355. The second document “Memorandum of 

Association” further elaborated the objectives for which the association was established356. In 

November, the name Nungalinya was suggested, and a motion had been carried that Rev Butler 

“be asked to make further enquiry into the meaning and relationship of this name”357. But not 

much was done in this respect until 1973. 

By the end of 1972, after several revisions, the proposed constitution of the Trust was 

submitted to a solicitor for comments358 and then, in May 1973 again was amended by newly 

appointed principal, Rev Cole. The final, thirteen-page document359, Constitution and Rules of 

the Combined Church Training and Research Centre, defined eighteen objectives of the 

Association named “Combined Church Training and Research Centre Incorporated”. The first 

objectives states:  

a) To establish a Training Centre to be known as the “NUNGALINYA COLLEGE: 

COMBINED CHURCH TRAINING AND RESEARCH CENTRE, DARWIN.” And to provide 

facilities for the conduct of training courses for Aboriginal leaders, Church staff appointees and 

                                                           
355 NTAS, NTRS49, n.d. 

356 NTAS, NTRS49, n.d. On a dilemma concerning naming, the Trustees vs Incorporated 

Association see: Minutes of JCTCT - 18/06/1968. 

357 Minutes of JCTCT – 22/22/1971. 

358 Minutes of JCTCT – 07/12/1972. 

359 NTAS, NTRS49, n.d. 
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general Lay training for the Church of England, the United Church in North Australia and their 

respective Mission Societies. Such training shall include provision for: 

i. Cultural and cross-cultural studies including research and the building up of 

historical records; 

ii. Staff orientation training; 

iii. Inservice training for European and Aboriginal staff; 

iv. Biblical and theological training for church members; 

v. Leadership training in the fields of community development, recreation, civic and 

administration, home management, and other general education fields; 

vi. Community consultations; 

vii. Refresher and re-evaluation courses for European and Aboriginal people involved 

in leading the courses in the above categories. 

In the implementation of the above aims, the Association intended to seek the active 

involvement of other religious bodies, Government Departments and any other organisations 

who may benefit from these programs. 

When the constitution of the College needed to be finalised, Rev Cole wrote Preliminary 

Thoughts on the Joint Training Center, where the name needed to be clearly stated, but he got 

stuck with the spelling of the name. This issue was brought to light during the meeting in May 

1973, when “it was resolved that subject to a check on spelling and to the approval of the 

Larrakia people the name of institution be Nungalinya College”. Then Rev Cole wrote to Rev 
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Butler, “I […] should be grateful if you could let me know […] if the spelling NUNGALINYA is 

thought to be the right one.”360 

Rev Butler acknowledged the letter and replied on 13th of June 1973, 

After getting the word again from 4 of the Aboriginal people at Bagot, I am quite certain 

that NUNGALINYA is the right spelling. Therefore, no change is needed in that you 

already have. In due course I hope we will be able to get something of the story behind 

the Old Man Rock361. 

Later, in his notes on History of Aboriginal Ministry Rev Butler wrote that it was Bobby 

Secretary himself who said that the name of the college should be “Nungalinya” (Butler, 2004, 

pp. 7-8).  

At that stage the college had a name - but no knowledge about its real significance and 

the deeper meaning. In September 1973, just before signing the documents regarding college 

incorporation, the trustees felt they needed “to gain information on the story of Nungalinya”362. 

In a search for knowledge, Rev Cole paid a visit to Delissaville on the Cox Peninsula and asked 

the locals to share with him their secret story. However, he did not learn much at all – the 

meeting minutes reveals that “little information obtained on that matter”363.  

                                                           
360 Letter of Rev Cole to Rev Butler, dated 9/06/1973, attached to the Minutes of JCTCT 

30/05/1973. 

361 Letter of Rev Butler to Rev Cole, attached to the Minutes of the JCTCT 30/05/1973. 

362 Minutes of Nungalinya College Trust (NCT) – 24/09/1973. 

363 Minutes of NCT – 31/10/1973. 
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Indeed, at that time not much public 

information on Nungalinya was available. The 

handwritten note364 indicates that Rev Cole 

might had spoken, or intended to speak, with 

Tommy Lyons, a Larrakia traditional owner 

and senior elder of the Danggalaba (crocodile) 

clan who had a spiritual affiliation to Larrakia 

sites on the land365. Cole jotted down a few 

words including: Nungalinya, Old Man Rock, 

Rapid Creek, Lee Point, Sandy Creek and few 

other difficult ones to decipher. The note also refers to the “dreaming spirit that pushed it [rock] 

out of the water” (Figure 3). Nevertheless, after Nungalinya became the official name of the 

college, Gwalwa Daraniki sent a telegram 

(Figure 4) to CMS “expressing appreciation at 

choice of College name”366.  Around that time, 

Gwalwa Daraniki also published a map of 

Larrakia Country (Figure 5), which indicates 

that for Larrakia people, the Casuarina area 

was known as Noongalinya. 

                                                           
364 Attached – together with a telegram - to minutes of NCT - 31/10/1973. 

365 Gray, 2000. 

366 Attached to minutes of NCT - 31/10/1973. 
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Figure 5 
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Incorporation of the College 

The application for incorporation367 of the college was submitted with the Registrar after 

a meeting of the trustees in September 1973. The objectives were published in NT News, 27 

October 1973 under Notice of Intention to Apply for the Incorporation of an Association368 and 

on 29th November, Nungalinya College and the Combined Church Training Research Center was 

incorporated under the Associations Ordinance, Certificate A249. Nungalinya College as a legal 

body was born (Cole, 1978, p. 7) and so Nungalinya College was established. 

Chapter Summary 

The first part of the chapter has examined the efforts of the two missionary groups 

working with Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory; one representing the Church of 

England, the other acting on behalf of the Methodist church, which later became part of the 

Uniting Church. It also includes the investigation of theological and missiological links between 

these churches and theological history researched in chapter one, as well as theology and history 

of mission discussed in chapter two. During their journey through Aboriginal lands, the 

missionaries of these churches touched the lives of thousands of Indigenous men, women and 

children who were caught in a turbulent and dramatic current of events that changed their world 

forever. After failing to create a sanctuary for Aborigines during their first attempt in the 

southern part of the country, sixty-six years later they decided to try again in the top end of the 

Northern Territory. This time they did not give up. 

                                                           
367 Minutes of NCT – 31/10/1973 & 24/09/1973. 

368 Minutes of NCT – 31/10/1973. See also: A notice of intending incorporation inserted in the 

“N. T. News, October 27, 1973”. 
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These men and women, relying on the support of their churches and government as well 

as on the good will of the Aborigines, acted as go-betweens between the two socio-political 

realities - the reality of the invaders and the invaded. Believing in their call to civilise and 

Christianise Aboriginal people, they created eleven mission stations and an outstation for a 

metaxic encounter between the two worlds. This helped many Aborigines to recognise that not 

all white invaders arrived there to kill them and that missions were the safe zones that provided 

asylum and protected them from potential massacres orchestrated by the white pastoralists. Thus, 

the missionaries gained trust of many Aboriginal men and women and were able to extend their 

influence on other regions, simultaneously preparing the groundwork for Nungalinya College. 

The establishment of each mission in the Northern Territory was a milestone event leading to 

Nungalinya College, where today Aboriginal people from the west, east, north, and south gather 

to learn, discuss, and share their ideas about personal growth and community building. 

These two churches, although operating in different geographical zones, were both 

motivated by the same biblical source and functioned like two rails of the same railway truck. 

The Anglicans moved north from cattle country in the Roper Valley to Groote Eylandt, while the 

Methodists progressed from the west to east along the north coast, from Goulburn Island to 

Yirrkala369. They finally realised that the time had arrived to start working together with 

emerging Aboriginal leaders as  partners and the events of the 1960s impelled the missionaries to 

take seriously the question of Aboriginal leadership within their churches.  

The chapter ends with the examination of the archival records containing the minutes of 

the meetings that took place over a period of seven years. These minutes show a joint effort of 

                                                           
369 Cf. Morphy, 2005, p. 43 
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both churches engaged in a process that brought into being Nungalinya College, a theological 

institution dedicated to education of Indigenous leadership.  
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Final Analysis 

Understanding of History 

The major dilemma when structuring this thesis was the choice between a thematic or a 

chronological approach to history of the College. This resulted in a quest for an answer to a 

question: What definition of history should be employed to pay its due to the subject of the 

research? In Order and History, Voegelin (2000) provides the optimal resolution when he states 

that history is “a divine-human process”. In this process, events “are experienced as movements 

of human response to a movement of divine presence”. Then, he writes, “the structure of history 

is eschatological” (p. 375), and further he explains “history had no meaning but the waiting for 

the eschatological events” (p. 230). 

Considering the above understanding of history, the incorporation of Nungalinya College 

under the Associations Ordinance, which is the final act recorded in this thesis, is a culmination 

of a chronological, linear progression of God's revelation in time and humans’ responses to this 

revelation on one hand. On the other hand, it is one of the events which belongs to the cohesive 

story that follows the exitus-reditus pattern, with beginning and ending occurring at the same 

point, the Creator. In this sense, the College is also an eschatological entity because it finds its 

meaning in actively waiting for an eschatological consummation of history in line with the 

College’s belief statement containing the phrase: “I expect the resurrection of the dead and the 

life of the world to come”370.  

Research Structure 

 Theological review 

                                                           
370 For English versions of the Nicene Creed according to different denominations see: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_versions_of_the_Nicene_Creed 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/English_versions_of_the_Nicene_Creed
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The goal of this thesis was to examine theological constructs and their causative powers 

that led to the establishment of the College, and simultaneously to produce a narrative that might 

serve as a reference and inspiration for further research of the post-establishment history of the 

College. This was accomplished by tracing chronological events of the divinely conceived 

missionary plan, coordinated and executed by the transcendent God who himself is missionary. 

The three chapters of this thesis investigate the early history of the College concealed in the 

redemptive history, using the tools and sources described in the introductory section. 

Chapter one deals with the theological events of the Old and the New Testaments, 

covering the timeframe of the redemptive timeline from the Creation and Fall of humanity to 

Pentecost and the beginning of the Church. It demonstrates how Nungalinya College existed as a 

seed in a typological land, in a form of an antitype, or a shadow, of what it is now, and what it is 

to become when the redemptive history will reach its final eschatological event. The 

investigation of the New Testament shows how the redemptive events influenced the processes 

leading to the establishment of the College. It scrutinised the educational functions of those 

events, with the Master Teacher and some of his students in the background, and pointed out the 

elements that shaped the identity, teaching philosophy, teaching content and the ministry of the 

College. In other words, this chapter deals with the spiritual and theological foundations upon 

which Nungalinya College is built. 

Chapter two emphasises missiological doctrine arising from theological constructs 

discussed in the previous chapter and from the events described in the biblical metanarrative. 

Chronologically, the introductory section of this chapter – based on biblical exegesis - overlaps 

with the chronology of chapter one, but then it goes beyond and includes the period between the 

Pentecost (~33 AD) and the 1840s when the mission to Aboriginal Australia was practically 
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abandoned. From a theological perspective, the chapter surveys the two concepts of mission – 

the Great Commission and missio Dei - and it is focused on missionary agencies that worked 

together to establish the College. The exegetical analysis of the Old Testament exposes the 

transcendent God who is missionary and is actively engaged in a localised mission originally 

limited to Israel, but gradually reveals himself to the world. Using the typological seed and land, 

he prepares the mission to all nations, including Aboriginal nations of Australia, so that they 

could participate in his blessing. Then, in the New Testament, the examination of the mission 

encounters the same God who becomes incarnated into the immanent human being known as 

Jesus Christ. Thus, human agency is activated as the he missionary partner in the universal 

mission to all the nations. Moreover, this chapter analyses the historical movements of the 

churches - the Anglican, Methodist and to some degree Catholic – that in 19th century landed in 

Terra Nullius and later became instrumental in building the College. It also describes the first 

attempts of the missionaries who were struggling and learning how to navigate between the 

agendas of the libido dominandi driven government and the urgent need to address the tragic 

situation of inhumanly treated Indigenous people. This chapter is primarily concerned with the 

agencies, both transcendent and immanent, that paved the way for the final phase of the process 

leading to the establishment of the College. 

The third chapter researches the developments that took place in the Northern Territory 

and covers historically the period between the establishment of Australasian Board of Missions 

in 1850 and the birth of the College in 1973. It is devoted to the events and actions of 

missionaries who were driven by faith based on theological concepts and missionary praxis, 

elaborated in the previous two chapters. The crucial moment of this chapter is the confession of 

the outspoken Bishop Frodsham - acknowledging that his church was not always motivated by 
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the desiderium servire, often quietly complying with the agendas of others, and did not live up to 

the standards set by the Gospel - which led to renewed interest in the plight of Indigenous 

people. After this sobering admission, the chapter moves in the direction of the network of 

mission stations established in the Arnhem Land as a result of new policies adopted by the 

Anglican and Methodist churches. The examination of these stations, in the context of social, 

political and economic changes, revealed the realisation by the churches that they could no 

longer fulfill their mission to civilise and evangelise by following the Paraguayan Reductions 

model discussed in chapter two. As a result of the government gradually taking over the task of 

civilising, the emergence of the movement towards sovereignty and self-determination of 

Indigenous people, as well as missiological developments, the churches recognised the necessity 

to invest in building up the local Aboriginal leadership equipped with theological skills. The 

chapter closes with an examination of archival records revealing a synchronised endeavour of the 

two churches working together towards the establishment of Nungalinya College, which was the 

epic milestone of their mission to the Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory. 

Philosophical review 

The above overview of the College’s early history follows the linear progression of 

events scrutinised through a theological lens. However, as indicated earlier, the College as a 

historical event also belongs to the exitus et reditus reality, which signifies a historical space 

between the two opposing poles, and which is comparable to Voegelin’s philosophical concept 

of the metaxy. This thesis assumes that the structure of reality is metaxic, and consequently the 

history of Nungalinya College was and is shaped by the pulls of the metaxic poles. In Voegelin’s 

terms one set of these poles is anchored in the transcendent or Divine Ground, the other in the 

immanent or Cosmic Ground. Azerrad (2002) described the Divine Ground as “the formative 
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force in all things and, more importantly, the source of the sacred pull of Reason which draws 

man to the divine heights of the metaxy”. While the Cosmic Ground “is the seat of the 

counterpull of the passions … [where] man takes on the role of God and through libido 

dominandi seeks to create and impose meaning” (p. 22). 

In parallel with examination of the College in the context of redemptive chronology, the 

research shows the College as a product of multiple metaxic processes rooted in the metaxic 

structure of history. The missiological exploration showed that the College came into existence 

due to metaxic interactions between the transcendent and immanent agencies, and metaxic 

missionaries like St Paul who navigated between the Jews and the gentiles, or the founders of the 

College who worked between the western and Indigenous worlds. 

The biblical exegesis exposed the early existence of the College in a context of the two 

metaxic poles: one being a hidden type in the Old Testament, and the other a revealed antitype in 

the New Testament. This metaxic history that lies at the foundation of Nungalinya College 

further shaped the College’s identity via the unrivalled influence of metaxic teachers, like Jesus 

Christ and Paul of Tarsus, who to a great extent determined the College’s teaching philosophy 

and content; they instructed how to navigate in the world that is a battle ground between forces 

of good and evil, as well as between the desire to dominate and the desire to serve.  

The idea of the metaxic history of the College radiates from Cole’s (1998) reflection. In 

Founded on the Rock he wrote: 

The College logo is Omega, the last letter of the Greek alphabet, which looks like a big 

rock. Jesus said in Revelation 22:13 “I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, 

the beginning and the end.” Omega was also an early Christian symbol of the 
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resurrection, because the letter looked like and reminded them of the stone which was 

rolled away from the tomb when Jesus rose from the dead (p. 3). 

This text, densely packed with symbols and compiled by the founding principal of the 

College, articulates the system of thoughts and beliefs present in the minds of the college 

founders. A logo is about the identity of the enterprise. By referencing the Alpha and the Omega, 

yet another pair of the metaxic dyads, Cole clearly connects the story of Nungalinya College 

with metaxic history. He does it not only by locating the history of the College between 

protology (Λ) and eschatology (Ω), but more importantly between the death and the resurrection.  

The Cross and Blood of Indigenous Martyrs 

Cole’s reflection identifying the College with the resurrection needs to be seen as the 

second metaxic pole, with the first one being the two executions discussed earlier, especially the 

one that took place in Jerusalem. Firstly, through these events the metaxic Son of God and Son 

of Man restored the poles of the variegated metaxy to their original orientation: from non-being 

to Being, from death to life, from ignorance to knowledge, from necessity to freedom and from 

evil to good. Secondly, historically Aboriginal encounter with Christ happened on the “cross” 

when they were tortured and executed371 by the libido dominandi possessed invaders.  

Following the reasoning of Tertullian, who in his Apologeticus coined the term “the 

blood of martyrs is the seed of the Church” 372, and the belief that Christ is the archetypal martyr, 

it is justified to assume that the blood of the executed Aboriginal people in Australia belongs to 

                                                           
371 Deborah Bird Rose argues that the myth of creation was fulfilled thought “the torture and 

crucifixion” of the Indigenous people. As cited in Hancock, 2007, p. 37. 

372 Cf. Fleming, 2019 and Deverell, 2018. 
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the seeds from which Nungalinya College grew. On the other hand, the saving power of the 

resurrection, which gives meaning to history373, became a source of the desiderium servire for 

many of those who arrived in the Northern Territory to save “a dying race”374. This pair of the 

metaxic dyads adds yet another layer of complexity to the 

processes from which the College emerged – a deep metaxic 

connection between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal agencies 

collaborating with each other on a transcendent level. Cole 

acknowledged this transcendent reality when he stated, “The 

good hand of Almighty God our heavenly Father has been upon 

us, enabling the college to be established”375. 

This research, anchored in the divine ground, reveals 

the early metaxic history of Nungalinya College, which at the 

core of its identity is a metaxic, Indigenous and educational 

institution, participating in the metaxy of the incarnated Christ who allowed immanent humans to 

see and to touch376 the transcendence (Figure 6). 

 

                                                           
373 Cf. Starkloff, 2002, p. 20 

374 Harris, 1994, p. 469 

375 Cole, 1978, p. 32 

376 Cf. 1John 1:1. Figure 6 represents Virgin Mary and Eve. Drawing by Sr Grace Remington, 

OCSO, copied from https://margmowczko.com/mary-consoles-eve/ 
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Ω 

“Friends, I want to remind you that all of our ancestors walked under the cloud and went 

through the sea. […] [They] drank the same spiritual drink, which flowed from the spiritual rock 

that followed them. That rock was Christ”.   

— St Paul (1 Corinthian 10:1-5) 
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